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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

E

Since 1990, the Airport Surveillance Radar-9 (ASR-9) has been installed and
commissioned at more than 130 airports in the United States. The ASR-9 provides aircraft
detection and false alarm performance that is superior to that of earlier generations of airport
surveillance radars. The ASR-9 uses two types of surveillance to monitor aircraft activity. In
primary or skin surveillance, the radar transmits a pulse of electromagnetic energy that is
reflected by the metal components of an aircraft. Secondary, or beacon, surveillance uses a
second antenna mounted on top of the ASR-9 primary antenna to interrogate a transponder
device located on board all commercial and most general aviation aircraft. The transponder
reply is contains identification code or altitude.
The ASR-9 is designedto operate as a standaloneradar or in conjunction with the Mode
S secondary radar system. The Mode S system provides more advanced beacon surveillance.
The standalonebeacon surveillance is the subject of this report and is referred to as the interim
beacon interrogator (IBI) mode.
After the first several ASR-9 systems were placed on-line, operational problems were
cited by air traffic controllers, both with the primary and the beacon radar surveillance functions.
The beaconproblems, which are the focus -of this report, were as follows:
.

false beacon target reports resulting from signal reflections causedby buildings
and other reflective surfacesnear airports; and

.

missing or extra beacon target reports, or reports with inaccurate azimuth
measurements (particularly on approach to parallel runways), resulting from
interference between overlapping reply pulses from multiple aircraft in the main
beam of the antenna.

In 1992, Lincoln Laboratory proposed a replacement of the surveillance data processing
elements in the ASR-9, the so-called Array Signal Processor (ASP), with a Processor
Augmentation Card (9-PAC). The increased processing and memory capacity of the 9-PAC
made it possible to solve the surveillance problems listed above by implementing sophisticated
algorithms in software.

.

This report describesthe 9-PAC Beacon Target Detector (BTD) algorithms, which were
developed to solve the beacon reflection and interference problems cited above. The BTD
receivesbeaconreply data from ASR-9 beacon reply processinghardware, combines replies that
arise from the sameaircraft to form beacon target reports, and outputs these target reports to the
9-PAC Merge process,where they are combined with primary radar reports.
While the ASP BTD makes no attempt to remove false target reports caused by
reflections, the 9-PAC BTD has a Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA).
DRFTA determines the location and geometric characteristics of reflecting surfaces through
analysis of target report data, and stores this information in a dynamic reflector database. The
reflector databaseis then used to identify false targets. The dynamic databasehandlesreflections
causedby moving reflectors, such as ships and airplanes, and requires no hand entered inputs
when new buildings are constructednear an airport.

..-
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The 9-PAC BTD reduces the reply interference problems by using knowledge of track
history to correct corrupted reply code and altitude data. The ASP BTD had to assign each
beacon reply to a target at its time of reception, but the 9-PAC BTD postponestarget formation
decisions until all replies in an area have been received, and then processesthe group in batch
mode when all information is available. This results in a reduction in missed target reports,
merging replies from two aircraft into one target report, or splitting the replies from one aircraft
into two target reports.
Data analysis during field testing of the algorithms described in this report has
demonstratedmore than an order of magnitude improvement in the beaconfalse target rate of the
ASR-9. False target rates of 4 reports per antenna scan have been reduced to less than 1 false
target in 5 antenna scans.
Nationwide deployment of these algorithms on production 9-PAC hardware was
approved by the FAA in April, 1999. To date, more than 60 installations have been performed,
and hardware has been procured to update all 134 ASR-9’s in the National Airspace System
(NAS).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describesthe Beacon Target Detector (BTD) algorithms implemented in the
ASR-9 ProcessorAugmentation Card (9-PAC). Deployment of 9-PAC in operational radars on
production hardware began in September 1998. This report supersedesan earlier report [l]
describing the BTD algorithms prior to field testing. Refinements to the algorithms as a result of
field testing are included in this document.
The ASR-9 was fielded in 1990. There were several operational problems cited by air
traffic controllers, both with the primary and the beacon radar surveillance functions. The
beaconproblems, which are the focus of this report, were:
(1)

false beacon target reports resulting from signal reflections causedby buildings
and other reflective surfacesnear airports; and

(2)

missing or extra beacon target reports, or reports with inaccurate azimuth
measurements (particularly on approach to parallel runways), resulting from
interference between overlapping reply pulses from multiple aircraft in the main
beam of the antenna.

In 1992, Lincoln Laboratory proposed a replacement of the surveillance data processing
elements in the ASR-9, the so-called Array Signal Processor (ASP), with a Processor
Augmentation Card (9-PAC). This approach provided two important benefits, First, with
significantly increasedprocessingand memory capacity, the beacon surveillance problems listed
above could be solved with more sophisticatedalgorithms. Second,the use of the high-level “C”
programming language (instead of ASP assembly code) would improve the maintainability and
reduce the life cycle cost of the ASR-9.
The Phase 1 9-PAC software, including the BTD algorithms described in this report, as
well as an improved Radar/BeaconTarget Merge algorithm described in another report [9], was
first field tested at Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) and Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX) in the secondhalf of 1995. The system has been running operationally at LAX,
Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW), Oakland (OAK), and Honolulu (HNL) since the first half of 1996.
This testing has verified the improved beacon surveillance capabilities of the 9-PAC.
The BTD function within 9-PAC receives beacon reply data from the Beacon Reply
Processor(BRP) hardware in the ASR-9 secondaryradar processingmodule. The BTD function
combines replies that arise from the same aircraft in a radar scan to form beacon target reports,
and outputs these target reports to the 9-PAC Merge process, where they are combined with
primary radar reports.
The 9-PAC BTD algorithms are very different from those implemented in the ASP.
While the ASP BTD makes no attempt to remove false target reports causedby reflections, the
9-PAC BTD has a Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA). DRFTA determines
the location and geometric characteristicsof reflecting surfacesthrough analysis of target report
data, and stores this information in a dynamic reflector database. The 9-PAC BTD also
maintains an internal track history file, which assists in the identification of false reports.
DRFTA marks each beacon target as either real or false, and provides this information to the
Merge process,where it is decided whether or not to disseminate the report. False reports with
1

discrete Mode 3/A identity codes are identified when duplicate code reports satisfying stringent
conditions are located. Reflector attributes are calculated using the duplicate discrete code
reports. These reflectors are used to locate false reports with non-discreteMode 3/A codes. The
reflectors are also used to confirm the identification of discretecode false targets.
Some reply interference, or garbling, problems are also solved by the 9-PAC BTD.
While the ASP BTD had to assign each beacon reply to a target at its time of reception, the 9PAC BTD postpones target formation decisions until all replies in an area have been received,
and then processesthe group in batch mode when all information is available. Reply garble is
identified based on the range separation between replies to a given interrogation. Reply code
correction is accomplished using the track history file. With knowledge about track history in an
area, closely spacedreports can be identified, even when reply garbling occurs. These features
significantly reduce the likelihood of missing target reports, merging replies from two aircraft
into one target report, or splitting the replies from one aircraft into two target reports. Beacon
target report azimuth accuracyis also improved.
This report is organized as follows:
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2.

ASR-9 BACKGROUND

The ASR-9 provides for the detection and reporting of the position, altitude, and identity
of transponder-equippedaircraft using the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS).
ATCRBS (Figure 2-l) uses separate transmitting and reply frequencies to provide an
interrogation/reply protocol between the ASR-9 and the airborne transponder,as opposedto the
skin bounce of primary radar. The existence of separate frequencies eliminates the ground
clutter and weather return problems associatedwith a primary radar [7]. The interrogation/reply
protocol makes it possible to report a coded identification and altitude. The characteristicsof the
ATCRBS interrogation and reply signals are presentedin Section 2.1.

Mode 3/A
Identity
Reply

Reply

Figure 2-l. Air TrafJic Control Radar Beacon System(ATCRBS).
The ASR-9 extracts replies from the received signals using Beacon Reply Processor
(BRP) hardware and related timing functions. Range is measured using an 85.3 ns clock to
determine time elapsedbetween the interrogation and reply. Azimuth is measuredin Azimuth
Change Pulses (ACPs); there are 4096 azimuth positions per antennascan. The front end signal
and data processingperformed by the ASR-9 is discussedin Section 2.2.
The ASR-9 beacon interrogation is received by all aircraft within the antenna beam.
Hence, it is possible for replies from different aircraft to overlap such that coded reply data is
corrupted or lost. An aircraft is interrogated as long as it is within the beam. This “slidingwindow” technique results in a run of replies for each aircraft, the aircraft azimuth is assumedto
be in the middle of the run. This method works well provided that aircraft respond reliably, and
various sources of interference do not result in loss or addition of replies. These and other
problems associatedwith the ASR-9 beacon system are describedin Section 2.3.
Background on the 9-PAC software and hardware architecture is presentedin Section 2.4.

2.1

INTERROGATION

AND REPLY SIGNALS

The relevant characteristicsof the beaconinterrogator/transmitter are listed in Table 2-l.
Table 2-1. ASR-9 Beacon Interrogation Characteristics
Frequency

1,030 + 0.2 MHz

Pulse-pair (Pl ,P3 spacing
Mode 2 (military)

5 * 0.1 p set

Mode 3/A (identity)

I

8 f 0.2 ~1set

Mode C (altitude)

I 21 f 0.2 usec

I

Pulse width

0.8 f 0.1 psec

SLS pulse (P2)

2 f 0.15 psec following PI

1 Antenna Rotation Rate

1 12.5 RPM

I PRF

1 300-400 Hz

1 Transmit Power

1 l-l.5 kW

I Azimuth

I Nominallv 3”

Beamwidth

I

Illustrated in Figure 2-2, an interrogation consistsof a coded-pulsepair, with the spacing
between the two pulses (called Pl and P3) determining the mode of interrogation. Mode 3/A
(cornmon identity code) and Mode C (altitude) are normally used at all civil aviation airports.
Mode 2 (military identity code) may also be used at military facilities. The interlace pattern of
interrogation modes is selectable. Currently, the standardpattern usedby ATC is 3/A, 3/A, C.

P3

Pl
P2

I

I
I

I+

8ysfor ModeA, 21~sfor ModeC
--+I

Figure 2-2. ATCRBS interrogation pulses.
A third pulse, known as P2, is transmitted by a collocated omnidirectional antenna2 psec
after the Pl pulse, in order to suppresstransponderreplies resulting from the antenna sidelobe.
This transmission is strongerthan PI in the sidelobes,but weaker than Pl in the main beam [8].
This technique is known as sidelobe suppression(SLS). By comparing the amplitude of the Pl
and P2 pulses, the transponderis able to identify and ignore a sidelobe interrogation.
The characteristicsof a beaconreply are listed in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2. ASR-9 Beacon Reply Characteristics
Frequency

1,090 zk3 MHz

Framing pulse (Fl ,F2) spacing

20.3 + 0.1 ysec

ISPI pulse spacing

I 4.35 psec after F2
11.45 psec

1Reply pulse train spacing

I
I

0.45 + 0.1 psec

Pulse width

I

An ATCRBS reply, illustrated in Figure 2-3, has between 2 and 15 pulses,with 1.45 jtsec
separating the leading edgesof successivepulse positions. The two framing or bracket pulses
(Fl and F2) are always present in order to provide the receiver with a means of detecting the
reply. There are 12 code data pulses, expressedas four octal digits, labeled A, B, C, and D.
Each octal digit is broken into 3 data bits, labeled with a suffix of 1,2 or 4 (i.e., Al, A2, and A4
produce the A digit as A4 A2 Al. The ASR-9 is required to process Mode 3/A, Mode C, and
Mode 2. For Modes 3/A (identity code) and Mode 2 (military identity), 12 pulse positions
provide 4096 different identity code values. Figure 2-4 gives an example of a Mode 3/A reply.
For Mode C, 11 pulse positions provide 2048 altitude codes (the Dl pulse is not used), in 100
foot increments (called Flight Levels) covering heights from -1200 ft to 120,000 ft. Figure 2-5
gives an example of a Mode C reply. The X pulse position is not normally used. A special pulse
(SPI) after F2 is used infrequently for Mode 3/A only for further identification, usually at the
request of the ground air traffic controller.
The azimuth of a reply is given by the position of the antenna during the interrogation.
The range of a reply is determined from the elapsed time between the interrogation and the
receipt of the reply.
Pulse
Designations

Cl

Spacing(ysec)
LeadingEdges

0

Al

A4

X

Bi

82

Dl

D2

84

D4

F2

C2

A2

C4

1.45 2.9 4.35

5.8

7.25 8.7 10.15 11.6 13.05 14.5 15.95 17.4 18.85 20.3

SPI

24.65

Figure 2-3. ATCRBS reply pulses.
Fl

Cl

c2

A2

Bl

Dl

84

A=2, B=5, C=3, D=l

Figure 2-4. Mode 3/A reply pulses indicating identity code 2531.

F2

Fl

c4

A4

F2

A=4, B=O,C=4, D=O

Figure 2-5. Mode C reply pulses corresponding to a 6700~ftaltitude.
2.2

ASR-9 FRONT END BEACON PROCESSING

The ASR-9 Beacon Reply Processor(BRP) performs several front-end signal processing
and data processing operations prior to sending beacon reply data to the 9-PAC, as shown in
Figure 2-6 [6]. Range, azimuth, and Mode 2,3/A, or C code (depending upon the interrogation
mode) are determined. Incoming analog beaconvideo is subjectedto amplitude and pulse-width
thresholding tests in order to filter out noise and quantize the pulses. The reply codes are then
extracted from the quantized digital video. The range, azimuth, mode, and reply code data is
placed in a FIFO buffer, from which it is copied into the beaconring buffer in dual-port memory,
where it is read by the 9-PAC.
The BRP consistsof a Beacon Timing and Monitoring board, a Beacon Video Quantizer,
a Beacon Code Extractor, a Beacon FIFO, and a Beacon Test Target Generator. The function of
each component is explained below.
2.2.1 Beacon Timing and Monitoring
The Beacon Timing and Monitoring board (BT&M) determines the interrogation mode,
range, and azimuth. The interrogation mode is determined based on the spacing between the
leading edges of the Pl and P3 pulses (see Table 2-l). Azimuth is counted using ARPs and
ACPs. The ARP marks the beginning of an antenna scan (ACP 0). The ACP provides the
beacon reply azimuth data. Range is determined by using an 85.3 ns clock to measurethe time
elapsed from the leading edge of the P3 pulse to the framing pulse (Fl) of the reply. When a
reply is extracted, the current mode, range, and azimuth data are combined with the reply code
data in the Beacon FIFO buffer.
.
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Range,Azimuth
ARP,ACP _
I
A
85 ns
Noise Window
42 ns C1ock
85 ns
Clock
CIOC
11.
4
*
QUantizd
BVQ
1 v men
BCX
Analog Video M
c

Range
Azimuth
Mode
85 ns
Clot
,d
I

Code

l

BFIFO

alt

I/OBus
(To 9-PAC)

TTG QuantizedVideo
TITGVideo

Figure 2-6. ASR-9 Beacon reply processor block diagram.
2.2.2 Beacon Video Quantizer
The Beacon Video Quantizer (BVQ) performs amplitude and pulse-width thresholding on
the incoming video. Pulses which pass the thresholding tests are passed to the Beacon Code
Extractor (BCE).
2.2.3 Beacon Code Extractor
The Beacon Code Extractor (BCE) extracts reply codes from the digitized video. The
four parts to this processare bracket detection, phantom elimination, code extraction, and garble
detection. Note that the code may be changed by more advanced algorithms in the 9-PAC
(Section 8.3).
Bracket detection is the process of recognizing the incoming Fl-F2 bracketing pulses,
which are separatedby 20.3 psec (seeFigure 2-3). The BCE uses the 85 ns clock to determine
the spacing between received pulses. The Fl-F2 pulse spacing correspondsto 238 clock periods
(or clocks), with a VSP determining the acceptablemargin of error (kl, 2, or 3 clocks). Bracket
detection can occur at either the leading or trailing edge of the Fl pulse. A reference edge is
established for the bracket to serve as a reference for code pulse detection. If a bracket is
detected on the leading edge, the reference edge of the bracket is the leading edge of the Fl
pulse. For trailing edge detection, the reference edge is the trailing edge of Fl minus 5 clocks
(0.425 psec).
A phantom is a false bracket detection caused by a 20.3 psec spacing between pulses
from two replies, or by the C2-SPI pulses of a single Mode 3/A reply, as illustrated in Figure 2-7.
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The first case occurs when pulses from two overlapping or closely spacedreplies overlap such
that a third intermediate bracket is declared by the BCE, as illustrated in Figure 2-7a, where the
Cl pulse of the first reply forms a phantom bracket with the D4 pulse of the secondreply. The
philosophy of the BCE is to choosethe configuration of bracketsrequiring the minimum number
of targets [6]. A bracket is labeled as a potential phantom if its reference edge (i.e., Fl pulse) is
within a code pulse position of an existing reply. The candidatephantom reply can be eliminated
if it lines up with a second real reply. The second phantom case occurs whenever a reply
contains pulses in both the C2 and SPI positions, since these positions are exactly 20.3 psec
apart, as illustrated in Figure 2-7b. The C2-SPI phantom is automatically eliminated by the
BCE.
Fi

Cl

F2

Fl

D4

F2

20.3 psec
(a) Pulsesfrom two repliesform a phantombracketpair.

(b) C2 andSPI pulsesform a phantombracketpair

Figure 2- 7. Phantom reply conditions.
After bracket detection occurs, code extraction begins. Note that the code extraction
process is the same regardless of the interrogation mode, including Mode 3/A identity and
Mode C altitude codes. A reply contains thirteen code pulse positions (including the unused X
position) at nominal 17 clock (1.45 Fsec)spacingsbeginning at the referenceedgeof the bracket.
The SPI position is 289 clocks (24.65 psec) from the reference edge. A code pulse is detectedat
the sameedge as for the bracketing pulses,allowing for a VSP margin of error (1 or 2 clocks).
Garbling refers to a condition that preventsthe unambiguous extraction of code data from
the reply pulse train. There are two causesof reply garbling:
(1)

A noise pulse or code pulse from another reply coversthe expectedposition of the
edge of a pulse, so that the edge cannot be detected. This casemay result in the
loss of the data in the garbled pulse (i.e., a bit drop).
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(2)

Two replies are close enough together so that a code pulse from one reply could
be misinterpreted as a code pulse from the other. The reply pulse width and
spacing may not be perfect, and therefore code garbling may occur even the
spacing between the two replies is not exactly lined up. The tolerance is set up as
a site adjustable parameter (e.g., f 2 or 4 clocks). This casemay result in either
constructive or destructive interference in the pulses of both replies (i.e., a bit
drop or a bit add).

Separatecode garble and SPI garble flags are kept for each reply. Edge detection garble
causesthe code or SPI garble flag to be set immediately. Garble due to nearby replies (case 2
above) is detectedat the end of the secondreply.
2.2.4 Beacon FIFO
The Beacon FIFO (BFIFO) is a 64-word by 32-bit buffer where the BRP places message
to be sent to the BTD. The two types of messages are interrogation messages and reply
messages. An interrogation messageoccurs at the beginning of each interrogation, and contains
the interrogation Mode 3/A and boresight azimuth as determined by the BT&M logic. A reply
message occurs for each reply, and contains the reply’s range, code, and garble flags. See
Appendix D for the format of thesemessages.
2.2.5 Beacon Test Target Generator
The Beacon Test Target Generator (BTTG) injects test target replies into the beacon
video stream. The two types of test targets are the RTQC target and the internal video test target.
The RTQC is sent to the BVQ as analog video, in order to test the operation of the system. Live
video is blanked in a range-azimuth window around the RTQC target in order to ensure its
integrity. The RTQC target is broadcast for a number of consecutive interrogations, with
identical Mode 3/A and Mode C codes.
The internal video test targets are single-interrogation targets used to self-test the BRP.
They are located at a fured range, just beyond the 62.5 run beacon processingrange limit. The
self-test may be inserted before or after the BVQ, and consistsof 8 test-targetpatternswhich are
run on 8 consecutive interrogations. Various pulse widths and spacingsmay be created, so that
all of the BCE functions may be tested.
2.3

ASR-9 BEACON SYSTEM PROBLEMS

Problems associatedwith beacon surveillance include aircraft detection errors and reply
processing errors [8]. Aircraft detection errors cover problems eliciting replies from aircraft.
Since the 9-PAC cannot help in regenerating missing replies, these problems will still remain.
Reply processing errors refer to situations in which the replies are present,but are misinterpreted
by the BRP. This paper will discuss theseproblems in terms of their primary causes,which are
multipath and interference. 9-PAC algorithms alleviating these problems are discussedin later
sections.
Multipath refers to casesin which there are multiple paths for the interrogation or reply
signal due to reflecting surfacessuch asbuildings, vehicles, or the ground. Reflections can occur
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on the “uplink” to the aircraft, the “downlink” to the radar, or on both paths. In this paper, we
will use the term .“reflection” to refer to the casesin which the reflection occurs on both the
uplink and downlink. FAA personnel often refer to these as “uplink reflections.” Reflections
that occur only on the downlink are referred to as “downlinks” in this paper. Reflections are
discussedin Section 2.3.1. Downlinks are discussedin Section 2.3.2.
Interference refers to a variety of phenomena which cause the addition, loss, or
corruption of aircraft replies. There are many sources of interference, including overlapping
aircraft replies (reply garbling and phantoms, Section 2.2.3), replies to other nearby beacon
interrogators (fruit, Section 2.3.3), failure of the antennasidelobe suppressionmechanism (ringaround, Section 2.3.4), and out of spec transponders (splits, wide-pulses, Sections 2.3.5 and
2.3.6). Failure of the BRP reply garble detection mechanismto identify garbled replies correctly
is a major source of splits in the ASR-9. The algorithm in the 9-PAC BTD that attempt to
correct thesemistakes is describedin Section 8.
2.3.1 Reflections
A reflection occurs when the interrogation pulses from the ground station hit a reflecting
surface, such as a building, hangar, or other structure, usually near the station. The reflected
pulses move off in a different direction and are received by the transponder of an aircraft that
may or may not be in the main beam of the antenna. When a resulting downlink reflection
follows the reversepath, the BRP declaresa reflected reply behind the reflector, at a longer range
than the real aircraft, becauseof the additional distancetraveled by the reflected pulses. Most of
the time, a double reflection results in replies from an aircraft which is not in the main beam, as
shown in the recorded data from LAX in Figure 2-8. The picture shows that reflections from a
hangar close to the radar at LAX persist for many scans, out to a range of nearly 60 NMI.
Reflection false targets can also occur within the main beam, when the reflector orientation is
back toward the radar. This was observedduring 9-PAC field testing at both PHL and DFW.
While the reflector is in the main beam, severalreflected replies often occur, resulting in
the creation of a false target report. For strong reflectors, it is even possible for the false target
report to have as many replies as the real report. However, in general the real target has more
replies becausethe signal strength is strongerfor the direct path.
The 9-PAC BTD removes nearly all reflected false target reports using the Dynamic
Reflector False Target Algorithm described in detail in Section 10. This was one major goal of
the 9-PAC BTD.
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Figure 2-8. Reflection examplefrom data recorded at LAX
2.3.2 Downlinks
A downlink is usually causedby a ground bounce. The reflective ground is likely to be
close to the aircraft, such as a mountain, or close to the radar. In this case,the two target reports
are at about the same azimuth, and fairly close in range, since the extra distance traveled by the
reflected signals is small. An example of a downlink is illustrated in Figure 2-9, taken from one
of the data recordings made during 9-PAC field testing at LAX. Notice that the downlink false
targets lasted for three scans;8,9, and P in the figure.
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Figure 2-9. Downlink examplefrom data recorded at LAX.
2.3.3 Fruit
The ASR-9 is usually operatedin fairly high-density environments, where there are many
other beacon ground stations nearby, as well as a large number of transponder-equippedaircraft
in coverage. In such an environment, it is common to receive many non-synchronousreplies due
to interrogations from other beacon systems. These false replies are called fruit (i.e., false replies
unsynchronized in time). Since the interrogation times of the two sensorsare different, the local
sensor will compute an incorrect range for the aircraft based on the assumedturn-around time
from its own interrogation time. The replies are non-synchronous,becausethe repetition rate of
any two sensorsin an area is different. Thus, successivefruit replies from the same aircraft due
12

to the same interrogator will not agree on range when processed by the local sensor. It is
possible for fruit replies from different aircraft, or two fruit replies due to different interrogators,
to agree on range and azimuth. However, it is extremely unlikely that there will be enough fruit
replies in proximity to causethe BTD to createa false target report.
Figure 2-10 shows an example of fruit replies near a target report in data recorded during
field testing of 9-PAC at LAX. Usually, fruit replies are not a problem becausethey do not form
reply groups. Section 7 discussesthe reply grouping algorithms of the 9-PAC, and Section 8
discussesthe algorithm that rejects the occasionalreply group formed by fruit replies.

Figure 2-10. Fruit replies in data recorded at OAK.
2.3.4 Ring-Around
Ring-around replies are high elevation angle, short range sidelobe replies which are not
flagged as sidelobe becauseof the anomalies of the antennapatterns in that region. Ring-around
13

replies appear at the same range as the actual aircraft position, adjusted for the motion of the
aircraft since it was in the main beam of the antenna. An example of ring-around false targets
observedin recorded data from LAX is illustrated in Figure 2- 11.
The 9-PAC BTD attempts to remove ring-around false target reports with discrete
Mode 3/A codes using its internal track history data. This algorithm is described in
Section 10.1.2.

Figure 2-1I. Ring-around repliesfrom data recorded at LAX:
2.3.5 Wide-Pulse Transponders
Some aircraft have transponders that are out-of-spec with respect to the width of their
reply pulses. Such transponderscan causethe ASR-9 BRP to declaretwo replies, generally with
the samecode, at slightly different ranges.
During field testing of the 9-PAC at LAX, numerous casesof wide-pulse transponders
were found. One such caseis shown in Figure 2-12. To deal with wide-pulse reports, the 9-PAC
BTD identifies potential wide-pulse reply pairs during the reply grouping process(Section 7.2).
Reply groups containing these pairings are then examined more closely during the target
formation process (Section 8). If a wide-pulse target is found, the longer range replies are
discarded, and a target report is declaredfor the shorter rangereplies.
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Figure 2-l 2. Replies generated by a wide-pulse transponder at LAX
2.3.6 Splits
Normally, the replies received from an aircraft on a given scan appear close enough in
range and azimuth to be grouped together properly and assigned to a single target report.
Sometimes, however, various system defects can cause some replies from an aircraft to be
declared incorrectly. A split false report occurs when the reply sequencefrom an aircraft is
separatedinto two target reports during reply-to-target correlation. A split may occur inrange or
azimuth.
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The BRP is not likely to make an error in determining the range of a reply. Range splits
are almost always caused by transponders with improper turn-around delays [3]. The most
common delay error that leads to range splits is large variation in the intermode delay, which
results in the Mode 3/A replies having a different perceivedrange than the Mode C replies. Two
target reports are usually declared in this case, each containing replies of only one mode. The
reply grouping algorithm of the 9-PAC BTD can recognize and correct this situation
(Section 7.4.3, Figure 7-5).
It is also possible for the range of a sequenceof replies from an aircraft to exceed the
expected variance of the reply-to-target correlation algorithm. The 9-PAC BTD handles this
situation correctly in most cases, since it allows a greater variance than did the original ASP
BTD (Section 7).
The most common causeof azimuth splits in ASR-9 beacondata is reply garbling that is
not detectedby the ASR-9 BRP hardware (Section 2.2.3). This occurs if the range separation of
the two garbling reply pulses exceedsthe site adjustable spacingtolerance. The BRP marks the
garbled reply codes as clear. If there are enough undetected garbled replies from an aircraft to
satisfy the rules for target formation (Section 8), two target reports are declared at slightly
different azimuths, one with the correct reply code, and the other with the garbled reply code.
This has been observed to be a fairly common occurrence in the ASR-9 without the 9-PAC
modification, especially at sites with parallel runways where aircraft are closely spaced. An
example of this situation is provided in Figure 2-13. The 9-PAC BTD eliminates most of these
splits by widening the pulse spacing tolerance (Section 8.3).
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Figure 2-13. Undetectedreply garble resulting in two target reportsfor a single aircraft,
A less common form of the code-basedazimuth split occurs when two aircraft are sideby-side in azimuth and at exactly the same range. As shown in Figure 2-14, some of the
resulting replies from the two aircraft are received at exactly the sametime by the BRP. Thus, a
single reply is declaredwith a code that is a logical or-ing of the codes of the two aircraft replies.
This can occur for any reply mode. The sequenceof replies from the two aircraft can be broken
into three regions, each with a different code. The first region has the code and altitude of the
first aircraft, the middle region has the combined code and altitude values, and the last region has
the code and altitude of the secondaircraft. The most difficult variety of this caseoccurs when
one of the aircraft codesis a supersetof the other (i.e., all of the code pulses of one of the replies
are contained by the other reply), then the overlapped reply code is the same as the superset
code. The 9-PAC BTD attempts to resolve these situations using its track history data file, as
discussedin Sections8.3 and 8.4.
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Figure 2-14. Overlapping repliesfrom two aircraft result in a combined code value.
2.4

9-PAC BACKGROUND

The 9-PAC replaces one of the ASR-9 dual-port memory boards with a card that
contains, in addition to the original 64K of dual-port memory, three TMS320C44 (hereafter
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referred to as C44) digital signal processors,5 1 MBytes of memory, a 20 MByte Flash Memory
Card (in a PCMCIA slot), and 4 ASYNCYSYNC serial ports. The original prototype board built
by MIT Lincoln Laboratory used TMS320C40 processorsinstead of C44 processors,an earlier
member of the sameprocessingfamily.
In its Phase 1 configuration, the 9-PAC and ASP co-exist, with the BTD and Merge
functions of the ASP replaced by those of the 9-PAC. A block diagram of the Phase 1 9-PAC,
including the primary software tasks that run on each processor,is shown in Figure 2-15. The 9PAC replacement of the dual-port memory is actually a tri-port memory. The ASR-9 HighSpeed Interface Buffer (HSIB) and ASP are responsible for making the beacon reply data
available to 9-PAC in the tri-port memory.
As shown in Figure 2-15, all three C44 processorshave 1 MBytes of zero wait-state static
RAM. Processors #l and #3 have 16 MBytes of single wait-state dynamic RAM, while
processor #2 has 32 MBytes (providing for the large adaptive thresholding maps used in the
radar processingalgorithms in the Phase2 9-PAC configuration, discussedbelow). Processor#l
is used to communicate with all the peripherals (serial ports, flash memory card), as well as the
on-board and external dual-port RAM. All three C44 processorsare connected via their highspeed (20 MBytes/set) communication ports. The 9-PAC has no global memory available for
interprocesscommunication, so all communication is accomplishedvia the high-speedports. In
Phase 1, processor#2 is used for the beacon surveillance processing (BTD), and processor#3 is
not used. In Phase2, however, processor#2 is used for radar surveillance processing, and the
BTD is moved to processor#3.
In Phase 1, radar target reports are provided to 9-PAC in the t&ported memory by the
ASP, which performs the radar surveillance processing. The housekeepingprocessor(#l) sends
the radar target reports to the Merge process. The housekeeping processor feeds the beacon
reply data to the BTD, which sends the resulting beacon target reports back to processor #l
where the Merge is performed. The housekeeping processor copies the reports output by the
Merge into the tri-ported memory so the ASP can fmd them.
In its Phase2 configuration, the 9-PAC completely replaces the ASP boards, which are
removed from the ASR-9 backplane. The dual-ported memory, originally used to transfer the
beacon reply and radar primitive data between the HSIB and ASP, now provides the equivalent
data path between the HSIB and 9-PAC. The 9-PAC also can accessthe ASR-9’s second dualport memory board via the ASR-9 backplane, allowing the 9-PAC to communicate with the
Message Interface Processor(MIP) in place of the ASP. A block diagram of the 9-PAC in the
Phase2 configuration is shown in Figure 2- 16.
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Figure 2-15. Phase 1 P-PAC block diagram.
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Figure 2-16. Phase 2 P-PAC block diagram.
The BTD code has been written in a portable fashion. It runs on the Lincoln Laboratory
(CLCO-based)
and production 9-PAC boards (C44-based), as well as on UNIX platforms in an
algorithm test bed. However, the 9-PAC hardware influenced certain coding decisions. Of
particular note is the fact that the smallest addressableword on the C40 and C44 processorsis
32-bits, so the “C” language data types (‘char’, ‘short’, ‘int’, ‘float’, and ‘double’) are all 32-bits.
Thus, in order to use fields of a smaller size in order to conservememory, the smaller data types
must be combined within a 32-bit word. The current version of BTD uses less than half of the
16 MBytes that are available, so memory usagehas not been a concernthus far.
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3.

BTD REQUIREMENTS

A complete specification of the BTD requirements appearsin FAA-E-2704, and also in
the Westinghouse document “Software System/SubsystemSpecification Beacon Target Detector
for the ASR-9” [5]. A brief list of categoriesof requirements follows:

09
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Capacity and delay requirements(Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
Interface (i.e., input and output) requirements,including
a

beaconreply inputs (Section 6.1.1)

l

variable site parameterinputs (Appendix B)

0

beacon target report outputs (Section 12.1)

0

performance counts and alarms output (Appendix C)

0

test target outputs (Sections 6.1.2 and 8.10.3)

cc> Probability of detection requirements.
(4 Rangeand azimuth accuracyand resolution requirements.
(e) Split and false target report requirements(Sections 7, 8, and 10).
0

The original system specification [S] had separaterequirements for split
reports and false reports, as follows:
split reports: one per scanfor reports with discreteMode 3/A codes
one percent of reports with non-discreteMode 3/A codes
false reports: one per scan

a

The FAA is in the processof updating the requirements. The current plan
is to consolidatethe split and false report requirements,as follows:
split and false reports:
0.5 percent of all reports with discreteMode 3/A codes
2.0 percent of all reports with non-discreteMode 3/A codes

Code validation and accuracyrequirements (Section 8).
Military identification and emergencyrequirements (Sections7.3 and 8.11).
3.1

CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

The BTD capacity requirements are summarized in Table 3-l. Notice that the high
density beacon target report requirement of 800 total reports per scan is not evenly distributed.
There are several peak density azimuth wedges, the most dense specifying 32 reports within a
2.8” azimuth wedge. In addition, the BTD must also handle a total of 50,000 asynchronousfruit
replies (Section 2.2.3) per scan. Note that most of these fruit replies do not reach the reply data
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input to the BTD, becausethey are in the side lobes of the antenna. The capacity scenario used
during the independent validation and verification effort for 9-PAC Phase 1 system had
approximately 15,000 fruit replies per.scanin the reply data input to the BTD.
Table 3-1. BTD Capacity Requirements [5]
c

Data Type

Valid beacon
reports
Garbled
beacon reports

High density

Low density

90”

22.5’

2.8”

700

400

250

100

32

100

50

0

0

0

Discrete fruit
replies

33,600

33,600

8,400

2,100

261

Non-discrete
fruit replies

14,400

14,400

3,600

900

112

The total reply input rate corresponding to the capacity requirements is shown in
Table 3-2. Each target report is assumedto consist of 20 beaconreplies.
Table 3-2. BTD Reply Input Rate Requirements [5]
Data Type

Valid beacon
reports
Garbled
beacon reports
Discrete fruit
replies
Non-discrete
fruit replies
Totals

3.2

High density

Low density

90”

22.5”

2.8”

14,000

8,000

5,000

2,000

640

2,000

1,000

0

0

0

33,600

33,600

8,400

2,100

261

14,400

14,400

3,600

900

112

64,000

57,000

17,000

5,000

1,013

DELAY REQUIREMENTS

The original maximum boresight delay requirement for the ASP BTD (pre-9-PAC) was
0.15 seconds [5], which correspondsto approximately 128 ACPs assuming a nominal antenna
rotation rate. This agreeswith the standardsite parametersetting for the maximum time that the
Merge processcan onto a target report. Delay is defined as the difference in azimuth between a
given target’s azimuth centroid and the current boresight position at the time the report is output
to the 9-PAC (or Mode S) Merge process.For the 9-PAC BTD, this requirement was changedto
0.2 seconds,which correspondsto approximately 176 ACPs. The 9-PAC Merge maximum hold
time parameter is set accordingly. This change was made in order to accommodate the more
sophisticated reply-to-target correlation algorithm used by 9-PAC BTD (Sections 7 and 8). The
ASP BTD assignseach reply to a target immediately. The 9-PAC BTD groups replies by range
and azimuth, and postponesthe reply-to-target allocation until all the replies have been received
from an aircraft. This allows reply code garbling to be resolved, but can cause the original
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boresight delay requirement to be violated if two aircraft are near enough to be part of a single
range/azimuth reply group.
When the target load exceedsthe capacity specification (Section 3.1) and the boresight
delay requirement is exceeded,the BTD is required to reduce the maximum processing range
starting from the outer limit until the delay returns to an acceptablelevel.
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4.

ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

The 9-PAC BTD performs beacon reply-to-target correlation and outputs beacon target
reports to the 9-PAC Merge task. This section presentsan overview of the BTD design basedon
the block diagram illustrated in Figure 4-l. A more detailed description of the various
componentsof the BTD is presentedin later sections.
Beacon
Replies

b

Input Parsing
(Section 6)

-

Reply Grouping
(Section 7)

-

Target Formation
(Section 8)
‘I

I

Delay Processing
(Section 11)
1

I
I
+

Report Feedback
From Merge

Output To
Merge/Dissemination

(Section 12)

(Section 12)

---

Control Flow
Data Flow

Figure 4-I. P-PAC BTD processing block diagram.
ATCRBS beacon interrogation mode and reply data is input to the BTD from the dualport memory on the 9-PAC board. An aircraft is typically interrogated 20 or more times on a
single scan of the antenna, based on the width of the beam and the PRF. Thus, each aircraft
generates a series of replies at approximately the same range and with a three to six degree
azimuth extent. The beacon reply data is by no meansperfect. Aircraft replies may be missing,
or the reply data may be corrupted due to the overlapping pulses from other aircraft replies.
Extra replies may be generated due to other interrogators near the radar (i.e., fruit), by
malfunctioning transpondersgenerating extra long pulses, or by the reflection of interrogation
and reply pulses off reflective surfaces illuminated by the antenna beam. Section 2.3 discusses
the problems encounteredin beacon reply processingin the ASR-9.
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The input parsing module (Section 6) validates the incoming reply data and stores it in a
buffer for subsequentprocessing. The reply grouping module (Section 7) combines replies that
are close in range and azimuth into reply groups. First, the replies are combined with other
replies in the same range cell. If a range cell receivestwo replies reasonably close in azimuth,
the range cell is enteredinto the appropriatereply group. When a reply group has received all of
the replies it is likely to receive on this scan,the reply group is extendedto include any one-hit
range cells reasonably close to the group. The mature reply group is now ready for target
formation.
Most of the time, a reply group contains the replies from a single aircraft, but this is not
always the case. A reply group may contain replies from two or more aircraft that are at about
the same range and azimuth. The target formation module (Section 8) determines how many
target reports to declare from the replies in a reply group, and allocates the replies to their
targets. A report is made for eachtarget that satisfies a minimum reply test. The report contains
the range, azimuth, Mode 3/A and Mode 2 identity codes, and Mode C altitude of the aircraft.
The range and azimuth are averagesof the reply data allocatedto the target.
The target formation algorithm is complex because of the wide variety of missing,
corrupted, and extra reply data found in the input stream. A set of increasingly complex profiles
is used to determine the number of target reports to issue and which replies to allocate to each
target. Many reply groups consist of replies from a single aircraft that agree on code and
altitude. These groups, called “perfect”, are processedquickly. Many other reply groups contain
just a few anomalousreplies, while most of the replies agreeon code and altitude. These groups,
called “perfectible”, are handled fairly easily once the anomalous “one-timer” replies have been
identified. A minority of reply groups require further processing, because they contain a
significant number of corrupted replies, or becausethere are too many replies to be accountedfor
by a single aircraft. An attempt is made to determine which pulses of a reply are garbled, by
examining the range separation between replies in the group and other replies (from different
ranges)to the sameinterrogation. The BTD maintains a Track File containing track history data,
including the predicted positions, Mode 3/A and Mode 2 identity codes,and Mode C altitudes of
all known tracks. The Mode 3/A and Mode C codes of the replies in the group are compared
with the Mode 3/A and Mode C codesof nearby tracks. The knowledge obtained about garbled
reply pulses makes it possible to compare the ungarbled pulses of the reply code data with the
samepulses of a nearby track’s code data. Two separateprofiles make use of this technique, one
for a single nearby track, and the other for multiple tracks. In the few casesper scan in which a
reply group does not fit one of the track matching profiles, a “parse” algorithm makes the best
use of the reply code data it can to declare target reports, using track history information where
appropriate. Mode 2 is a military reply mode that is not used at FAA facilities; the 9-PAC BTD
always usesthe “parse” algorithm if Mode 2 replies are presentin a reply group.
Each completed target report is compared with the existing tracks in the Track File
(Section 9). Report-to-track associationoccurs immediately after the report has been completed.
A report that does not associateto an existing track is used to initiate a new track. Correlation
and update of tracks based on the results of report-to-track association is deferred until about a
half scan after the azimuth of the report. The immediate track association and initiation is
necessaryto facilitate the identification of false target reports and timely output of reports to the
Merge process. The half scan delay of the track correlation and update algorithm ensuresthat
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the track has had enough time to receive its target report association,even for tracks close to the
radar.
A report that has gone through track association is then processed by the Dynamic
Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA). DRFTA (Section 10) identifies false target reports
resulting from reflection of beaconreply pulsesby reflective surfacesilluminated by the antenna
beam. DRFTA attachesa status to each beacon target report to indicate whether it is “real” or
“false.” A dynamically generated Reflector File is maintained to support this process. The
algorithm path chosen depends on whether the Mode 3/A code of the target is discrete or nondiscrete. For a report with supposedlyunique discreteMode 3/A code, the Track File is searched
for a real track at a shorter range than the report with the samecode and an agreeing altitude. A
known reflector capable of generating a false report at the position of the candidate false report
may also be required in order call a discrete report false. This is a safeguardin casetwo aircraft
within the radar coveragearea have the samediscrete Mode 3/A code and altitude. For a report
with a non-discrete Mode 3/A code, a reflector must exist which computes a real target position
matching a track in the Track File whose code and altitude agreewith the report. The Reflector
File is updated whenever a particular discrete Mode 3/A code has a sequenceof real, false, and
real reports with no coastsin the real track, and at approximately the same altitude. A Reflector
Sample is computed by applying the positions of the real and false reports to the geometry of a
reflection.
Before a target is output to the Merge process,it is checked for excessiveboresight delay
(due to heavy CPU loading). Excessivedelays causethe BTD maximum processing range to be
reduced until delay returns to an acceptablelevel (Section 11).
DRFTA determines the status of a report before the radar/beacon target merge occurs.
The Merge process determines whether or not to disseminate reports that were called false by
DRFTA. A beacon false report that is not reinforced by a primary radar report is not
disseminated. A beacon false report that is reinforced by a primary radar report is disseminated,
unless the radar report position corresponds to a region where primary radar reflections are
known to occur. The primary radar reflection regions are determine dynamically by building a
Radar/BeaconFalse Target Merge Map. Separatemaps are maintained for reports with discrete
and non-discrete Mode 3/A codes.
The BTD outputs completed beacon target reports to the Merge process (Section 12).
The Merge associatesbeacon targets with primary radar targets, and decides whether or not to
disseminate beacon target reports that were call false by DRFTA. A report feedback loop
between the Merge and BTD processesis used to allow the BTD to make corrections to the
status of supposedly false reports that were disseminated by the Merge. The feedback occurs
prior to track correlation and update. The BTD finds the track associatedwith the report and
changes the status of the report from false to real. Each track in the Track File has a status
indicating if the track correspondsto a real aircraft position or a reflection. The feedback report
with its modified statusmay causethe track to be called real.
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5.
5.1

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION/RESET

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

Before any processing takes place, BTD must be initialized. Initialization consists
primarily of allocating memory for all of the BTD data structures, which is done up front to
avoid memory fragmentation problems. Initialization of the BTD is as follows:

5.2

(4

Allocate memory for all data structures,and initialize various pre-defmed tables.

Co>

Initialize default Variable Site Parameter (VSP) values (Appendix B). In realtime system operation on the 9-PAC board, the BTD always waits for a VSP
download from the ASR-9 Remote Monitoring System (RMS) before entering its
normal processingloop.

(cl

Clear all Petiormance Monitor (PM) counts and alarms (Appendix C).

(a

Load the Reflector File, if any, from the 9-PAC Flash Card File System (FFS),
and set the reflector PM counts appropriately (Section 10.2.6.1). The 9-PAC
BTD also runs in a UNIX-based algorithm test bed. In the test bed, the Reflector
File, if any, is loaded from a disk file.

(4

Set the maximum processing range to 60 NMI. Section 11 discusses the
procedure for reducing the maximum processing range if the system cannot
handle the incoming data load.

03

Perform the systemresetprocedure(Section 5.2).

SYSTEM RESET

System reset occurs at system startup, or when certain errors are detected in the input
beacon reply data stream (Section 6.1.l). An error is detected when the azimuth of successive
beacon reply interrogations and replies doesnot increasein a reasonablefashion. This can occur
as a result of data errors, antennaproblems, or heavy winds. If the ASR-9 resetsthe beacon ring
buffer due to data errors, the BTD may be reset. Resetting the BTD is a rather time-consuming
procedure. Therefore, in order to avoid overly aggressiveresets,the BTD can survive a certain
amount of data inconsistency (Section 6.1.1).
The following tasks are performed when a reset occurs.
(4

The beaconReply Buffer (Section 6.1.1) is cleared.

09

The BTD Track File and track update list (Section 9.1) are cleared.

(4

The Reflector SampleDatabase(Section 10.2.2.1) is cleared.

(4

The Open Reply Group list (Section 7.4) is cleared.

(e)

The PM counts (Appendix C) that rely on the beaconTrack File are zeroed.

(f)

The Non-discrete Reflection (Section 10.1.3) algorithm is disabled for 5 scans.
This allows the BTD to re-acquire its track history data without sending every
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report with a non-discrete Mode 3/A code through the false target processing
(Section 10.1).
Note that the current maximum processing range (Section 1l.O), and the Reflector File
(Section 10) are not affected, to prevent loss of information which must be preserved across
input-error-induced resets(Section 6.1.1).
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6.

INPUT PROCESSING

After the 9-PAC BTD is initialized, it entersan endlessprocessing loop in which it waits
for input data and then processthe data when it arrives. There are three types of data input to the
9-PAC BTD: beacon reply data; beacon target report feedback data; and variable site parameter
(VSP) data. This section discussesthe parsing of input beacon reply data, which is then used by
the BTD to generatebeacon target reports. The processingof beacontarget report feedback from
the Merge is describedin Sections 9 and 13. The VSP data is describedin Appendix B.
The input parsing function servesthree purposes:validation of the input stream; storing
beacon reply data in a reply buffer for subsequentprocessing; and handling special test replies
injected into the systemby the ASR-9 BRP as an integrity test.

6.1

REPLY PARSING

The input data stream consists of interrogation (sweep) headersand replies. Each sweep
header (two 16-bit words) representsa single interrogation of the beacon interrogator hardware,
and provides azimuth (ACP) and mode information. The valid set of modes includes Mode 3/A
(ATCRBSidentity), Mode C (altitude), and Mode 2 (special military identity). The beacon
interrogator is set up so that a specific pattern of interrogations occur (usually 3/A 3/A C). Each
sweep header is followed by a sequenceof zero or more two-word replies in increasing range
order. Each reply provides the range clock, code, and validity flag information for a single reply
from an aircraft, as determined by the ASR-9 BRP hardware. The input data messageformat is
illustrated in Figure 6-l.
The predictable sequenceof interrogations and replies allows for the implementation of a
simple state-machineto verify the incoming data, as shown in Figure 6-2.
As the input data are parsed, each sweep header is placed into a reply buffer for
subsequentprocessing. Replies with a range within the maximum processingrange of the radar
(60 NMI) are also stored in the reply buffer immediately following the sweep header. Replies
with a range exceeding the maximum are assumedto be test replies generated by the BRP to
ensuresystem integrity. These are handled separately,as describedbelow.
The input state.machine contains a number of checks to ensuredata validity. In general,
an unexpected sequenceof data resets the state machine to wait for the next sweep header, and
the remainder of the current sweep is discarded. If the reply ranges on the sweep are not in
increasing order, it is presumed that a bit error has occurred, and for safety the sweep is
discarded. Azimuth values of neighboring sweepsare also tested. A jump of more than 32 ACP
(approximately 3 degrees)is consideredan error and the sweep is discarded. If three consecutive
azimuth errors occur, the azimuth variance alarm is set and the BTD reset routine is executed
(Section 5.2).
Radar jamming can cause the generation of a large quantity of beacon reply data. The
BTD is required to take action to avoid unnecessary system delay in such situations [5].
Therefore, the BTD only processes the first 42 replies on a sweep. Any other replies are
discarded, and the reply overflow alarm (PRTOVFL) is set so that an alarm can be displayed on
the ASR-9 Remote Monitoring System @MS) display.
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Interrogation Message Format

Reply Message Format

III
1 --

14-bit Range (Clocks)
12-bit Code
A4 A2 Al

B4 B2 Bl

C4 C2 Cl D4 D2 Dl

CG = Code Garble Flag
SG = SPI Garble Flag
X = X Code Bit
SPI = SPI Code Bit
we = Unused Bit

Figure 6-1. Beacon interrogation and reply dataformat.
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Figure 6-2. Input processing state transition diagram.
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6.2

THE REPLY BUFFER

The interrogation and reply data is enteredinto a Reply Buffer, which is a circular buffer
containing 10,000 entries. The attributes stored in the Reply Buffer are described in Table 6-l.
The interrogation sweep header is entered into the reply buffer immediately in front of the first
reply, if any, on the sweep. A field (hdr) in the reply buffer indicates whether an entry is a
sweep header or a reply. There is also a special value to indicate the top of the reply buffer. The
rngcnt, acp, mode, code, validity, x, and spi fields describethe position and identity of the reply.
A time field in ACP units is used to maintain the age of a reply relative to the current sweep.
Time is stored in the lower 31 bits of a 32-bit word, so that time wraps around to zero every
2,147,483,647 ACP, which is approximately 28 days assuming a 4.6 second antenna rotation
rate.
There are also two pointer fields in the Reply Buffer. The bingtr contains the Reply
Buffer index of the next reply with the samerngcnt value, if any. The linking of replies at the
same range count forms the basis for determining which replies belong in the samegroup. The
grpqtr contains the Reply Buffer index of the next reply in the same group, if any. Section 7
describes the reply group algorithm that makes use of these links between replies in the Reply
Buffer.
A reply whose range exceeds62.5 Nmi is not placed in the Reply Buffer; instead, such a
reply is taken to be a Test Reply, and is copied into a special test reply buffer. Test replies are
sent back to the 9-PAC Output Task at the end of the sweep (Section 6.3).
The Reply Buffer is big enough so that there is no chanceof overwriting reply data that is
still needed by existing reply groups. Assuming a sweep every 2 ACP, with 42 replies plus a
sweep header entry per sweep, the 10,000 entry size of the Reply Buffer accommodates 232
ACP. That much reply history provides ample opportunity to allow reply groups to mature.
Table 6-l. Reply Buffer Data Structure
Attribute

) hdr

Description

1 1 if entry is sweep header, 0 if entry is reply]

mode

Reply mode (A, C, or 2)

acp
rngcnt

Sweep azimuth (ACP)

code

Range count
1 Code value

validity

Code validity from ASR-9 BRP (0, 1,2, or 3)

spi

SPI value

Ix
bin-ptr
cviutr
I time

I Code X-bit value
Pointer to next reply at same range count
Pointer to next reply in same group
I Time (ACP) of current sweep
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6.3

PROCESSING TEST REPLIES

The BTD is required to detect the occurrenceof test replies that appear at ranges greater
than the maximum processingrange. These replies are injected into the beacon reply stream by
the BRP four times per scan. The BTD must send these test replies back to the ASR-9 within a
timely fashion so they can be verified by the MessageInterface Processor(MIP). Failure to do
so causesan alarm to be set by the MIP.
The BTD groups test replies in a separatebuffer, and outputs them to the 9-PAC Output
Task via a communication channel after the entire reply sweephas been parsed.
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7.

REPLY GROUPING

The BTD reply grouping module is responsiblefor assemblinggroups of replies basedon
range and azimuth proximity. Replies are processed one sweep at a time, after each newly
parsed sweep is entered into the reply buffer described previously (Table 6-1 in Section 6.2).
When a reply group has been completed, it is sent to a separatetarget formation algorithm (see
Section S), where the determination of aircraft target report position, identity, and altitude
occurs.
There are four stepsin the reply grouping algorithm.
(1)

Range/azimuthgrouping (Section 7.1)

(2)

Wide-pulse reply matching (Section 7.2)

(3)

Military reply matching (Section 7.3)

(4)

Open reply group processing(Section 7.4)

Here is a brief description of the reply grouping algorithm. The range/azimuth step sorts
replies by range, and establishes an association between replies at nearby ranges, within a
reasonableazimuth window. The wide-pulse reply matching step checks adjacent replies on the
same sweep for the required range separation and code values characteristic of transponders
generating wide-pulse replies. The military reply matching step looks for special military
identification and emergencyreplies. The open group processing step determines when a reply
group has matured, and preparesthe completed group for the target formation algorithm.
In order to understand the reply grouping algorithm described in this section, it is
important to reiterate that the approach taken is to group replies by range and azimuth, without
regard to reply code, and to determine target attributes at a later time. This contrasts sharply
with the approachtaken by the original ASP BTD algorithm, in which each reply is immediately
assigned to a target based on range, azimuth, and code. The simpler approach of the original
ASP BTD required less memory and processingcapability, but had the disadvantageof splitting
a single target into two or more when certain reply code anomalies occurred. With its increased
processing and memory capacity, the 9-PAC BTD is able to correct reply anomalies after the
reply group is completed. Thus, while the replies in a group usually come from a single aircraft,
this is not necessarily so. The group may contain replies from two or more aircraft if those
aircraft are at about the samerange and azimuth. The target formation algorithm can correctly
allocate replies using its knowledge of track history. Figure 7-l illustrates replies from two
nearby aircraft on successivescans. On the first scan, the aircraft are sufficiently separatedin
range to form separatereply groups, but on the second scan, a single reply group is formed.
Notice that Mode 3/A replies are shown in the figure with the symbol “A”, and Mode C replies
are shown with the symbol “C”.
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(b) On the next scan,the replies from the two aircraft are in the samereply group.
Figure 7-I. Single-target and multiple-target reply groups.
7.1

RANGE/AZIMUTH

GROUPING

The BTD reply grouping processgroups the incoming beaconreplies basedon range and
Each reply to the current interrogation sweep in the reply buffer is
azimuth proximity.
processedin order of increasing range. The first step in range/azimuth grouping is to link each
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reply with other recent replies at the same range clock unit, or range cell. The range cell data
structure is describedin Table 7- 1.
Table 7-l. Range Cell Data Structure
Attribute

.

Description

first

Reply buffer index of oldest reply at range cell

first-az

Azimuth of oldest reply at range cell

last

Reply buffer index of newest reply at range cell

last-az

Azimuth of newest reply at range cell

count

No. of replies at ranoe count

mode-a-count

No. of Mode 3/A replies at range cell

mode-c-count

No. of Mode C replies at range cell

mode-2-count

No. of Mode 2 replies at range cell

wp-a-disc-count
wp-a-nond-count

(Section 7.2)
(Section 7.2)

wp-c-count (Section 7.2)

No. of Discrete 3/A wide pulse matches at range cell
No. of Non-discrete wide pulse matches at range cell
No. of Mode C wide pulse matches at ranoe cell

A range cell that receives two replies within 77 ACPs (about 7 degrees) is called
“opened”. An opened range cell is ready to join an open reply group, or create a new group if
necessary. The 7-degreelimit was chosenempirically as a result of data analysis; it corresponds
to about 1 degree more than the maximum target run length (6 degrees) typically observed in
ASR-9 ATCRBS beaconreply data.
An open reply group is a group of replies within a relatively small range/azimuth region.
The group is called open becauseit has not yet been closed to additional replies joining the
group. As shown in Table 7-2, an open group can be describedby its range and azimuth extent,
as well as the number of replies of each mode that are part of the group. The azimuth of the
reply that actually causesthe group to be created,called the open azimuth, is used in determining
when it is time to close a group, as discussedin Section 7.4. The group also maintains a set of
counts to support the wide-pulse and military reply matching algorithms, which are described in
Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively.
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Table 7-2. Open Reply Group Data Structure
Attribute

Description

begin-range

Shortest open range cell in group

end-range

Longest open range cell in group

begin-az

Azimuth (ACP) of first reply in group

open-az

Azimuth of reply that opened group

end-az

Azimuth of last reply in group

mode-a-count

No. of Mode 3/A replies in group

mode-c-count

No. of Mode C replies in group

mode-2-count

No. of Mode 2 replies in group

wp-a-disc-count

(Section 7.2)

No. of Discrete Mode 3/A wide pulse matches

wp-a-nond-count

No. of Non-discrete wide pulse matches

wp-c-count

No. of Mode C wide pulse matches

mil-code (Section 7.3)

Military Mode 3/A code

milfail-count

No. of military failures

mil-fail-start-acp

Azimuth of first military failure

mil-fail-end-acp

Azimuth of last military failure

mil-ident-count

No. of replies satisfying rules for 1st reply of Military
ldent

mil-emerg-count

No. of replies satisfying rules for 1st reply of Military
Emergency

mil-other-count

No. of replies satisfying rules for 2nd, 3rd, or 4th reply
of Military response

mil-start-az

Azimuth of first military success

mil-end-az

Azimuth of last military success

The open reply groups are maintained in a range-orderedlist. When a range cell is first
opened, the open group list is searchedto find an existing group for the range cell to join. The
range cell will join an open group if it is within 5 range cells of the group’s current limits. If the
range cell is found to be between two open groups, and within 5 range cells of each group, the
two groups are combined into a single group. If the searchfails, a new open group is created.
Figure 7-2 presents all of the possible cases encountered when a newly opened range cell is
comparedwith existing reply groups.
The 5 range cell requirement was also determined empirically, in an effort to minimize
range split false targets resulting from misbehaving transponders. This setting can cause
occasional merging of replies from two aircraft into a single group, but this is not a problem for
9-PAC because of the ability to pick out the aircraft in the Target Formation algorithm (see
Section 8). In the original ASR-9 BTD, a reply was required to be 5 range cells from the center
range cell of the reply group, instead of from either end as is done is 9-PAC. The ASR-9 had no
separatetarget formation batch processing,so it could not afford to let two aircraft targetsmerge
into a single group.
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If a reply is received that joins a range cell that was already openedby a previous reply,
the open group to which the range cell belongs is updated appropriately.
2020-2023

+

2700-2703

+

7878-7879

(a) Range-ordered open group list (lower and upper range cells shown)

1787-l

787

+

2020-2023

-+

2700-2703

-b

2708-2709

-b

7878-7879

-b

7878-7879

+

7878-7879

(b) Range cell 1787 creates new group at shorter range than existing groups.
4

1787-1787

+

2019-2023

2700-2703

+

2708-2709

+

7878-7879

(c) Range cell 2019 updates existing reply group

1787-1787

+

2019-2023

+

2700-2709

(d) Range cell 2705 joins two existing reply groups

1787-1787

-+

2019-2023

-+

2700-2709

+

4582-4582

(e) Range cell 4582 creates new group between two existing reply groups

Figure 7-2. Range cell entry into the reply group list.
In order to illustrate the basic reply grouping algorithm, Figure 7-3 provides an example
of an actual beacon reply group recorded at the LAX North ASR-9 site. In this and other reply
group examples, range is shown in range clock units on the far right, as well as 64ths of NM1 on
the far left. The notation “41/29” indicates a range of 41 and 29/64 NM. There are
approximately 144.88 range clocks per NMI; a constantprocessingin the range clock value must
be subtracted during the conversion to NM1 to account for transponder turnaround and other
constant delays, as shown in the following formula:
.

pclk
pm=144.88-

6.1718175

Azimuth is shown in ACP. The validity column “V” for both Mode 3/A identity code
and Mode C altitude can have a value from 0 to 3. As described in Section 6.1, validity 0
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indicates an ungarbled reply. Altitude is shown both as a Gray code and in 1000’s of feet. The
SPI and X bits are also describedin Section 6.1.
The reply group shown in the example is not openeduntil the‘ fourth reply, at 131 ACP,
when range cell 6899 receivesits secondreply. The fifth reply causesrange cell 6900 to join the
group. These are the only two range cells that receive two or more replies. Thus, the beginning
range cell is 6899 and the ending range cell is 6900. The opening azimuth is 131 and the ending
azimuth is 181 (the ACP of the last reply from range cell 6900). Note that so far, the replies
from single-hit range cells 6901 and 6902 have not joined the group, They will be taken care of
in the open group processingcomponent of the reply grouping algorithm (see Section 7.4), after
the group has matured.
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Figure 7-3. Beacon reply group example.
7.2

WIDE PULSE REPLY MATCHING

Each reply is checked to see if it is part of a wide-pulse pair caused by an out-of-spec
transponder. Such transpondersgenerateoverly long pulses, causing the ASR-9 Beacon Reply
Processor (BRP) hardware to declare two replies, generally with the same code, at slightly
different ranges. The BRP is looking for two framing pulses with a particular time separation.
Longer pulses causethe mistaken detection of an extra fmrning pulse pair. The BRP is described
in more detail in Section 2.1. A samplewide-pulse reply group is shown in Figure 7-4.
Each reply that satisfiesthe wide-pulse requirementsis flagged, and if enough replies in a
group are flagged as wide-pulse, the two neighboring groups are joined during the open group
processing portion of the reply grouping algorithm, discussedin Section 7.4. The number of
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reply matches required to join two groups dependsupon the whether the Mode 3/A replies are
discrete or non-discrete. Discrete Mode 3/A codes require three or more matches; for nondiscrete codes,in addition to the three or more Mode 3/A matches,there must also be at least one
Mode C reply match. Altitude match is necessaryas an additional discriminant for non-discrete
identity codes,becauseby definition there may be many non-discreteaircraft with the samecode
(e.g., 1200 octal) in the samegeneral area.
To detect wide pulse reply matches, each reply is compared with the previous (shorterrange) reply on the same sweep. If the two replies are at most 10 range cells apart, and have
“matching” codes,then a wide pulse match is declared. The value 10 was chosenbased on data
analysis, and seemsto handle most malfunctioning transponders. Enlarging the range tolerance
increases the likelihood that replies from a nearby aircraft will be mistaken for wide pulse
replies.
The rules for determining a matching code depend on the interrogation mode. For
Discrete Mode 3/A replies, the two reply codesmust match, except that the longer range code is
allowed at most 2 bit drops from the shorter range reply code. Both replies must have a code
validity of 0 or 1, which indicates that the code pulses are not garbled. The 2 bit drops are
permitted becausenot all pulses will be necessarilywide enough to causea leading and trailing
edge. Therefore, the code of the longer range reply may be missing one or two code pulses. For
Non-discrete Mode 3/A codes, the general rule is that the two reply codes must be exactly the
same, and both must have a 0 or 1 validation flag. A wide-pulse match declaration is always
made if both replies are in the set (0000,0200, 1000, 12001,regardlessof code validity. Again,
this rule allows loss of one or two reply code pulses on the edge of the beam. For Mode C codes,
the two reply codes must be exactly the same,and both must have a 0 or 1 validation flag. It is
too dangerous to allow bit drops on Mode C, becauseof the possibility that two non-discrete
code aircraft satisfy the range and code requirements with different altitudes whose Mode C
Gray codesjust happento be one or two bits apart. Gray codesare discussedin Section 6.1.
Currently, Mode 2 replies are not processedby the Wide Pulse algorithm.
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Figure 7-4. Repliesfrom a wide-pulse transponder.
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7.3

MILITARY

IDENT AND EMERGENCY PRE-PROCESSING

The next step of the reply grouping algorithm is to determine if a reply is potentially part
of a Military Identity or Military Emergency signal. These special military signals use a normal
Mode 3/A reply code followed by additional phantom replies, as illustrated in Figure 7-5. A
military identity consists of two replies, with the secondreply starting in the SPI position of the
shorter range reply. The requirement is that the range of the secondreply be larger that the range
of the first reply by 289 +/- range clock cells. This correspondsto the approximate location of
the SPI pulse position, approximately 4.35 psec from the secondreply framing pulse. The code
of the secondreply is required to be either zero or the sameas the fast reply.
A military emergency consists of four replies, with each reply in the SPI position of the
preceding reply. The codes of the second,third, and fourth replies are required to be either zero
or the sameas the first reply. Either the second or the third reply may be missing, but not both.
As with the military identity reply, the military emergency reply range separation requirement
allows a small margin of error around the expectedSPI pulse positions, as follows:
0

secondreply range is greaterthan first reply range by 289 +/- 5 range clock cells

l

third reply range is greaterthan first reply range by 578 +/- 6 range clock cells

0

fourth reply range is greaterthan first reply range by 867 +/- 7 range clock cells
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(a) Military identity reply.
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(b) Military emergencyreply.
Figure 7-5. Special military replies.
To fully implement the searchfor military ident and military emergency situations, every
reply should be tested against every other reply on the same sweep for the characteristic range
spacings. Unfortunately, the processing overheadincurred by these tests would be a significant
fraction of the total BTD load. In order to reduce processor utilization and preclude range
truncation in heavy traffic periods, a reduced checking schemehas been implemented.
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Half or more of all replies received by the BTD are fruit, In order to eliminate military
processing of fruit replies, the first rule is that only replies that are part of open range cells are
tested. This has the possible adverseside effect of reducing the number of replies in a real target
that get tested, as the first reply on every range cell of the target will be skipped. However, the
number of replies remaining are more than enough to establish the existence of a military ident
or emergency situation.
To implement this test, each open group maintains counts for military failures, military
ident first replies, military emergency first replies, and military other replies. The group also
stores the value of the last military code, the azimuths of first military successand last military
success,and the azimuths of the fast and last military failures. These statistics (refer back to
Table 7-2) are used later in the military target processing portion of the target formation
algorithm (Section 8).
Another complication is that it is possible for a single reply group to contain multiple
aircraft. Therefore, it is possible (although unlikely) that a single reply group contain two or
more military identities or emergencies. The most likely of the numerous possible cases is a
reply group consisting of two aircraft with different Mode 3/A codes, each of which is part of a
military ident or emergency reply, In order to handle this case, a second set of military code
statistics is maintained. If a military identity or emergencyreply match is found with a code that
is different f?om the original military code of the group, a secondmilitary code is establishedfor
the group. A separate first successazimuth and last successazimuth are maintained for the
secondmilitary code.
The original ASR-9 BTD specification [5] requires that military processing only applies
to Mode 3/A replies. However, the FAA requested that the testing be expanded to include
Mode 2 replies in the 9-PAC BTD algorithm.
7.3.1 Mode 3/A Military Pre-processing
When a pair of replies satisfies the Military Identification range and code requirements
described above, the corresponding reply groups record the code of the shorter range reply, and
increment the ident first or other count. Likewise, when a set of 3 or 4 replies satisfies the
Military Emergency range and code requirements, the corresponding reply groups record the
code of the shortestrange reply, and increment the emergencyfast or other count.
A reply that cannot find other replies that together satisfy either the Emergency or Ident
range test is counted as a “military failure” for the open group to which it belongs. A reply that
found other replies in the correct position for a Military Emergency,but failed the code matching
test, such as because of the presenceof garble, is considered neither a failure nor any type of
success. A reply that found another reply in the correct position for a Military Ident, but failed
the code matching test, is considereda failure only if neither reply code is called garbled by the
ASR-9 BRP hardware. Remember that after a reply group has fmished open group processing
(Section 7.4), the successand failure counts for the group are passedalong with the group to the
target formation algorithm (Section 8.11) so that a military target can be detected.
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7.3.2 Mode 2 Military Pre-processing
Transponders responding to Mode 2 interrogations are also capable of generating a
Military Identity or Emergency pattern. Therefore, Mode 2 replies are testedusing the algorithm
described above, with the following exception. For Mode 2, only a single set of military code
statistics, including azimuth information, is maintained. It is the most recent Mode 2 code
satisfying the military reply range and code test that is saved.
7.4

OPEN GROUP PROCESSING

The final step in the reply grouping algorithm is called open group processing. The
purpose is to determine which of the existing reply groups should be declared mature and sent on
to the target formation algorithm. Maturity means that the group has presumably received all of
its replies, or else it must be cut off to avoid delaying output targets when the group azimuth
span gets too large. A group cut off might be necessaryif three or more aircraft are adjacent in
azimuth, or if a single aircraft generatesa lot of sidelobe replies (i.e., ring-around, discussedin
Section 2.2.4). Once a group has matured, it is extended to include any nearby replies whose
range cells received only a single reply. Matured groups are then sent to the target formation
algorithm, where beacontarget reports are created.
The open group list is processedin order of decreasingrange, starting with the group with
the longest range on the open group list. There are six stepsin the reply grouping algorithm.
(1)

Merging wide-pulse groups (Section 7.4.1)

(2)

The group maturity test (Section 7.4.2)

(3)

Merging mode split groups (Section 7.4.3)

(4

Extending the group to include single-hit range cells (Section 7.4.4)

(5)

Linking the grouped replies (Section 7.4.5)

(6)

Holding replies for possible reuseby other groups (Section 7.4.6)

Here is a brief description of the entire open group processing algorithm. Two
neighboring reply groups arejoined if they appearto be the result of a single aircraft with an out
of spec transponder generating either wide-pulse replies or different ranges for Mode 3/A and C
replies (i.e., a mode split). After a reply group satisfies the maturity test requirements, it goes
though the “extension” process,in which nearby replies from single-hit range cells are added to
the group. The finalized reply group is then assembled, and the associated range cells are
cleared. On rare occasions,a range cell may be held over for inclusion in other groups. This can
happen if the range cell is exactly half way between two groups, or if the reply group was cut off
to avoid excessivetarget delay.
Originally, Open Group Processing was performed on every interrogation sweep. The
frequency was reduced to every three sweepsas an optimization, due to concernsabout capacity
loading.
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7.4.1 Merging Wide-Pulse Groups
In Section 7.2, we described the processof detecting wide-pulse replies. After all of the
replies have been processedfrom a given interrogation sweep, it is possible to check each open
group to determine if enough wide-pulse reply matches were found for a group to justify
merging the groups.
In order for two groups to be merged, the longest range reply of the shorter-rangegroup
must be no more than 10 range cells from the shortest-rangereply of the longer-rangegroup, and
the longer range group must have either:
(4

23 Discrete Mode 3/A wide-pulse reply matches,or

Co>

13 Non-discrete Mode 3/A wide-pulse reply matches,and
21 Mode C wide-pulse reply match.

The 10 range cell limit was chosen empirically, as discussedin Section 7.2. Requiring
three or more reply matches provides confidence that the transponderis consistently generating
long pulses. A Mode C reply match is required for non-discreteMode 3/A codesbecausenondiscrete codes are not unique. There may be several aircraft with the same non-discrete code
near a small airport.
Recall Figure 7-4, which shows an example of a wide-pulse group joining. In this case
there is a discrete Mode 3/A code with severalwide-pulse reply pairs. Although not required for
the discrete case,this example has a few Mode C wide-pulse reply pairs as well.
7.4.2 Group Maturity Test
The group maturity test is applied to each open reply group to determine when the group
can be closed. The idea is to allow enough azimuth to elapseto cover the expectedrun length of
an aircraft target, which is typically 4 to 6 degrees. However, the 9-PAC BTD does not limit
itself to a single target run length, becauseit is able to use track history to identify two or more
aircraft in close proximity using the target formation algorithm (Section 8). Thus, an attempt is
made to close a group quickly if it has existed long enough for a single target and has not
received any replies recently. On the other hand, if a group continues to receive replies past the
usual single target run length, the group can continue to remain open until target delay
constraints force closure.
The maturity test for an open group is basedon two quantities:
E = azimuth (ACP) elapsedsince the group was opened,
G = azimuth (ACP) elapsedsince a reply was assignedto the group.
An open group is consideredmature when both of the following conditions are satisfied:
(4

E 2 50 ACP, and

Co>

ifE<66,

G-20

else G 2( 20 - (E - 66)/4 ).
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The requirements shown above were determined empirically, but can be justified based
on the typical single target run length and the maximum wait time imposed on the BTD. The
requirement that the group be open (E) for a minimum of 50 ACP (i.e., 4 l/2 degrees) before
considering the group for maturity makes it possible to handle casesin which some of the replies
of a target are lost due to a narrow obstaclenear the radar. If a group were allowed to mature too
soon, it would miss the replies on the trailing edge; this would result in a poor azimuth
measurement.
Once the minimum existencerequirement has been met, the maturity decision is based on
the amount of azimuth since the group received a reply (G). The maximum requirement of 20
ACP (slightly less than 2 degrees)for G was determined empirically. Six degrees(i.e., 66 ACP)
is the largest expectedrun length of a single target. The reduction of G when a group has existed
for greater than 66 ACP ensures that a group will close in time to meet the maximum delay
criterion even if severaltargets are strung together in azimuth.
When a group is declared mature, its beginning, opening, and ending azimuths are stored
for use by later functions. As discussedin Section 7.1, the beginning azimuth is the azimuth of
the first reply in the range bin that originally opened the group; the opening azimuth is the
azimuth at which the group was opened; and the last azimuth is the azimuth of the last reply in
any of the group’s open range bins.
7.4.3 Merging Mode Split Groups
The term “mode split” is used to describe situations in which the Mode 3/A replies from
an aircraft transponder are declared at a different range from the Mode C replies from the same
transponder. As illustrated in Figure 7-6, a mode split can occur if a transponder inter-mode
delay is out of spec. The 9-PAC BTD doesnot considermode splits for Mode 2 replies. Mode 2
is a military mode that is not currently being used at any ASR-9 facilities. If a group has Mode 2
replies, this algorithm is skipped, and the normal group extension process described in
Section 7.4.4 is used.
If a group has matured, and all of the replies in the group are of the same mode
(Mode 3/A only or Mode C only), and there is another group within 10 range counts that is a
single mode of the opposite type, then the two groups are merged. The choice of 10 range counts
was made empirically, and coincides with a similar choice made for wide-pulse transponders
(Section 7.4.1). The idea is to allow enough spacingfor a typical malfunctioning transponder.
Note that this only covers the casesin which there were separatereply groups for both
modes. For example, if all the Mode C replies were in single-hit range cells, they would not be
part of a reply group. In this case,the group extension logic describedin Section 7.4.4 would try
to find the Mode C replies.
If a mode split is detected, the two groups are merged, and the group maturity test is
repeated. It is possible that the merged group might not yet be mature, since it has picked up
replies from another group. The quantities E and G (Section 7.4.2) are re-computed for the new
merged group, and the group maturity test is repeated.
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Figure 7-6. Mode split case in which two reply groups are merged.
7.4.4 Extending Groups
An open group consists of a list of open range bins, each of which has received two or
more replies (Section 7.1). A typical beacon target occupies at least a few different range cells,
most of which are likely to have the two or more replies necessary to be called “open.”
However, at the leading and trailing edges of the beam, it is common to declare replies with
slightly longer rangesthan the rest of the replies in the group.
The purpose of the reply group extension algorithm is to fmd the range cells within or
reasonably close to the reply group range extent that received only a single reply. These range
cells are referred to as “one-hit” cells. A one-hit range cell within the range extent of the group
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is called an “interior” one-hit cell. A one-hit range cell outside of the range extent of the group is
called an “exterior” one-hit cell.
When a group has matured, any one-hit range cells within 4 (chosen empirically) of the
original group range extent are consideredfor addition to the group. In order for the reply from a
one-hit range cell to be added to the group, its azimuth must be reasonably close to the reply
group. The requirementsfor such a reply are as follows:
(a>

The reply azimuth must not exceedthe greater of
the group beginning azimuth + 55 ACP, or
the group ending azimuth + 10 ACP

(b)

The reply azimuth must equal or exceedthe lesserof
the group ending azimuth - 55 ACP, or
the group beginning azimuth - 10 ACP

tc>

The reply range must not be closer to the range limit of another group.

The fast requirement (a) ensuresthat a reply may not join a group if the reply is too far
past the group’s ending azimuth. The choice of 55 ACP allows a reply to join a group with a
short azimuth extent even if the reply is more than 10 ACP after the ending azimuth of the group.
The second requirement (b) ensuresthat a reply may not join a group if the reply precedesthe
beginning azimuth of the group by an unreasonableamount. Again, the 55 ACP test establishes
a minimum reasonablerun length for a reply group whose current azimuth extent is smaller than
normal. The final rule (c) prevents a group from intruding into the range space occupied by
another group.
Figure 7-7 presentsa typical reply group containing both Mode 3/A and Mode C replies.
In this example, the reply group has two open range cells (6899 and 6900), and there are one-hit
range cells (6901 and 6902) that must be consideredby the extension algorithm. Note that both
one-hit range bins in this example are the “external” type, since they are not within the range
extent of the open range cells. The reply whose azimuth is 123 ACP (range cell 6901) clearly
satisfies the secondextension rule (b) above and is only one range cell from the group’s current
range limit. The reply whose azimuth is 184 ACP (range cell 6902) clearly satisfies the first
extension rule (a) above and is only two range cells from the group’s range limit. If we assume
that neither reply intrudes into the range extent of another group, then both replies can join the
group*
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Figure 7-7. Beacon reply group example.
For a group that has only Mode 3/A replies, the 4 range cell extension limit is relaxed
(subject to the non-intrusion rule ‘c’ above) in an attempt to find Mode C replies that were
separated from the Mode 3/A replies by the transponder out of spec problem discussed in
Section 7.4.3. This action covers the casein which the Mode C replies failed to forrn their own
group because no range cell had two Mode C replies. An example of this case is shown in
Figure 7-8.
First, if any Mode C replies are encountered in the one-hit range bins being examined
during the normal extension process,the extension limit in that direction is set to 3 beyond the
first such occurrence. Otherwise, if no Mode C replies are found in the normal extension cells,
the limit on each side of the group is increased 1 range cell at a time until the limit reaches10, or
until a Mode C reply is encountered,at which time the limit is further increasedby 3. In either
case,no Mode 3/A replies encounteredbeyond the normal 4 range cell extension limit are added
to the group. The 10 range cell limit is the sameas the range separationallowed for merging two
groups resulting from a mode split (Section 7.4.3).
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Figure 7-8. Relaxed range extensionlimit for Mode 3/A-only reply group.
In the example in Figure 7-8, the group has two open range bins (7402 and 7403)
consisting of Mode 3/A replies. There are two external one-hit range cells (7408 and 7396) that
consist of Mode C replies. Thesereplies are well within the azimuth extent of the group, but are
not within 4 range cells of the group’s range limits. The replies can join the group using the
relaxed extension limits for single-mode groups describedin the precedingparagraph.
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7.4.5 Linking Replies
After a mature group has been extendedto include one-hit range cells, all of its replies
are linked together in time (azimuth) order in the reply buffer. The group is passed on to the
target formation algorithms, along with its military and wide-pulse results, once the processing
passthrough the open groups is complete.
It is possible for more than one group to mature at the same sweep. Therefore, for two
groups at nearby ranges, it is possible for a reply to satisfy the inclusion rules for both groups.
To prevent catastrophic linked list errors, suchreplies are kept with the first group to mature, and
are not linked with the secondgroup. If the two groups had matured on different iterations of the
reply grouping algorithm, there would not have been a conflict, becausethe first reply group
would have been previously completed and discarded. In such a case,usually it is not obvious
which group is the correct match for the reply.
7.4.6 Held Over Replies
It is possible that some of the single replies in the extension cells really belong to other
groups. To prevent such groups from being biased due to loss of some of their replies, certain
replies are re-entered into their range cells when the Target Formation Algorithms are finished
processingthe group. Thesereplies are the onesfrom extensionrange cells that satisfy either:
(4

located equidistantbetween2 open groups, or

Co)

occur within 20 ACP of the sweepcurrently being processed.

The first case covers replies that could belong to either group. The second case covers
replies from groups that had to be cut off in order to avoid delaying targets. Such long reply
groups are likely to comprise multiple targets. Therefore, the replies at the end of the long reply
group are savedso that a new group can be formed for the target at the end of the long group that
was cut off. The 20 ACP value was chosenempirically.
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8.

TARGET FORMATION

The Target Formation algorithm takes mature reply groups as its input (Section 7) and
determines the number of target reports to declare for each group. Target Formation also
determines the attributes of each target report, including the range and azimuth centroids, the
Mode 3/A and Mode 2 identity codes and corresponding validity flags, and the Mode C altitude
and its validity flag.
The target formation algorithm has the following steps:
(4

Reply group editing (Section 8.1).

Co)

Finding tracks near the reply group (Section 8.2).

w

Resolving garbled replies using the list of nearby tracks (Section 8.3).

Cd>

Reply-to-target allocation (Section 8.4).

(e)

Minimum reply test for each target report (Section 8.5).

03

Determining the attributes of each target report declared from the reply group
(Sections8.6 through 8.9).

tg>

Identifying military identification
(Section 8.10).

and military

emergency target reports

Here is a brief description of the target formation algorithm. The reply group editing step
removes replies with outlying azimuths from the group. It may also split the group into two
groups if the original group has a sufficiently large azimuth gap and the reply codes are different
on either side of the gap. If a split occurs, the new group is placed on the end of the mature
group list, and the processingof the remaining replies in the original group continues. The next
step is to searchthe Track File for tracks whose predicted position is near the reply group. The
list of nearby tracks is used in the garble resolution and reply-to-target allocation steps. The
garble resolution step attempts to identify replies with garbled codes (Mode 3/A or Mode C, but
not Mode 2) that were not called garbled by the ASR-9 BRI? hardware. Using the track list, the
garble resolution step also identifies replies that were called garbled by the BRP but whose code
information was not altered by the garbling reply. Reply-to-target allocation determines how
many target reports to declare, and assignsthe replies from the group to the appropriate target.
Recall from Section 7.0 (Figure 7-l) that it is possible for replies from two or more aircraft to be
part of the samereply group.
For each target report declared by the reply-to-target allocation algorithm, the minimum
reply test is used to determine whether or not the target report should be completed. The
minimum reply requirement is a site adjustable parametertable basedon the modes of the replies
allocated to the target report. A target report that fails the minimum reply test is discarded. For
a target report that satisfiesthe minimum reply test, the range, azimuth, Mode 3/A code, altitude,
and other target attributes are determined.
The military identification and emergency processing step looks for target reports that
satisfy the requirements for either of these special situations. This algorithm uses the military
reply match information identified during the reply grouping process(Section 7.3).
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8.1

REPLY GROUP EDITING
8.1.1 Removing Azimuth Outliers

The first step in the reply group editing algorithm is to remove azimuth outlier replies
from the group. An azimuth outlier is a reply that is separatedin azimuth from the rest of its
reply group by more than a reasonableamount. The purpose of this processingstep is to remove
isolated fruit replies that just happento be nearby a sequenceof replies from an aircraft target.
The first reply in the group is compared with the second reply, and if the conditions
shown below are satisfied, the first reply is removed from the group. This algorithm is repeated
(recursively) until a reply is found that does not satisfy the azimuth outlier conditions. Then, the
sameprocessingoccurs starting with the last reply in the group, work backwards.
In order for a reply to be called an azimuth outlier, the following conditions must be
satisfied:

(a> it is a Mode 3/A reply with a non-discretecode
00

the adjacent reply in the group is also Mode 3/A

(4

the difference between the azimuth of the reply and its adjacent reply is greater
than 22 ACP (approximately 2 degrees)

(d)

the Mode 3/A code of the reply must not agreewith at least one other reply in the
group, where agreementis defmed as either:
(dl)

if the reply group only has Mode 3/A replies, the code of the reply must be
at most one bit different from at least one other reply in the group;

@a

otherwise, the code of the reply must be identical to at least one other
reply in the group.

Originally, a simpler azimuth outlier algorithm was used that simply removed replies
from the group that were separatedfrom the adjacentreply by more then 11 ACP (- one degree),
regardless of reply code. This approach encountered problems during system requirements
testing in caseswhere the reply round reliability was poor. Thus, the current algorithm attempts
to be more selective in editing a reply group. Mode C replies are not currently edited (rule ‘a’
above). It was felt that reply-to-target allocation (Section 8.4) could handle the occasional
occurrence of Mode C outliers. Mode C replies could easily be added to the outlier test
describedin this section (Section 14, Current Statusand Future Work).
8.1.2 Splitting a Reply Group at an Azimuth Gap
Occasionally, a reply group contains the replies from two aircraft at the samerange. This
happens when the second target joins the group before the group matures (Section 7.4). The
purpose of the group splitting algorithm is to identify a reply group that contains replies from
two aircraft, and split the original group into two groups, one for each aircraft. In order to split a
reply group, the following conditions must be satisfied:
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(a> There must be an azimuth gap of greater than 11 ACP (approximately 1 degree)
between adjacent replies in the group. This is called the group azimuth gap
(@gap).
If the group has a sufficiently large Bgap,the requirements for splitting the group
depend on whether or not the azimuth extent (t&pan) of the group exceedsa site
adjustableparameter.
Co)

(4

If &pan > MAXTGTRTJN, the group can be split at the azimuth gap into two
groups if either of the following three conditions are satisfied:
(bl)

The averagerange of the replies in the group is less than 2 NMI. This
condition handles ring-around (Section 2.3.4) situations which are likely
to occur near the radar.

(b2)

The azimuth extent of the replies either before or after the azimuth gap is
greaterthan 44 ACP (approximately 4 degrees).

(b3)

The Long Run Length Gap Code Test is satisfied. (Section 8.1.2.1 below).

If &pan <= MAXTGTRUN, the group can be split at the azimuth gap into two
groups only if the Short Run Length Gap Code Test is satisfied (Section 8.1.2.2
below).

If the conditions shown above are satisfied, the reply group is split into two separate
groups. The replies before the azimuth gap remain in the original group. Processing of this
group continues. The replies after the azimuth gap form a new group, which is placed at the end
of the mature reply group list. The wide-pulse (Section 7.2) and military (Section 7.3) reply
match information from the original group is kept with both groups.
8.1.2.1

Long Run Length Gap Code Test

A reply group with a large azimuth run length and a large gap between adjacent replies is
likely to contain replies from two aircraft at the samerange. The purpose of this test is to make
sure that the replies before the azimuth gap have different Mode 3/A codes than those after the
azimuth gap. Only discrete Mode 3/A reply codes are tested. The test is successful if there is
not a discrete Mode 3/A reply code before the azimuth gap that also appears after the azimuth
gap. Mode C replies are not used in this test becauseit is quite possible for adjacent aircraft to
be at the same altitude. Also, given the extendedrun length of the reply group, Mode 3/A reply
uniquenessis sufficient to warrant splitting the group.
8.I.2.2

Short Run Length Gap Code Test

A reply group with a large azimuth gap that does not have a larger than normal azimuth
run length may still contain replies from two aircraft. However, it is also possible that the group
contains fruit replies or replies from a single aircraft with poor round reliability. The purpose of
this test is to ensurethat a reply group with a reasonablesingle target run length can only be split
into two groups if there is enough evidenceto suggestthe presenceof replies from two aircraft.
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Such a reply group is allowed to be split into two groups unless one of the following
conditions occurs:
(a)

the azimuth gap is less than 22 ACP (approximately 2 degrees), and there is a
non-discrete Mode 3/A reply before the azimuth gap whose code agreeswith a
reply after the gap; or

(b)

there is a discrete Mode 3/A reply before the azimuth gap whose code agreeswith
a reply after the gap; or

(4

there is a Mode C reply before the azimuth gap whose code agreeswith a reply
after the gap.

If the reply group contains both Mode 3/A and Mode C replies, the reply codes before
and after the azimuth gap must be identical in order to agree. However, if the reply group
contains replies from only a single mode, the reply codesbefore and after the azimuth gap may
be different by at most one bit and still agree.
8.2

FINDING TRACKS NEAR GROUP

A key feature of the 9-PAC BTD is its ability to use track history to aid in the allocation
of replies to target reports. Knowledge of the identity code and altitude of nearby tracks makes it
easier to resolve situations with reply garbling, or in which two or more aircraft are closely
spaced. Tracks near a given reply group are found by searchingthe BTD Track File. A list of at
most 10 nearby tracks is created.
Due to concerns that arose during capacity testing, this algorithm step is now only
performed if necessary. While this is really an implementation detail, it is mentioned here for
completeness. For most “Perfect” reply groups (Section 8.4.1), and for one-on-one Discrete
Track Associations (Section 9.2.2), the nearby track list is not needed,so it is not created.
8.2.1 Establishing the Search Range and Azimuth
The Track File searchcompares the predicted range and azimuth of qualifying tracks to
the range and azimuth of the reply group. The averagerange of the group is used, computed by
averaging all reply ranges in the group. A minimum cmin) and maximum cmax) azimuth is
establishedfor the group, as follows:
Let

&pan = azimuth extent of the group
Bavg= averageazimuth of the group
01 = azimuth of the fast reply in the group
82 = azimuth of the last reply in the group

If &pan > 44 ACP (approximately 4 degrees)
Bmin = 81+ 11 ACP (approximately 1 degree)
emm=82-

11 ACP
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Otherwise,
Bmh = Bavg - 11 ACP
0ma.x= Bavg+ 11 ACP
The use of an azimuth window around the averageazimuth of the group, rather than the
averageazimuth itself, results in a widening of the searcharea. This was found to be necessary
in order to handle casesin which the reply group consists of replies from two or more nearby
aircraft.
8.2.2 Searching the Track File
For a track to be considerednear the reply group, the reply group range must fall within
the range associationbox of the track, and somepart of the azimuth extent of the group must fall
within the azimuth associationbox of the track. The range (p) and azimuth (6) requirementscan
be expressedas follows:
(pavg - pbox) I ptrk 2 (pavg + pbox)
(emin - @box)I Btrk I (emax + Bbox)
The association box size of a track (pbox and Bbox) stored in the Track File is
determined by the Track Update algorithm (Section 9.3). A newly initiated track (with a single
report) has an associationbox large enough to cover a circle around the reported position with a
600 knot velocity over one scan. On subsequentupdates,the associationbox size of a track has
two possible values: a smaller size for normal cases;and the larger size for close-in or coasting
tracks.
The BTD Track File is set up so that tracks are grouped into geographic “sort boxes”.
Thus, the task of searching for nearby tracks consistsof two steps. The first step is to determine
which sort boxes to search; the second step is to check every track in the sort boxes on the
search list. Section 9.1 discussesthe details of the Track File sort box design, including the
reasonfor the choice of Cartesianinstead of polar sort boxes.
With sort boxes covering a 5 NM by 5 NM region, the searchlist of sort boxes consistsof
the four sort boxes closest to the given reply group position. This covers the case in which the
reply group is at the intersection point of four sort boxes. To determine the four sort boxes to
search, the slant range and azimuth centroid of the reply group is converted to Cartesian(x,y)
coordinates. Then, the lower left sort box is computed, by subtracting half of the sort box size
from the reported position m eachdimension, as follows:
lower-left-x = x - 2.5 NM
lower-left_y = y - 2.5 NM
Thus, the four sort boxes to be searchedfor nearby tracks are:
box[lower-lee-x, lower-lefiqr]
box[lower-left-x+1 , lower-left_y]
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box[lower-left-x, lower-leftqr+l]
box[lower-lee-x+ 1, lower-lefty+ 1]
8.3

REPLY GARBLE RESOLUTION

The Reply Garble algorithm determines which pulse positions are assumedto be clear
and which are potentially garbled for each reply in the group. Reply garbling may occur when
two or more replies to the same interrogation (i.e., on the same sweep) are separatedin range
such that some of their pulse positions overlap or nearly overlap. Section 2.2.3 discussescauses
of reply garbling. A reply corrupted by garble will usually have one or more of its pulses
changed from 0 to 1 (although destructive interference is also possible). For example, the octal
code 1234 may appearas 3274, where two pulse positions havebeen corrupted.
The inputs to the Reply Garble Resolution algorithm are the groups of replies, each with
a garble flag assignedby the ASR-9 BRP hardware (Section 2.2.3). The outputs of the Reply
Garble Resolution algorithm are two garble indicators for eachreply in the group. Each garble
indicator identifies which reply pulses are clear and which are garbled. The first garble indicator
shows garble due to replies at shorter ranges, and the second indicator shows garble due to
replies at longer ranges. Each garble indicator contains a number (n = CLEAR,1,2,3,...,14)
identifying the reply pulse position at which garbling begins. The reply pulses that follow the
first garbled pulse are also assumedto be garbled. A CLEAR value indicates that the reply is not
garbled.
Reply garble resolution is performed in four separatepassesthrough the reply group, as
follows:

(4

the 1200 force clear rules (Section 8.3.1)

(b)

the general force clear rules (Section 8.3.2)

(4

the reply garble rules (Section 8.3.3)

(4

the neighbor rules (Section 8.3.4)

8.3.1 The 1200 Force Clear Rules
The purpose of this step is to recognize certain Mode 3/A and Mode C reply codes that
are so common and contain so few bits that they are not likely to contain any garbled data. The
reply codes of interest are the 1200-code Mode 3/A reply and the brackets-only (code 0000)
Mode C reply. The non-discrete Mode 3/A code 1200 octal is the most common Mode 3/A
code, and since this code value has only two bits set, it is extremely unlikely to appear in a
garbled reply code. Likewise, a brackets-only Mode C code is not likely to be garbled becauseit
has no bits set. In either case,such replies are forced to be clear (i.e., ungarbled). In addition, if
three or more 1200-codeMode 3/A replies are found in the group, all replies with codes 0000,
1000, and 0200 are assumedto be bit-drop versions of 1200.
The 1200 Force Clear Rules are summarized:
(a)

All Mode 3/A replies in the group with code 1200 are forced to be clear:
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GP = CLEAR (Garble Plus indicator)
GM = CLEAR (Garble Minus indicator)
@>

If 3 or more 1200 replies are in the group, all Mode 3/A replies with codes of
0000, 0200, or 1000 are assumedto be bit-drops from 1200, and are thus set to
1200 and forced to be clear.

(4

All Mode C replies with code 0000 are forced to be clear.

8.3.2 The General Force Clear Rules
The purpose of the General Force Clear Rules is to identify Mode 3/A and Mode C reply
codes that are the same as those of the tracks on the “nearby” track list (Section 8.2). Even if
such a reply was called garbled by the ASR-9 BRP hardware, it is reasonableto conclude that no
reply code pulses were corrupted as a result of the garbling. Therefore, any Mode 3/A reply that
is the same as the Mode 3/A code of a nearby track is forced to be clear. Mode C replies are
forced to be clear only if they are reasonably close to the altitude prediction of one of the nearby
tracks whose Mode 3/A code was found in the group. Special care is taken with Mode C replies
becausetwo adjacentflight levels differ by exactly one bit.
The General Force Clear Rules are summarized:
(a)

Identify the set Sl of all tracks whose predicted position falls within the search
box for the reply group.

Co)

Identify the subset S2 of tracks for which 1 or more Mode 3/A replies, clear or
garbled, match the track’s Mode 3/A code.

(4

For each Mode 3/A reply i that matches the Mode 3/A code of a track in S2, set
the reply to be forced clear:
GPi = CLEAR
GMi = CLEAR

(4

For each Mode C reply i, attempt to find a track j in the set S2 such that the
following conditions are met:
(dl)

reply i representsa decodableflight level (FL) fi

(d2)

IFLj-fil

(W

no other FL fk that satisfies equation (d2) exists in the reply group

(d4)

the Mode C code of reply i is not a superset of the code of any FL fm
which satisfies:

I2

IFLj-fini

I IFLj-fil

that is, fi cannot be the result of a closer flight level to the track being
garbled
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If successful,set the reply to be forced clear:
GPi = CLEAR
GMi = CLEAR
8.3.3 The Reply Garble Rules
The purpose of this step is to find garbled replies that were not identified by the BRP.
This is accomplished by comparing the rangesof replies to the sameinterrogation (sweep), since
the pulse spacing necessaryto causegarbling is a function of range. The 9-PAC BTD allows a
larger tolerance for reply pulse separationthan did the BRP (Section 2.2.3). Garbled reply pulses
are determined based on range separation(Ap) between the replies, and the garble indicators are
set accordingly. In order for two replies to overlap such that code data is garbled, the range
separationbetween the two replies must be:
(n* 17)*&where
n = 1,2,3,...,14,is the number of pulse positions separatingthe two replies,
E is the error tolerance. While the ASR-9 BRP sets E = 2, the 9-PAC increases
this error tolerance as shown in rules (a) and (b) below.
Thus, the maximum range separation(Apmax)is 244, basedon the 14th pulse position and
the maximum value of E used in rules (a) and (b) below.
The Reply Garble Rules are summarized:
(a)

For each reply i, check later replies j on the sweep until Ap > Apmax,or until a
garbling reply is located that satisfies:
n*17-6 IAp5n*17+4
If suchreply is found, set GPi to n.

@>

For each reply i, check earlier replies j on the sweepuntil lApI > Apmax,or until a
garbling reply is located that satisfies:
n*17 - 4 I IApl I n*17 + 6
If such reply is found, set GMi to n.

8.3.4 The Neighbor Rules
The purpose of the Neighbor Rules is to correct caseswhere the Reply Garble Rules
(Section 8.3.3 above) failed to detect the proper garble because the garbling reply was not
detected by the BRP. The garble indicators of each reply are compared with those of its
neighboring replies (in azimuth) in the group. Under certain conditions, when a neighbor has
more encompassinggarble indicators, the reply’s garble indicators are set to the samevalues as
the neighbor.
The Neighbor Rules are summarized:
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For eachMode 3/A reply i, if its neighboring Mode 3/A reply j has the samecode
set:
newGPi = Mini GPi, GPj )
newGMi = Max{ GMi, GMj }
For eachreply i, if its neighboring reply j is of the opposite mode set:
newGPi = Mini GPi, GPj )
newGMi = Max{ GMi, GMj )
For each reply i that was called garbled by the ASR-9’s reply processor,but for
which no garbling GP or GM has been found, set the garble indicators for the
reply suchthat all reply pulsesare consideredgarbled:
newGPi = 1
For eachreply i, store new values
GPi = newGPi
GMi = newGMi
8.4

REPLY-TO-TARGET

ALLOCATION

Reply-to-Target Allocation determines how many aircraft target reports should be
declared from the replies in a group, and allocatesthe replies to the appropriate target report. In
order to allocate replies to target reports, a series of reply group profiles are used. Since the
majority of reply groups have been found to contain replies from a single aircraft with little or no
reply garbling, the simplest reply group profiles are used most of the time. More complicated
profiles are used sparingly, since they require a significant increase in processing complexity.
The list of reply group profiles in the order in which they are used follows:
(a)

Perfect (Section 8.4.1)

(b)

Perfectible (Section 8.4.3)

(4

Wide-Pulse (Section 8.4.4)
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Two-Track track matching (Section 8.4.5)
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Single-Track track matching (Section 8.4.6)

02

Parse(Section 8.4.7)

(g)

Mode 2 parse (Section 8.4.8)

First of all, a group that has any Mode 2 replies is always processedby the Mode 2 Parse
algorithm. Mode 2 is a military identity mode that, in practice, is not used at ASR-9 sites. The
One-Timer algorithm (Section 8.4.2) is used to flag anomalous Mode 3/A or Mode C replies in
the group, and the first and secondpassof the Reply Garble Resolution algorithm (Section 8.3)
are used to correct Mode 3/A and Mode C replies marked as garbled by the ASR-9 BRP but
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whose codes match a nearby track. No attempt is made to use the third and fourth parts of the
Reply Garble Resolution algorithm.
Figure 8-l illustrates a flow diagram of the Reply-to-Target Allocation processing. For a
reply group that does not contain Mode 2 replies, the processingis as follows. If the reply group
satisfies the Perfect profile, a single target is declared consisting of the entire reply group. If the
group does not match the Perfect profile, then the One-Timer algorithm is used to flag
anomalous replies in the group. After One-Timer processing, if the group satisfies the
Perfectible profile, a single target is declared. Certain one-timer replies are not allocated to the
target report (Section 8.4.3).
If the reply group doesnot then match the Perfectible profile, the group is checkedby the
Wide Pulse Target profile. If the group is found to be a wide-pulse transpondertarget, then the
longer-range replies on multiple-reply sweeps are removed from the group, and the remaining
group is restartedback at the Perfect reply group profile.
The next step dependson the number of tracks found to be near the reply group (Section
8.2). If there are no tracks near the group, the Parseprofile is used to determine which targets to
declare, if any, and to allocate the replies accordingly. If there is exactly one track near the
group, the Single-Track Track Match profile is tried, and if it succeeds,a single target report is
declared. If the reply group does not match the Single-Track Track Match profile, the Parse
profile is used to determine which targets to declare, if any, and to allocate the replies
accordingly.
If there are two or more tracks near the group, the Two-Track Track Match profile is
tried, and if it succeeds,two target reports are declared with the Mode 3/A codesthe two tracks
that matched the reply group. If the reply group does not match the Two-Track Track Match
profile, the Single-Track Track Match profile is tried, and finally, if still unsuccessful,the Parse
profile is used. If, however, the reply group has 60 or more replies, the Two-Track Track Match
and Single-Track Track Match profiles are omitted, and the Parseprofile is used. This addresses
the concern that large groups may consume too much of the processing capacity, particularly
since such groups are not likely to match a single track or pair of tracks basedon the typical run
lengths of target reports.
In order to compare Mode 3/A and Mode C reply codeswith those of nearby tracks, two
code matching testsare used. Theseare describedin Section 8.4.9.
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Figure 8-1. Reply-to-target allocation flow diagram.
8.4.1 Perfect
The Perfect algorithm determines whether a given group of replies are in perfect
agreement, so that the position and Mode 3/A and Mode C codes of the corresponding target is
obvious. For a reply group to be called perfect, all of the following conditions must be satisfied:
(a>

at least 5 ungarbled (i.e., validity 3, clear) Mode 3/A replies, and at least 3
ungarbled Mode C replies (or no Mode C replies at all), and any garbled replies
agreein code with the *m-garbled replies of the samemode
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(b)

all Mode 3/A replies have the samecode

(4

all Mode C replies, if any, have the samecode

Cd)

no two replies in the group come from the samesweep

(e)

the reply rangesspanno more than 5 range clocks

0

the group run length is 177 ACP (- 7 degrees)

k)

no gap > 11 ACP (-1 degree)existsbetween adjacentreplies

o-0

there are a sufficient number of replies in the group (i.e., the Minimum Reply
VSP Test, describedin Section 8.5, is satisfied)

If the group satisfies the Perfect algorithm, a single target report is declared. The target
Mode 3/A code is set to the Mode 3/A code of the replies in the group, and Mode 3/A validity is
set to 3. The target range and azimuth are determined using the Range Centroid and Azimuth
Centroid algorithms respectively (Section 8.6).
The target altitude and validity are determined as follows. If there are no Mode C replies,
the target altitude is unknown (code 0, validity 0). If the Mode C code of the replies in the group
is a decodable flight level (FL), and there is a nearby track with a matching Mode 3/A code and
with an altitude prediction within 2 FL of the group, then the target altitude is set to the reply FL
with validity 3. If the Mode C code of the replies in the group is brackets-only (code 0), and
there is a nearby matching-code track with a brackets-only altitude type, then the target altitude
is set to the brackets-only special value (7766 octal) with validity 3. In considering track
support, it is important to note that a track does not receive an altitude until its second update
(Section 9.1).
If there is no matching-code track, or the matching-code track does not agree with the
Mode C code of the replies in the group, then the target altitude is set to:
(4

the altitude of the Mode C code of the reply group if it is a decodableFL, or

00

7766 octal if the replies are brackets-only, or

6)

6030 octal if the Mode C code of the reply group is not decodable.

The validity for the case of no track support is determined using the VSP V Code
Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1).
8.4.2 One-Timer Replies
A “one-timer” is a reply in the group that is an anomalousreply. It is either a real reply
that does not belong in the group, or a reply corrupted by a fruit reply, or a reply produced as the
result of a transponder or reply processor (ASR-9 BRP) input data misinterpretation. The
purpose of the One-Timer Replies algorithm is to identify anomalous replies in the group. The
following types of one-timer replies are identified
(4

Multiple-reply sweep one-timers (Section 8.4.2.1)

Co>

Range one-timers (Section 8.4.2.2)
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(4

Garble one-timers (Section 8.4.2.3)

(d>

Clear code one-timers (Section 8.4.2.4)

(4

Garbled code one-timers (Section 8.4.2.5)

Note that Mode 2 replies are not processedby the One-Timer algorithm.
A reply group that has one-timer replies but otherwise satisfies the Perfect reply group
profile is called a Perfectible reply group (Section 8.4.3). A Perfectible reply group can be
resolved without resorting to the more time-consuming track matching techniques.
8.4.2.1

Multiple-Reply Sweep One-timer

A reply group may contain more than one reply from the same sweep, provided that the
replies were close enough in range to meet the reply grouping criteria (Section 7.1). A sweep
that contributes more than one reply to a reply group is called a “multiple-reply sweep.” If a
reply group has exactly one multiple-reply sweep, that sweepand its replies are called multiplereply sweep one-timers.
8.4.2.2

Range One-timer

A range one-timer is a reply whose range is not consistentwith its neighboring replies (in
azimuth) in the group with the same reply mode. If any multiple-reply sweeps exist for the
group, there can be no range one-timers. Also, if either mode has fewer than 3 replies, no range
one-timer can exist for that mode.
The averagerange is computed for the replies of eachmode. If a reply is >3 range clocks
from the averagerange for its mode, and its 3 same-modeneighbors earlier and later in azimuth
are all 53 range clocks from the averagerange, the reply is called a range one-timer. If there are
less than 3 replies in the group that are earlier or later in azimuth, all existing neighbors are used
for the earlier or later azimuth range comparison.
8.4.2.3

Garble One-timer

If a reply is marked as garbled by the ASR-9 BRP, and none of its 3 neighbors on either
side of the reply azimuth is so marked, the reply is called a garble one-timer.
8.4.2.4

Clear Code One-timer

If any clear Mode 3/A code appears3 or more times in the group, then any other clear
Mode 3/A code that appearsonly once is called a clear Mode 3/A code one-timer. Likewise, if
any clear Mode C code appears3 or more times in the group, then any other clear Mode C code
that appearsonly once is called a clear Mode C code one-timer.
8.4.2.5

Garbled Code One-timer

If any garbled Mode 3/A code appears 3 or more times in the group, then any other
garbled Mode 3/A code that appears only once is called a garbled Mode 3/A code one-timer.
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Likewise, if any garbled Mode C code appears 3 or more times in the group, then any other
garbled Mode C code that appearsonly once is called a garbled Mode C code one-timer.
8.4.3 Perfectible
The Perfectible algorithm determines whether a given group of replies is Perfect
(Section 8.4.1) after the removal of all replies flagged as one-timer replies (Section 8.4.2). In the
implementation of this algorithm, any replies that match existing nearby tracks may be “forced”
to be ungarbled (Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2) before the Perfectible rules are applied. This allows a
greater number of reply groups to be handled with minimal processing.
If the group satisfies the Perfectible algorithm, a single target report is declared. The
target Mode 3/A and C codes and validities are determined as in the Perfect algorithm (Section
8.4.1). The target range and azimuth are determined using the Range Centroid and Azimuth
Centroid algorithms (Section 8.6), respectively, after replies labeled as azimuth, range, and
multiple-reply sweep one-timers are removed. Code and garble one-timers are used in
computing the range and azimuth.
8.4.4 Wide-Pulse Target
The ASR-9 BRP may declare two replies to the same interrogation if an aircraft
transponder generatesreply pulses that exceedthe specified width. The transponder is referred
to as a wide-pulse transponder(Section 2.2.5). In order to avoid the output of two target reports,
the 9-PAC BTD attempts to place the replies from such a transponder into a single reply group
(Sections 7.2 and 7.4.1). The Wide-Pulse Target algorithm attempts to determine whether a
group of replies previously flagged as a potential wide-pulse transponder target should be
deemed an actual wide-pulse target. To be safe, the group is required to satisfy four tests: the
Sweep Test, the Run Length Test, the Leading Edge Range Test, and the Trailing Edge Range
Test. Each test is describedbelow.

(4

SweepTest
If multiple-reply sweepsare really causedby a wide-pulse transponder,the clear
pulses of each longer-rangereply should line up with a pulse of the shorter-range
reply. That is, the longer-rangereply ungarbled-region code should be a subsetof
the shorter-range reply code. The Sweep Test is satisfied if all but one of the
replies in the group fkom multiple-reply sweepssatisfy this condition.

Go

Run Length Test
If the run length of the reply group is no greater than the VSP MAXTGTRUN, the
Run Length Test is satisfied. Otherwise the replies are probably due to two
aircraft.

(4

Leading Edge RangeTest
The rationale behind the Leading and Trailing Edge Range Tests is that for a
wide-pulse transponder target, the longer-range replies of the multiple-reply
sweeps are extraneous,rather than belonging to a partially overlapping longerrange aircraft. Thus, for the edge sweeps (if any) that have only a single reply,
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the average reply range should agree with the shorter-range replies of the
multiple-reply sweeps. If they instead agree with the longer-range replies, the
longer-range replies and the edge replies probably constitute a second , longerrange and overlapping, target.
To perform the edgetests,the following averagerange quantities are computed:
r0: replies before first multiple-reply sweep
rl : first replies on multiple-reply sweeps
r2: secondreplies on multiple-reply sweeps
r3: replies after last multiple-reply sweep
If there are no single-reply sweeps before the first multiple-reply sweep, the
Leading Edge Range Test is satisfied automatically. Otherwise, the averagerange
of these replies (r0) must be closer to the shorter range replies of the multiplereply sweeps(rl) than to the longer range replies (r2):
Irl -rOlllr2-rOl
No

Trailing Edge Range Test
If there are no single-reply sweepsafter the last multiple-reply sweep,the Trailing
Edge Range Test is satisfied automatically. Otherwise, the averagerange of these
replies (r3) must be closer to the shorter range replies of the multiple-reply
sweeps(rl) than to the longer range replies (r2):
Irl -r3 15lr2-r3

I

If the reply group fails the Sweep Test (a), it is not a wide-pulse transpondertarget. The
reply group remains intact, and further target formation processing occurs. If enough longerrange replies exist, they will normally be used to generatea secondtarget.
If the group passesthe Sweep Test (a), but fails either the Run Length Test (b) or one of
the Edge Range Tests (c,d), there are conflicting test results, and the group can neither be
confirmed as a wide-pulse transponder target nor rejected completely. Such a group is called a
“maybe”; the final resolution will come in the Single-Track Track Match algorithm (Section
8.4.6) or the Parsealgorithm (Section 8.4.7).
If all four tests are satisfied, the reply group is called a wide-pulse transponder target.
The longer-range replies on the multiple-reply sweeps are removed from the group, and the
reduced reply group is returned to the start of the Target Formation process. In particular, the
group may now be found to be Perfect (Section 8.4.1) or Perfectible (Section 8.4.3).
8.4.5 Two-Track Track Matching
When two aircraft are in close proximity, the two sets of replies may combine to form a
single reply group. The Two-Track Track Matching algorithm, illustrated in the flowchart in
Figure 8-2, attempts to resolve this situation by determining when two known tracks are
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necessaryand sufficient to account for the replies in a group. This algorithm is never attempted
if fewer than two tracks are near the reply group.
The inputs to this algorithm are the group of replies, eachwith garble indicators and onetimer flags, the group wide-pulse indicator, and the list of nearby tracks. Should there be more
than two nearby tracks for the group, eachpair of tracks is tested, except that only one track with
a particular Discrete Mode 3/A code is considered. Since the algorithm compares reply codes
with track codes regardlessof range and azimuth, testing multiple tracks with the sameDiscrete
code is not necessary. The tracks are ordered by increasing distance from the reply group, with
the closest track being the first to be considered. When a successfulpair of tracks is identified,
two reports correspondingto thesetracks are created. If no pair results in success,Single-Track
Track Matching (Section 8.4.6) is attemptedfor the group.
As the number of tracks increases, the number of possible track pairs grows
exponentially. To prevent prohibitive real-time processing overloads, whenever more than 4
tracks are near the reply group, a simple pre-test is applied to each pair. In particular, a given
pair of tracks will be consideredonly if, for each track, at least one clear Mode 3/A reply exists
that matches the code of the track. In addition, if one of the tracks has a code of 1200, and there
are 3 or more tracks with code 1200 in the set of nearby tracks, at least one clear Mode C reply
must exist in the group that agreeswith the altitude of the 1200 track.
The first step in Two-Track Track Matching is called reply testing. Each reply is
allocated uniquely to one track, or definitely to one track and possibly to the other, or jointly to
both tracks, or to neither track. If the two targets are at exactly the same range, there may be a
region of overlapping replies such that the reply codesconsist of the combined code (or altitude)
values of the two targets. These overlapping replies are the ones that can be allocated to both
tracks.
After testing all Mode 3/A replies, and possibly Mode C replies, a determination is made
as to whether there are sufficient replies to support each track’s code. This is called the
application test. If the two-track matching algorithm applies to the reply group, the actual reply
allocation between the tracks is performed. Reply allocation assignseachreply to either, both, or
neither track, starting with the results of the reply testing process,and modifying the allocations
as necessaryto correctly establishthe azimuth extent of the two targets.
If both tracks have a 1200 Mode 3/A code, a sanity test is performed to check if the two
targets should be merged into one 1200 code target.
The Mode 3/A code of eachtarget is set to the Mode 3/A code of the correspondingtrack.
The range, azimuth, and altitude values of each target are determined using the replies allocated
to that particular target. If the track has a flight level altitude prediction, the Mode C replies
allocated to that track are fed into the Target Altitude With Track History algorithm
(Section 8.8.1). Otherwise, the allocated Mode C replies are fed into the Target Altitude Without
Track History algorithm (Section 8.8.2).

Reply Group
1

.

Check each reply against each track’s code/alt and against
OR-ing code/alt to determine Required, OK, or Failed status

No

Allocate each reply to correct track(s) according to reply range
and reply Required and OK status

No

No

b RETURN
SUCCESS
A

Yes

Figure 8-2. Two-track track matching algorithm flow.
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8.4.5.1

Reply Testing

Mode 3/A replies are always testedby being comparedagainstthe Mode 3/A codesof the
two tracks. Mode C replies are only testedwhen a referencealtitude can be determined for each
track. For a track to have a valid referencealtitude, all of the following conditions must apply:
(a)

the track altitude must be brackets-only or have a predicted flight level (FL),

@>

a clear Mode C reply must exist that matches one of the valid track-match
altitudes (brackets-only for a brackets-only track, within -2 FL for a FL track),

(4

no clear reply can exist that matchesa track-match altitude other than that used in
Co).

The referencealtitude for the track is the matched level.
If both tracks have the same Mode 3/A codes (such as 1200), the Two-Track Track
Matching algorithm fails automatically unless a reference altitude was found for each track, and
they are not the same. Instead, the Parsealgorithm will be employed to determine whether or not
two targets should be declaredwhen altitudes are uncertain.
Each Mode 3/A reply is tested against three codes: the first track’s code, the second
track’s code, and the “or-ing” of the first and second track codes. If Mode C replies are being
tested, then each encoded Mode C reply is compared with the first track reference altitude, the
secondtrack reference altitude, and the “or-ing” of the first and secondtrack referencealtitudes.
Note that track altitude predictions are encoded into Gray codes so that they can be compared
with the Mode C code of a reply. Range one-timers and multiple-reply sweep one-timers are
ignored in this testing process.
Mode 3/A replies with code 1200 can only match a track with code 1200. For all other
Mode 3/A reply code values, and any Mode C reply value, the Code Match algorithm (Section
8.4.9.1) is used to determine whether a match exists. This algorithm takes into consideration the
shorter and longer garble indicators for the reply to decide which reply pulses are clear and
which are garbled in order to construct the proper match test.
Each tested reply has a label from the set (REQUIRED, OK, FAILED) assignedrelative
to each of the two tracks. REQUIRED (R) indicates that the track code, either by itself or in
concert with the other track code, is neededto generatethe observedreply code value. OK (K)
indicates that the reply code value could exist whether or not the track code were present.
FAILED (F) indicates that the reply code could not have resulted if the track code were present.
The Code Match algorithm is used for eachtest.
The labels are determined as follows based on the result of the three code match tests
listed previously. Each row of the table indicates the label assignmentsfor a possible outcome of
thesetests,where l=passage of a test and O=failure of a test:
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1
1

1
1

0
1

K
K

K
K

Any completely failed reply (F F) is re-tested using the Code Match With One Bit-Drop
algorithm (Section 8.4.9.2).
If three or more tested non-one-timer replies are (F F) with respect to both tracks, the
Two-Track Track Matching algorithm fails for this pair of tracks. At this point, the next pair of
tracks, if any, is tested.
8.4.5.2

Multiple-Reply SweepAllocation

Only one reply per sweep can be REQUIRED with respect to a particular track. Once a
REQUIRED reply is found for a track, all longer range replies on that sweep are set to FAILED
for the track. If a longer range reply of a multiple-reply sweep is called FAILED for a track, and
the reply is OK for the other track, it is changed to FAILED for the other track. Usually, one
would expect that the shorter range reply would be REQUIRED by the shorter range track, and
the longer range reply would be REQUIRED by the shorter range track. However, this is not
always the case,possibly becausethe longer range reply was causedby a wide-pulse reply that
was not handled by the Wide-Pulse Target algorithm (Section 8.4.4). Thus, the effect of this last
rule is to prevent wide-pulse replies from being allocated to either track.
8.4.5.3

The Application Test

The next step is to determine whether or not the reply group sufficiently supportsthe two
track match assumption. For each track, the number of REQUIRED and OK replies are totaled.
If the tracks have the same Mode 3/A code (i.e., 1200), then each must have two or more
REQUIRED Mode C replies, and two or more Mode C replies must be REQUIRED by one of
the tracks and not the other. If the tracks have different Mode 3/A codes, each track must have
three or more REQUIRED replies (considering both modes) and five or more total REQUIRED
+ OK replies. In either case,one of the following conditions must be satisfied as well:
(a)

both track Mode 3/A codesappearin the reply group, or

@>

the group run length must be 2VSP MAXTGTRUN, or

w

there are two or more multiple-reply sweeps and the group is not a wide-pulse
target.
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If it is determined that the Two-Track Track Matching algorithm does not apply to the
reply group, the next pair of tracks, if any, are tested.
8.4.5.4

Reply Allocation by Range

For each reply that is labeled OK for both tracks, an attempt is made to resolve the
allocation ambiguity via a range test. To prepare for this test, the averagerange of each track’s
REQUIRED region is computed for each mode. If no Mode C reference was established for a
track, or no Mode C REQUIRED replies were identified, its Mode C averagerange is set equal
to the Mode 3/A averagerange. Range one-timers and multiple-reply sweep one-timers are not
used in this computation.
If a sweep has two OK-OK replies, the shorter range one is allocated to the shorter range
track for that mode; the longer range one is then allocated to the other track. For OK-OK replies
on single reply sweeps, the candidate reply’s range is compared with the average range of the
same-modereplies in the REQUIRED regions of the two tracks. If the reply range is more than
2 range counts closer to one of these averagerangesthan to the other, the reply is allocated by
range to the closer track. In either case,the newly allocated replies are called REQUIRED with
respectto the appropriate track and FAILED with respectto the other track.
8.4.5.5

Elimination of Extraneous OK Replies

Various casesof garble can result in the labeling of OK replies far from the track’s true
REQUIRED region. To permit accurate azimuth centroiding, these replies must be rejected.
Starting just before the first REQUIRED reply for a track, and working backward toward the
beginning of the reply group, as soon as there are three consecutiveFAILED replies, all earlier
OK replies are converted to FAILED for the track. This processis repeated starting just after the
last REQUIRED reply, and working forward toward the end of the reply group. In either case,if
any affected reply was OK for the other track, it is convertedto REQUIRED. Note that if Mode
C replies were not testedbecauseno altitude referencewere established,these replies are ignored
in the counting of consecutiveFAILED replies.
8.4.5.6

Extending REQULRED Regions

Due to reply garble, the REQUIRED regions of the two tracks may not cover the entire
reply group. This could lead to an incorrect target azimuth computation. Thus, the next step is
to extend the track whose REQUIRED region is “left-most” (i.e., starts nearest to the reply
group’s beginning azimuth). Likewise, the track whose REQUIRED region is “right-most” (i.e.,
ends nearestto the reply group’s ending azimuth) is extendedto the end of the reply group. In
either case, if neither track’s REQUIRED region is further toward the beginning or ending
azimuths of the reply group, then both tracks are extended in the appropriate direction. Range
one-timers and multiple-reply sweepone-timers are not allocated by this algorithm step.
If there are any un-allocated (i.e., not required) replies between the two REQUIRED
regions, they also must be allocated to one of the tracks. If this “middle region” has an azimuth
gap of more than one degree(11 ACP) between adjacentreplies, then the replies on either side of
the gap are allocated to the REQUIRED region on their side. If there is no gap, then the middle
region is split up by azimuth. The azimuth center of the middle region is computed, and replies
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on either side of the azimuth center are allocated to the REQUIRED region on their side of the
center. In this case,any Mode C replies found in the middle region are converted to garbled so
as not to harm the later altitude determination process. Again, range one-timers and multiplereply sweep one-timers are not allocated.
8.4.X 7

Resolution of OK Replies

Any OK replies within a track’s REQUIRED region are assumedto belong to that track,
and thus are converted to REQUIRED. These replies will be allocated to both tracks if the
regions overlap. Any (OK OK) Mode C replies that reside within only one track’s REQUIRED
region are set to REQUIRED for that track and FAILED for the other track.
Finally, it is possible for a track’s OK region to extend well beyond its REQUIRED
region into the other track’s REQUIRED region. This typically occurs when one track code is a
subsetcode (see Glossary) of the other track code, such as 1200 and 3624. Then any 3624 reply
will be labeled OK for the 1200 track. There is no method of determining with certainty when
the 1200 target ends in this situation. The best guessis made by cutting off the OK region at the
point where the target width reaches the NOMINAL-WIDTH parameter; replies before this
cutoff are convertedto REQUIRED while replies beyond this cutoff are converted to FAILED.
8.4.5.8

Declaring Two Targets

Now that the reply allocation has been completed, the two target reports are declared.
The target attributes are determined using the replies allocated as REQUIRED to each target.
The target range and azimuth are computed using the Target Range (Section 8.6.1) and Target
Azimuth (Section 8.6.2) algorithms, respectively. The Mode 3/A code of each target is the code
of the track it matched, with code validity set to three. If there is a unique nearby track with
matching code and known flight level altitude prediction, then the allocated replies are sent to the
Target Altitude With Track History (Section 8.8.1) algorithm; otherwise the Target Altitude
Without Track History (Section 8.8.2) algorithm is used. In either case,any Mode C reply that
endedup as REQUIRED-REQUIRED is set to garbled for purposesof the altitude algorithms.
8.4.5.9

Two 1200 Code Target Sanity Check

If the two targets declared in Section 8.4.5.8 both have a Mode 3/A code of 1200, then a
sanity test is performed to make sure there really are two 1200 targets in the reply group. Two
1200 code targets are maintained if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
(4

both target altitudes are validity 3, or

Co)

the two target rangesdiffer by at least four range counts.

If the sanity test indicates that the Two-Track Track Matching algorithm is not
applicable, both targetsare rejected. At this point the next pair of tracks, if any, is tested.
8.4.6 Single-Track Track Matching
The Single-Track Track Matching algorithm attempts to identify the track to which the
replies correspond, under the assumption that all replies in the reply group are part of a single
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target. It does this by considering each nearby track one at a time, comparing the reply codesto
the track code and altitude. If one and only one success is registered, a report is made
corresponding to that track. The inputs to this algorithm are the group of replies, each with
garble indicators (Section 8.3) and one-timer flags (Section 8.4.2), the group wide-pulse
indicator (Section 7.4.1), and the list of nearby tracks (Section 8.2).
If there is evidencethat two reports are contained in the reply group, this algorithm is not
executed. Thus, if 2 or more sweeps exist that contain multiple replies in the group, or if the
group is wider than a target can reasonably be, failure is reported. The specific allowable group
azimuth (8) width limit is a function of both the averagerange (p) of the replies in the group and
the VSP MAXTGTRUN, as follows:
8=

Max(77,MAxTGTRUN ACP) if p 2 5 NMI
I 1.5*MAxTGTRUN ACP if p < 5NMI

The Single-Track Track Matching algorithm has two parts: testing of eachreply against
the track, and determining the match decision. In reply testing, each reply’s code is compared
against the corresponding track code. In forming the match decision, statistics gathered during
reply testing are used to determine whether or not the reply group matchesthe track.
8.4.6.1

Reply Testing

Reply testing ignores all replies marked as one-timers. If the group has multiple replies
on a sweep,and the group is not marked as a confirmed or potential wide-pulse group (seeWide
Pulse Transponder Target algorithm, described in Section 8.4.4), the match test automatically
fails; otherwise, only the first reply on any sweepis processed.
Reply testing first makes a pass through the entire reply group, testing the code of each
non-one-timer reply against the track. For eachreply tested,the garble indicator constructedby
the Reply Garble Resolution algorithm (Section 8.3) is used in the code match to determine
which code pulses are to be considered
For a Mode 3/A reply, the testing proceeds as follows. If the reply code is specifically
1200, it can only match a track with the same code. If the reply code is in the set [ 1000, 0200,
0000] octal, the track Mode 3/A code must be in the set [ 1200, 1000, 02001 for the reply to
match the track. Otherwise, the reply with its garble indicator is tested against the track using
the Code Match With One Bit Drop algorithm (Section 8.4.9.2). If the reply fails to match the
track, the “Mode 3/A failure counter” is incremented by one. If the reply matchesthe track, the
“Mode 3/A clear pulse counter” is increasedby the number of clear pulses in the current reply,
that is the number of pulses not coveredby the garble indicator.
For a Mode C reply, the processingdependson the type of track altitude. If the track has
a known flight level (FL) altitude, then the Mode C reply code is compared with each of the five
altitudes in the set [ track alt - 2 FL, track alt - 1 FL, track alt, track alt + 1 FL, track alt + 2 FL ]
using the Code Match With One Bit Drop algorithm (Section 8.4.9.2). For each FL tested, a
separate“Mode C failure counter” and “Mode C clear pulse counter” are maintained.
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If the track altitude is Brackets-Only, the Mode C reply is compared with the code 0
using the Code Match With One Bit Drop (Section 8.4.9.2) algorithm. A single “Mode C failure
counter” and a single “Mode C clear pulse counter” are maintained.
If the track altitude is unknown, then eachMode C reply automatically matchesthe track.
A single “Mode C clear pulse counter” is maintained.
8.4.6.2

The Match Decision

After all the replies have been tested, the match decision processoccurs. First, the “best
track altitude” match is determined. This altitude will then be used for the match decision. If the
track altitude is FL, then the best match is the altitude in the “track altitude set” with the smallest
“Mode C failure counter”. If the track altitude is not FL, then the single Mode C failure counter
is selected.
Next, a minimum threshold is determined for the Mode C clear pulse counter. For a track
with a discrete Mode 3/A code, the threshold is zero. For a non-discrete track, the threshold is
given by the following formula:
mingulses-c

= MIN( 12,6 * (number of Mode C replies tested smallest Mode C failure counter) )

Recall that there are 12 bits in a reply code; that is where the minimum count of 12 clear
pulses comes from. Next, a check is made as to whether the majority of Mode C replies tested
matched the best track altitude. Note that if there were no Mode C replies tested,then a majority
is assumed.
Finally, the decision is reachedas follows. If
(4

Mode 3/A failure counter + smallestMode C failure counter is I 2, and

(b)

the majority of altitudes testedmatched the best track altitude, and

(4

Mode 3/A clear pulse counter 2 36, and

@I

Mode C clear pulse counter for the best track altitude 2 required minimum clear
pulses (mingulses-c),

then the reply group matchesthe track. Otherwise, the reply group doesnot match the track.
If failure occurs,but the track has a high validity alternate Mode 3/A code, the processis
repeated using that code to test against. The presence of an alternate code often signifies an
aircraft changing its assigned code; in this case the second test is thenonly one that is likely to
succeed.
8.4.6.3

Algorithm Resolution

After all nearby tracks have been tested,the number of successesis examined. If a single
track is identified, the replies are all used to generatea target report. The Mode 3/A code of the
report is just that of the track. The altitude is identified by the Target Altitude With Track
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History (Section 8.8.1) routine if the track has a clear FL altitude; by the Target Altitude Without
Track History (Section 8.8.2) otherwise.
If two or more tracks have registered a match, failure’ is returned, and Parse
(Section 8.4.7) will have to resolve the situation. If no successeshave been found, the Second
Passdescribedbelow applies.
8.4.6.4

Second Reply Testing Pass

If only one nearby track existed, but the reply group does not match the track, a second
passthrough the reply testing processmay be performed under certain conditions. The rationale
for a second pass is as follows. Experience with real data has shown that there are occasions
when a garbled reply can be called clear becausethe reply causingthe garble was never declared.
Such a reply would then fail to match the track becauseit is being tested using a clear garble
indicator. Usually, when severalreplies from the same aircraft are garbled, they are garbled by
the replies from the sameother aircraft. Thus, if the samegarble distance appearsmultiple times
for a reply group, a secondpassthough the reply testing processusing that common distance for
all replies may compensatefor missing garble information.
There are three conditions that must all be satisfied in order to justify a second pass
through the reply testing process. The first condition is that the track Mode 3/A code must
appear at least once in the reply group. This indicates that the group has a reasonablepotential
of matching the track. The second condition is that at least all but two of the Mode 3/A and C
replies are “Imperfect Supersets”(see Glossary) of the track code and altitude. This indicates
that the group can realistically correspond to the track, since a reply that is garbled is likely to
have a superset of the track code. The final condition is that there must be a garbled pulse
distance that appearsmore than once in the reply group. This indicates that there is a common
garbling aircraft for the group which can be applied to replies labeled clear.
If a second pass is warranted, the closest multiply-occurring shorter and longer range
garble distances are determined. (Either of these distances may not exist). The second reply
testing passis performed using the garble mask createdfrom the common garble distancesfor all
replies, instead of using eachreply’s garble mask as determined by the Reply Garble Resolution
algorithm (Section 8.3).
After the second pass is completed, the match decision process is again performed,
exactly as done for the first pass. If the second pass reports failure, the Parse algorithm
(Section 8.4.7) will have to resolve the situation.
8.4.7 Parse
The Parse algorithm is used either when there are no tracks near a reply group or when
the reply group failed the Two-Track (Section 8.4.5) and Single-Track (Section 8.4.6) track
matching algorithms. The former usually indicates an isolated pop-up target, the latter either a
pop-up target near another target or a group whose garble situation complexity exceeds the
capability of the track match algorithms. The basic idea of the Parsealgorithm is to determine
the number of clear Mode 3/A codes, and then to make a target for each clear code that is
supportedby sufficient replies.
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The inputs to this algorithm are the group of replies, eachwith garble masks (Section 8.3)
and one-timer flags (Section 8.4.2), the group wide-pulse indicator (Section 7.4.1), and the list of
nearby tracks (Section 8.2). Figure 8-3 illustrates a flow diagram of the Parsealgorithm.
8.4.7.1

Counting Clear Mode 3/A Codes

The Parsealgorithm startsby making a fast passthrough the reply group, examining only
Mode 3/A replies. Replies that are either range one-timers or multiple-reply sweep one-timers
are excluded from this examination. In addition, any reply called garbled by the 9-PAC Garble
algorithm is skipped in this pass. Using the remaining replies, a “Clear Code List” is generated,
each entry consisting of the Mode 3/A code, the number of occurrences, the minimum and
maximum ranges, the minimum and maximum azimuths, and the list of replies with the code.
Up to 20 different clear Mode 3/A codes can be accommodated. It is unlikely that more than 20
different clear Mode 3/A code values will occur in a reply group, but if it does occur, additional
clear Mode 3/A codevalues are simply omitted fi-om the list.
Becausethe 1200 code is the most common Mode 3/A code, it is possible for two 1200
targets to be contained within a single reply group. Thus, the 1200 code is placed on the list
twice if either of the following casesare encountered:
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the azimuth extent of the 1200 replies exceeds a reasonable value (2 VSP
MAXTGTRUN), and an azimuth gap of at least one degreeexists in the middle of
the reply sequence,or

Co)

multiple 1200 replies exist on two or more sweeps,and the group is not labeled as
being wide-pulse

In the first case,the 1200 replies are allocated between the two Clear Code List entries
according to which side of the gap they reside on; in the secondcaseallocation is made by reply
range.
If the first pass fails to find any clear codes, a second pass is made in which “clear”
replies are determined using the ASR-9 BRP garble flags, instead of the 9-PAC Garble
algorithm. This is done becausethe ASR-9 BRP usesa narrower window for identifying garbled
replies, and may therefore call a reply clear when the 9-PAC Garble algorithm calls it garbled.
If at the end of the second pass there are still no clear codes, a single target report with
unknown Mode 3/A code (0 code, validity 0) is made for the reply group. The target altitude is
determined using the Target Altitude Without Track History algorithm (Section 8.8.2).
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Figure 8-3. Parse algorithm flow.
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8.4.7.2

Correcting Inter-Mode Mix-ups

On occasion, a Mode C reply will be received on a Mode 3/A sweep (and vice versa).
This occurs when uplink pulse interference confusesthe transponder mode detection circuitry.
To prevent a Mode C code from serving as the basis of target formation by being considered a
secondMode 3/A code, whenever two or more clear codesexist the Parsealgorithm deletes from
its Clear Code list any Mode 3/A code that also appearsas a Mode C code, provided that it
satisfies either:

(4

the code appearsmore times as Mode C than as Mode 3/A, or

(b)

the code forms a majority of all Mode C replies.

The affected replies are then marked as totally garbled.
8.4.7.3

Removing Combined Codes

When two aircraft are in close azimuth proximity at virtually the samerange, some of the
replies corresponding to the two aircraft can overlap. Thus, the ASR-9 BRP declares only one
reply instead of two, where the reply code is the OR-ing together of the two real aircraft reply
codes.
To combat this effect, if there are three or more clear codes, and there is a code on the
Clear Code List that is the OR-ing together of two other non-one-timer codes on the list, the
combined code is removed from the list, and all its replies assignedto both of the ORed codes.
Three restrictions exist on the use of this rule. First, this combined code cannot match the code
of any nearby track. Second,at least one of the combining codesmust differ from the combined
code by more than two bits. These two rules help to ensure that there really are two aircraft,
rather than the two combining codes being just a case of bit drops from the combined code.
Finally, the combined code replies must be close enough in azimuth to each of the combining
code replies so that the adjusted run lengths of the two aircraft remain reasonable (< VSP
MAXTGTRUN).
8.4.7.4

Merging Bit-Drop Codes

On occasion, some of the replies from a single aircraft transponder do not have all their
pulses declaredby the ASR-9 BRP (bit-drops), resulting in two or more distinct Mode 3/A codes
being generated. By the nature of this process,the “real” Mode 3/A code will be a supersetof all
the bit-drop codes. The Parse algorithm attempts to detect bit-drop codes using the procedure
described below whenever two or more clear codes exist. Each bit-drop code is removed from
the Clear Code List, and its replies merged with those of the real code.
Since undetectedgarble will also produce codeswhich are supersetsof other codes, but
in this casethe real code has fewer bits and the supersetcode should be deleted, care is taken to
differentiate between these two phenomena. Thus, several safeguardsare built into the bit-drop
process.
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The first safeguard is that one code is merged with another code only if the former has
one bit less than the latter and the replies on the reply lists for the codes satisfy a range and
azimuth test. The following definitions apply to the range test:
pminl is the minimum range of the replies on the bit-drop code’sreply list.
pmaxl is the maximum range of the replies on the bit-drop code’sreply list.
pmin2 is the minimum range of the replies on the bit-add code’sreply list.
pmax2 is the maximum range of the replies on the bit-add code’sreply list.
The range test is satisfied if:
(a)

(pminl - 2) I pmin2 I pmaxl + 2), and

(b)

(pminl - 2) < pmax2 I pmaxl + 2), and

(c)

(pmin2 - 2) I pminl5 pmax2 + 2), and

(d)

(pmin2 - 2) I pminl < pmax2 + 2), and

The following definitions apply to the azimuth test:
@spanis the azimuth extent of the replies on the lists of the two codes (one a bitdrop of the other).
Bgapis the largest azimuth gap between adjacentreplies in the reply group.
The azimuth test is satisfied if:

(4

Bgap5 11 ACP (- one degree),and

tr>

&pan I MAXTGTRUN (VSP)

By successivemerging, two-bit-drop codes will eventually merge with the real code as
long as the intermediate code also exists. Thus for example, the codes 2345, 2305, 2245, 2205,
and 2244 will all be merged into 2345 if they all occur at approximately the samerange.
The secondsafeguardis that no code that is a “majority code” can be treated as a bit-drop
code, where a “majority code” is defined as a code that constitutes either a simple majority of all
Mode 3/A replies in the group or more than 65% of all clear Mode 3/A replies. This indicates
that the potential bit-drop code is so prevalent in the reply group that it is likely to be a real code.
The code into which the majority code would have merged is set to garbled and treated as in the
next section unlessthe code appearsthree or more times and a track exists that matchesthe code.
The 1200 code is treated differently as befits its stature as the most common Mode 3/A
code. In particular, if three or more 1200 Mode 3/A replies exist, 1200 cannot be called a bitdrop code. In addition, if the 1200 code exists, all codes in the set [0, 200, lOOO] are
automatically called bit-drop codesof 1200 even if any of them constitutesa majority code.
Becauseit is possible for two aircraft in proximity to have Mode 3/A codesthat differ by
only 1 bit, two additional requirements must be met in order to allow two codes to be merged.
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The combined azimuth extent of the two codesmust not exceedthe VSP MAXTGTRUN. Also,
there must not be an azimuth gap of greater than 11 ACP (one degree) in the reply group
between the azimuth extents of the two codes. These tests should ensure that genuine multiple
aircraft situations are preserved.
8.4.7.5

Single Clear Code Case

If there is a unique clear code remaining after the various code consolidation casesare
completed, a single report using all the replies in the group is created. The range and azimuth of
the report are determined according to the Target Range (Section 8.6.1) and Target Azimuth
(Section 8.6.2) algorithms, respectively.
The Mode 3/A code of the report is the clear code, with the validity automatically set to 3
if a nearby track matchesthe code. Otherwise, the validity setting is determined by the VSP V
Code Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1) , with any garbled reply whose code matchesthe clear
code and who was declaredungarbled by the ASR-9 counted as clear.
If there is exactly one nearby track with the same clear Mode 3/A code as the group, and
that track has a known FL altitude with two or fewer coasts,then the Target Altitude With Track
History (Section 8.8.1) algorithm is used to determine the target altitude and validity. In all other
cases,including a brackets-only track, the Target Altitude Without Track History (Section 8.8.2)
algorithm is used.
If two or more clear Mode 3/A codes exist on the list, the actions described in the
following sectionsare performed.
8.4.7.6

Processing Garbled Superset Codes

Once a final Clear Code List has been determined, a new pass is made through the Mode
3/A replies in the group, excluding range one-timers and multiple-reply sweep one-timers. This
time, only replies labeled as garbled are processed. The definition of garble is the sameused in
the development of the Clear Code List. Each garbled reply increments the count of each clear
code for which it is a “True Superset”(see Glossary), provided that the range of the garbled reply
must be at most two range clocks outside of the extent of the replies on the clear code list. If the
garbled reply is not a True Supersetof any clear codes,then it incrementsthe count of each clear
code for which it is an “Imperfect Superset” (see glossary), again provided that is passesthe
range test with respectto the clear code.
It is possible in this assignmentprocess for an unusual caseof garble to causea garbled
reply far from the true target azimuth extent to be added to the code list. To prevent the
deleterious effects that this error would causelater in the algorithm, garbled replies that are more
than 3 Mode 3/A sweepsfrom the nearestreply on a code list are dropped from that list.
8.4.7.7

Mode 3/A CodeSelection

Next, the Parsealgorithm decideshow many clear codeshave enough support to be used
as the basis for a target. This decision is implemented via multiple passesthrough the Clear
Code List. If more than two codes are on the list, the first two passesmay select any Mode 3/A
code; passesthree and beyond will be allowed to create additional targets only if discrete Mode
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3/A codesmatching a track remain. This preventsspurious target formation in severebit-drop or
garble environments.
For each target pass,each code remaining on the Clear Code List is checkedto determine
the Mode 3/A code on the list with the largest reply score. The score of a code is its total count,
increased by three if there is a unique matching discrete code track. This makes it easier to
choose the right Mode 3/A value in caseswhere undetected garble leads to the selection of
multiple clear codes. If two codes have the same total score, then the one with the largest
number of clear occurrencesis selected. The code selectedon the first passis automatically used
to declare a target. If two code values have the samescore,the first one in the Clear Code List is
selected. For the second pass, the selected code must satisfy one of the following three
conditions to be used:

(4

a clear count of at least three, or

@>

a clear count of two and either a total count of at least four or a unique discrete
track match, or

(4

a clear count of one and a total count of at least three and a unique discrete track
match.

For passesthree and above, the selectedcode must satisfy the more stringent condition:
(4

a clear count of at least three and a total count of at least four and a unique
discrete track match

If only one Mode 3/A code is permitted to form a target, all Mode 3/A replies on that
code’s list, plus all Mode C replies and remaining Mode 3/A replies that fall within the azimuth
extent of this list, are used to form the target. If this subsetof replies is insufficient to pass the
Minimum Reply VSP test (Section 8.5), all group replies are allocated to the target. The target
attributes are then determined as above for Single Clear Code.
If two or more clear codes are acceptable for report formation, the multiple targets are
formed as explained in the next sections. A maximum of five target reports can be declared by
the Parsealgorithm. This was felt to be more than enough to handle any reply group.
8.4.7.8

First and Second Target Creation

If codes can be selected for two targets, the Mode 3/A replies on each code’s list are
allocated to these targets (note that becauseof garble, some replies may be allocated to both
targets). Mode C replies are then allocated to the targets according to the following two pass
procedure:
Pass 1: Mode C azimuth allocation

(a)

replies within the azimuth extent of only one Mode 3/A list are allocated to that
target

(b)

the first reply on multiple-reply sweeps (not sweep one-timer) is allocated to the
shorter range target
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(4

the last reply on multiple-reply sweeps (not sweep one-timer) is allocated to the
longer range target

(d)

other replies are left for pass2

Pass2: Mode C code allocation of remaining replies
(a)

clear replies that agree with a clear reply already on one code’s list (from Pass 1
processing)and not with any on another code’slist are allocated to that target

(b)

garbled replies that are a supersetof a clear reply already on one code’s list and
not a supersetof any clear reply on another code’slist are allocated to that target

(4

replies failing rules (a) and (b) that are within the range limits of one code’s list
and not another code’slist are allocated to that target

@O

remaining replies are set to garbled (if clear) and allocated to both targets

Each of the two lists of allocated replies are used to make a target, using the attribute
determination rules given above in Single Clear Code.
8.4.7.9

Two-Target Sanity Test

If the target creation algorithm produces two target reports, a Parse two-target sanity
procedure is performed on these two targets before they are output. This procedure seekssome
indication that two aircraft are really representedby the replies in the group, rather than some
unusual garble or transponder condition splitting the replies from a single aircraft. If the two
targets have the same Mode 3/A code, both are accepted only if they have different altitudes.
Otherwise, if the codes differ, the two targets are both accepted only if one of the following
conditions applies:
(a)

there is more than one multiple-reply sweep, and the wide-pulse indicator was not
set, or

Co)

the group run length exceeds the VSP MAXTGTRUN
allocated Mode C replies not given to the other target, or

(4

eachtarget matchesa different nearby track’s Mode 3/A code, or

(d)

neither Mode 3/A code is a True Supersetof the other, or
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if one target code is a True Supersetof the other, then both targets have a known
FL altitude and neither altitude is a True Supersetof the other.

and each target was

there is a gap in azimuth of more than one degreebetween the replies allocated to
the two targets.
If none of the above conditions apply, it is assumedthat one Mode 3/A code is a superset
of the other. In this case, “winner” and “loser” Mode 3/A codes are selected. If only one code
matches a track, it is the winner; otherwise, the subset code is the winner (the superset is
assumedto arise from undetected garble). Both targets are accepted if the loser code is 1200;
otherwise, only one target, namely the one with the winner Mode 3/A code, is accepted.
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If only one target survives the sanity test, the losing clear code replies are merged into the
winning clear code, and the entire Parseprocessis re-started at the point where the initial list of
clear codes has been produced. This total re-start decision, instead of trying to salvage partial
information (such as from garbling allocation), significantly simplifies the implementation.
If both targets survive the sanity test, each is subjected to the Minimum Reply VSP test
(Section 8.5). The possible results, and the correspondingactions, are as follows:
(a)

both targets passthe VSP test - output both targets,proceedto possible third and
subsequenttarget logic (Section 8.4.7.10)

Co>

only one target passesthe VSP test - output that target, drop the other

(4

neither target passes the VSP test - make a single target using all replies
allocated to the two original targets, with the Mode 3/A code of the first target,
and confidence determined by the VSP V Code Validation algorithm (Section
8.9.1).

8.4.7.10 Subsequent Targets
If two targets successfully navigated the above logic, and additional clear codesexist that
satisfy the Mode 3/A Code Selection criteria, then a target is made for each such code. The
Mode 3/A replies on the code’s list are allocated to the target. In addition, all Mode C replies
that satisfy the azimuth and range extents of this list are allocated to the target. The rules of
Single Clear Code (Section 8.4.7.5) are then applied to the allocated replies to determine the
target attributes. These targets, as are all targets produces by any algorithm, are fed to the
Minimum Reply VSP test (Section 8.5) before being output.
It is quite possible that when three or more targets exist within a single group, the group
was closed by the termination algorithm before all replies for the final target were received.
Thus the azimuth of the incomplete target will be incorrect if it is output at this time. To
counteract this effect, a check is made on the difference in azimuth between the current sweep
and the final reply of each subsequenttarget. If that difference is less than the “normal” closing
interval (see ProcessOpen Groups in Section 7.4), all replies allocated to the target are returned
to the open group data structures.
8.4.8 Mode 2 Parse
The Mode 2 Target Parsealgorithm is used whenever a reply group has Mode 2 replies.
This algorithm representsan attempt to satisfy the Mode 2 requirements of the ASR-9 without
redesigning the entire 9-PAC BTD to be completely mode independent. Hence, this algorithm is
based entirely on the Parse algorithm, which attempts to determine the number of clear Mode
3/A codes, and then to make a target for each clear code that is supportedby sufficient replies.
In order to handle Mode 2 reply allocation, the Mode 2 Target Parsealgorithm determines the
number of clear Mode 2 codes, and then attempts to allocate Mode 2 replies with a Mode 3/A
code with a similar azimuth extent. When a suitable match cannot be found, a new entry is
made in the Mode 3/A list with a Mode 3/A code of 0000 and with the appropriate Mode 2
replies allocated.
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In the algorithm description that follows, the reader is referred to the normal Parse
algorithm (Section 8.4.7) whenever possible. Any differences are described in detail here. The
inputs to this algorithm are the group of replies, each with garble masks (Section 7.3) and onetimer flags (Section 7.4.2), the group wide-pulse indicator (Section 7.4.1), and the list of nearby
tracks (Section 8.2).
8.4.8.1

Establishing the Mode 3/A CodeList

The Mode 2 Target Parse algorithm uses the same steps as the Parse algorithm for
establishing a list of clear Mode 3/A codes. These steps include Counting Clear Mode 3/A
Codes, Correcting Inter-Mode Mix-ups, Removing Combined Codes, and Merging Bit-Drop
Codes. Next, the Parseprocedure for ProcessingGarbled SupersetCodesis used, if necessary.
.

8.4.8.2

Establishing the Mode 2 CodeList

The Mode 2 Target Parse algorithm creates a Mode 2 Code List. This is done by
applying to the Mode 2 replies in the group the samebasic procedureas in Counting Clear Mode
3/A Codes (Section 8.4.7.1) and Processing Garbled Superset Codes (Section 8.4.7.6).
Considering the only the Mode 2 replies labeled as garbled by the ASR-9 BRP, a “Clear Mode 2
Code List” is generated,each entry consisting of the Mode 2 code, the number of occurrences,
the minimum and maximum ranges,the minimum and maximum azimuths, and the list of replies
with the code. No special logic is necessaryto handle 1200 code replies. If necessary,a second
pass is made through the Mode 2 replies in the group, excluding range one-timers and multiplereply sweep one-timers. This time, only replies labeled as garbled are processed. Each garbled
reply increments the count of each clear code for which it is a “True Superset” (see glossary),
provided that the garbled reply is reasonably close in range to the range extent of the clear code.
If the garbled reply is not a True Supersetof any clear codes,then it incrementsthe count of each
clear code for which it is an “Imperfect Superset” (see Glossary), again provided that is passes
the range test with respectto the clear code.
As with Mode 3/A replies, it is possible in this assignmentprocessfor an unusual case of
garble to causea garbled Mode 2 reply far from the true target azimuth extent to be added to the
code list. To prevent the deleterious effects that this error would cause later in the algorithm,
garbled replies that are more than three Mode 2 sweepsfrom the nearestreply on a code list are
dropped from that list.
.

8.4.8.3

No Clear Code Case

If there are neither Clear Mode 3/A Code List entries nor Clear Mode 2 Code List entries,
then a single target report with unknown Mode 3/A and Mode 2 codes (0 code, validity 0) is
made for the reply group. The target altitude is determined using the Target Altitude Without
Track History (Section 8.8.2) algorithm. However, if the target fails to satisfy the Minimum
Reply VSP Test (Section 8.5), no target report is declared.
8.4.8.4

Matching Mode 2 Codeswith Mode 3/A Codes

The Mode 2 Parsealgorithm attempts to match each entry in the Mode 2 Code List with
an entry in the Mode 3/A Code List with a similar azimuth extent. If a successfulmatch is made,
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then the Mode 2 replies are allocated to the matching Mode 3/A Code List entry, The Mode 2
code value is assignedto that Mode 3/A Code List entry, and the reply counts, range extent, and
azimuth extent are modified as necessary. If an appropriate match is not found, then the Mode 2
replies are allocated to a new entry in the Mode 3/A Code List. This new entry has a Mode 3/A
code of 0000, with its reply counts and range and azimuth extents based solely on the Mode 2
replies.
The matching requirements depend on how many Mode 3/A Code List entries exist for
the reply group. If there is one Mode 3/A code, then a match is made for the first Mode 2 code
considered that satisfies either one of the following requirements, and no match is made
otherwise:
(4
(b>

the Mode 2 replies are within the azimuth extent of the Mode 3/A replies,
allowing an additional three sweepsoutside of the Mode 3/A replies, or

I

the Mode 3/A replies are within the azimuth extent of the Mode 2 replies,
allowing an additional three sweepsoutside of the Mode 2 replies.

If there are multiple Mode 3/A Code List entries, then the Mode 2 codes are considered
one at a time. A Mode 2 code choosesthe remaining Mode 3/A code which minimizes the sum
of the azimuth distances between corresponding end points of the azimuth extents. Stated
mathematically, the Mode 2 choosesthe Mode 3/A code suchthat minimizes:
(182min-BAmin/
8.4.8.5

+ ]02max-Wmaxl).

Single Clear Code Case

If there is a unique clear Mode 3/A code remaining after the various code consolidation
casesare completed, a single report using all the replies in the group is created. The range and
azimuth of the report are determined according to the Target Range (Section 8.6.1) and Target
Azimuth (Section 8.6.2) algorithms respectively. This is the sameas the Single Clear Code Case
in the Parsealgorithm, except that Mode 2 replies are allocated to the target in the samemanner
as are Mode 3/A replies. The Mode 2 code of the report is just the Mode 2 code in stored in the
Mode 3/A Code List entry.
If two or more clear Mode 3/A codes exist on the list, the actions described in the
following sectionsare performed.
8.4.8.6

Multiple Clear Code Cases

Next, the Mode 2 Target Parse algorithm decides how many clear codes have enough
support to be used as the basis for a target, and then determines how many targets to declare.
This procedure is almost identical to the normal Parse algorithm steps for Mode 3/A Code
Selection, First and SecondTarget Creation, Two-Target Sanity Test, and SubsequentTargets.
There are only two differences between the Mode 2 Target Parse and normal Parse
algorithms in this area. The first difference is that wherever the terms “clear count” and “total
count” are used, the Mode 2 Target Parse algorithm includes Mode 3/A and Mode 2 replies in
the counts. The second difference is the addition of a test in the Two-Target Sanity Test
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designed to prevent targets with a zero Mode 3/A code and a non-zero Mode 2 code from being
deleted. The new logic appearsat the end of the 2-Target Sanity Test just before the two targets
are merged. If one of the targets has a zero Mode 3/A code and a non-zero Mode 2 code, then
both target reports are output. This allows the 9-PAC BTD to handle various permutations of
targets within the samereply group with different reply modes present.
It is important to note, however, that even though Mode 2-only targets can be output, they
will not be associatedto internal BTD tracks (seeTrack Association/Initiation, Section 9.2).
8.4.9 Matching Reply and Track Codes
The Single-Track- Track Matching (Section 8.4.6), Two-Track Track Matching
(Section 8.4.5), and Parse(Section 8.4.7) reply allocation algorithms attempt to match Mode 3/A
and Mode C reply codes to those of nearby tracks. This is accomplished using the reply code
matching tests described in this section. The inputs to these tests are a Mode 3/A or Mode C
reply code, the garble masks for the reply (Section 8.3), and the Mode 3/A or Mode C code of a
nearby track. The garble masks of the reply indicate which, if any, reply pulses are garbled. The
remaining ungarbled regions of the reply code can be compared against the same pulses in the
track code.
There are two varieties of this technique. The first type requires that the ungarbled pulses
of the reply and track code data be identical. The second type allows a single bit of data to be
lost in the ungarbled pulse region of the reply when compared with that of the track. In either
case,any amount of addedbits are permitted in the garbled regions. A detailed description of the
two code matching tests is provided below.
8.4.9.1

CodeMatching Test

The Code Match algorithm determinesif a reply code matchesa track code, given garble
masks for the reply that indicate which of its pulse positions (if any) are overlapped by shorter
and longer range replies. The reply and track must be of the samemode (Mode 3/A or Mode C).
The reply and track codesmatch if both of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a>

the reply code is identical to the track code in the clear pulse region, and

@I

the reply code has no bit-drops with respectto the track code in the garbled pulse
regions.

Since the effect of garble is usually to produce additional pulses in the reply (although
destructive interference is occasionally encountered), the reply code is permitted to have any
number of bit-adds in the garbled pulse regions.
8.4.9.2

CodeMatch With One Bit-Drop

The Code Match With One Bit-Drop algorithm determines if a reply code matchesa track
code, given garble masks for the reply that indicate which of its pulse positions (if any) are
overlapped by shorter and longer range replies. The reply and track codes must be of the same
mode (Mode 3/A or Mode C). Unlike the standardCode Match algorithm, this procedureallows
one bit-drop in the reply clear pulse region and any number of bit-drops in the garbled pulse
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regions (due to destructive interference). The reply and track codes match if the reply code is
identical to the track code in the clear pulse region except for at most a single bit drop from the
reply code. In the garbled pulse regions, the reply code may have any number of bit-adds or bitdrops relative to the track code.
8.5

MINIMUM

REPLY TEST

The Minimum Reply Test determines if a given target report has enough replies to be
completed and output to the Merge process. The minimum number of replies depends on the
reply modes allocated to the target report (Section 8.4). A site adjustableparameterarray with 8
items (DETCNTS) specifies the requirements,as follows: Mode 3/A-only, Mode C-only, Modes
3/A and C, Mode 2-only, Modes 3/A and 2, Modes 2 and C, Modes 3/A, 2, and C. If there are at
least as many replies as is required basedon the reply modespresent in the target report, then the
test is satisfied. Otherwise, the target report is deleted, and a weak target performance count is
incremented(WEAKCNT).
8.6

TARGET RANGE AND AZIMUTH CENTROID
8.6.1 Target Range

The Target Range algorithm determines the range of a target consisting of the given
group of replies. The range centroid is computed as the simple averaging of the ranges of all
replies in the group other than range one-timers and multiple-reply sweep one-timers.
8.6.2 Target Azimuth
The Target Azimuth algorithm determines the azimuth of a target made up of the given
group of replies. If there are seven or more replies, the azimuth is computed by averaging the
azimuths of the first three and the last three replies. If there are fewer than seven replies, all
reply azimuths are averaged to determine the target azimuth. Replies flagged as range onetimers are not used in the target azimuth computation (Section 8.4.2). If there is a multiple-reply
sweep one-timer in the group, only the first reply of that sweep is used in the target azimuth
computation. Special care is taken to handle reply groups that straddle the north mark.
8.7

MODE 3/A IDENTITY CODE AND VALIDATION

The Mode 3/A code of a beacontarget report and associatedcode validity are determined
using one of the reply-to-target allocation profiles described in Section 8.4. Seethe appropriate
section for details:
6)

Perfect target Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.1)

09

Perfectible target Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.3)

cc>

Two-track track match target Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.5)

Cd)

One-track track match target Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.6)
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Parsetarget Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.7)
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03
8.8

Mode 2 parse target Mode 3/A code and validity (Section 8.4.8)

MODE C ALTITUDE AND VALIDATION

The algorithm for determining the altitude, altitude validity, and altitude type of the
report dependson the reply allocation algorithm used for the target, and whether or not there is a
nearby track whose altitude agreeswith the Mode C replies allocated to the target (Section 8.4).
Refer to the reply allocation section for the altitude algorithm, as follows:
(4

Perfect target altitude (Section 8.4.1)

(b)

Perfectible target altitude (Section 8.4.3)

(4

Two-track track match target altitude (Section 8.4.5.8)

Cd)

One-track track match target altitude (Section 8.4.6.3)

(4

Parsetarget altitude (Sections 8.4.7.1 and 8.4.7.5)

0

Mode 2 parse target altitude (Section 8.4.8)

For the track matching and parse algorithms, the target altitude algorithm depends on
whether or not there is a nearby track with a Mode 3/A code matching the Mode 3/A replies
allocated to the target report. If there is such a track, the Altitude With Track History algorithm
is used (Section 8.8.1 below). Otherwise, the Altitude Without Track History algorithm is used
(Section 8.8.2 below).
8.8.1 Altitude With Track History
The Altitude With Track History algorithm is used to determine the target report altitude
when the nearby matching Mode 3/A track has a known flight level altitude prediction. A list of
Mode C replies allocated to the target is used to determine the altitude to be placed in the report.
In casesof garble or anomalous effects, the track prediction is used in an attempt to resolve the
uncertainties. If no ambiguity exists, altitude validity will be 3 if the Mode C replies agreewith
the given track altitude (defined as within two flight levels). Otherwise, validity will be
determined dependingupon the algorithm path utilized.
8.8.1.I

.

No Mode C Replies

If there are no Mode C replies allocated to the target, the report altitude is set to 0, with
validity 0. The altitude type of the report is “no Mode C replies.”
8.8.1.2

Majority Altitude

If there is a “majority altitude” clear reply code (more than half of all replies both have
that code and are marked as clear), then the report altitude is setLto:
(4

7766 octal if the majority altitude code is 0 (brackets-only), or

0)

6030 octal if the majority altitude is not decodable,or

(4

the decodedmajority altitude flight level otherwise.
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If case(c) applies, and the altitude agreeswith the track prediction, the altitude validity is
set to 3. Otherwise, the VSP V Code Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1) is used to determine
the validity.
8.8.I.3

Clear Altitude List

If there is no majority clear altitude value, a pass is made through the Mode C replies to
compile a list of clear decodable(or brackets-only) altitude codes,along with the number of clear
occurrencesfor each code value, and the total numbers of clear and brackets-only replies. All
Mode C replies allocated to the target are considered, even those identified as one-timers. On
this first pass, the garble flag for each reply comes from the 9-PAC Reply Garble algorithm,
except that undecodableclear replies are consideredas garbled.
If there are no clear altitude codesat the end of the first pass,then a secondpass is made
through the altitude replies. This time, any reply with a decodable flight level that agreeswith
the track altitude prediction, and that is consideredungarbled by the ASR-9 BRP garble flags, is
called clear.
8.8.1.4

Altitude Transitions

It is possible for an aircraft to make an altitude transition during the beam dwell of the
antenna. Thus if there are exactly two clear decodablealtitudes on the list, and they differ by one
flight level, the reply list of the more frequently occurring altitude (using total counts) is merged
with the reply list of the other altitude. In caseof a tie, the later occurring altitude is selected.
8.8.1.5

Merging Bit-Drops

If there are two or more clear altitude values on the list, it is possible that the situation
arose becauseseveral of the replies had bit drops from the true code. Thus, a check is made to
see if, relative to the clear code with the most bits set (the parent code), all other clear altitude
values are single bit-drops. If this condition is met, and if the parent code occurs more
frequently than any of the other codes,and if the parent code is decodable,then the reply lists of
all the other clear codesare merged with the parent code reply list,
8.8.1.6

Track Altitude Agreement

If there is exactly one clear altitude value on the list, and it agreeswith the track altitude
prediction (within 2 flight levels of the prediction), the report is assignedthe decodedreply flight
level with validity 3.
8.8.1.7

Resolution of Clear/Garbled Altitudes

If any clear altitude value on the list is also indicated as garbled in other Mode C replies,
an attempt is made to determine whether the clear or the garbled designation is correct. We will
refer to the five flight levels (FL) within two of the track’s predicted altitude (i.e., track altitude
+/- 2 FL) as the agreementaltitudes. If the encodedMode C value is equal to the Mode C code
of one of the five agreement altitudes, and it is not a supersetof the Mode C code of another
agreement altitude, all garbled replies with that value are set to clear and the clear count
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increased accordingly. If the agreement clause exists, but a supersetcondition also exists, the
replies are left as labeled. Finally, if the value disagreeswith all track agreementaltitudes, all
clear replies for that value are convertedto garbled, and the clear flight level altitude is removed
from the list.
8.8.1.8

No Track Altitude Agreement

If no Mode C clear altitude value on the list agreeswith the track altitude prediction, it is
possible that agreeing altitude replies exist, but that they were all garbled. To allow for this
situation, five new “fake” altitude code values are created and added to the clear list. These
values correspondto the five agreementtrack altitudes, namely the oneswithin 2 flight levels of
the prediction. The clear count for each fake altitude is initialized to the number of garbled
replies that match the code; all such replies are then consideredas ungarbled.
If any of the original clear non-agreeing altitude values on the list representa single bit
drop from any of the fake altitudes, that clear altitude is removed from the list, and its total count
addedto the counts of the matching fake altitudes.
8.8.1.9

Processing Garbled Replies

Using the same definition of a “garbled” reply as was used in making the clear altitude
list, each remaining garbled reply is processed. If the garbled reply, using its garble indicator,
matches a clear altitude code using the Code Match With One Bit-Drop algorithm
(Section 8.4.9.2), then the total count of the clear altitude is incremented. As a result of this
process,eachclear altitude endsup with a clear count and a total count.
At the end of the garble processing loop, any fake altitude whose count is zero, meaning
it was unsupportedby any garbled replies, is removed from the clear list.
8.8.1.10 No Agreeing Flight Level Altitude
If there are no clear altitudes left on the list that agree with the track prediction,
processing- is terminated, and the Target Altitude Without Track History algorithm
(Section 8.8.2) is used instead (with the original unmodified group of replies).
8.8.1.11

One or More Agreeing Flight Level Altitudes

If one or more clear altitudes on the list agree with the track prediction, each clear
altitude is assigned a score based upon its clear count, its garbled count, and the number of
Mode C replies not applicable to it, in the following manner:
score= 3 * CLR + 2 * (CNT - CLR) - (NUMC - CNT)
where CLR = clear count for a given altitude
CNT = total count for a given altitude
NUMC = number of Mode C replies allocated to the target
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If there is only a single clear altitude value (including brackets-only) left on the list, that
value is placed in the report. The correspondingaltitude validity setting dependsupon the score
S attained by the altitude:
validity = 3

s23

validity = 2

s=2

validity = 1

SIl

If there are two or more clear altitudes (including brackets-only) still on the list, the one
with the highest score is selectedfor the report. If two altitudes have the same score, the tie is
broken in the following precedenceorder:
(a)

if one altitude agreeswith the track and the others do not, select the altitude that
agreeswith the track, otherwise

Co)

if one altitude has more bits set than any other, selectit, otherwise

Cc)

select the altitude that is closestto the track predicted altitude

.

If the selected altitude disagreeswith the track prediction, processing is terminated, and
the Target Altitude Without Track History algorithm (Section 8.8.2) is called instead (with the
original unmodified group of replies). Otherwise, the report altitude validity setting depends
upon the difference (D) in scorebetween the selectedand runner-up altitudes, and whether or not
the runner-up altitude disagrees or agrees with the track’s altitude prediction within 2 flight
levels:
disagree
validity = 3
validity = 2
validity = 1

D>3
D=2
D<3

aaree
D>6
D>3
D<2

8.8.2 Altitude Without Track History
The Altitude Without Track History algorithm is used to determine the target report
altitude if there is no known matching track, or if the track matching the group on its Mode 3/A
code has a brackets-only altitude. The list of Mode C replies allocated to the target is used to
determine the altitude to be placed in the report.
8.8.2.1

No Mode C Replies

If there are no Mode C replies allocated to the target, the report altitude is set to 0, with
validity 0. The altitude type of the report is “no Mode C replies.”
8.8.2.2

Majority Altitude

If there is a “majority altitude” clear reply code (more than half of all replies have that
code and are marked as clear), then the report altitude is set to:
(a>

7766 octal if the majority altitude code is 0 (brackets-only), or
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6030 octal if the majority altitude is not decodable,or

(c)

the decodedmajority altitude flight level.

If case(a) applies, and there is a matching brackets-only track, the altitude validity is set
to 3. Otherwise, the VSP V Code Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1) is used to deterrnine the
validity.
8.8.2.3

Clear Altitude List

If there is no majority clear altitude value, a pass is made through the Mode C replies to
compile a list of clear decodable(or brackets-only) altitude codes,along with the number of clear
and garbled occurrencesfor each code value, and the total numbers of clear and brackets-only
replies. The number of clear occurrences of each value is called its clear count, while the
number of clear plus garbled occurrencesis called its total count. On this first pass,the garble
flag for eachreply comes from the 9-PAC Reply Garble algorithm.
If at the end of the first pass,there are no clear altitude codesor brackets-only codes,then
a secondpassis made, this time using the ASR-9 BRP garble flags to determine which codesare
clear. On either pass,undecodableclear replies are consideredas garbled and not counted.
If there are still no clear altitudes or brackets-only altitudes after pass two, the report
altitude is set to 0000 with validity 0. If all clear altitudes are undecodable(i.e., not a valid flight
level), the report altitude is set to 6030 octal (i.e., altitude unknown) with validity 0.
If there is only a single clear decodable flight-level altitude, that level is output in the
report. The altitude validity is then determined from the level’s total count using the VSP V
Code Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1). If there are two or more clear decodable flight-level
altitudes, further processingis required, as describedin the following sections.
8.8.2.4

Matching Brackets-Only Altitudes

If there is a matching brackets-only track, and there is at least one brackets-only reply,
then the report altitude is set to brackets-only (7766 octal) provided one of the following cases
applies, where the applicable validity is as indicated with the case:
(a)

at least 3 brackets-only replies exist; validity = 3

09

all clear replies are brackets-only; validity = 3

(4

exactly 3 clear replies exist, of which 2 are brackets-only; validity = 3

Cd) >3 clear replies exist, of which 2 are brackets-only; validity = 2;

(4

exactly 2 clear replies exist, of which 1 is brackets-only; validity = I

In all other casesof brackets-only replies existing, the resolution requires the algorithm
stepsdescribedbelow.
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8.8.2.5

Altitude Transitions

It is possible for an aircraft to make an altitude transition during the beam dwell of the
antenna. Thus, if.there are exactly two clear decodable altitudes on the list, and they differ by
one flight level, the more frequently occurring altitude (using total counts) is output with the
report. In caseof a tie, the later occurring altitude is selected. The altitude validity is determined
using the VSP V Code Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1) on the combined total counts.
8.8.2.6

Merging Bit-Drops

If there are two or more clear altitude values, it is possible that the situation arosebecause
several of the replies had bit drops from the true code. Thus a check is made to seeif, relative to
the clear code with the most bits set (the parent code), all other clear altitude values are single
bit-drops. If this condition is met, and if the parent code occursmore frequently than any of the
other codes, and if the parent code is decodable, then the report altitude is set to the decoded
parent code flight level with validity 3.
8.8.2.7

Merging UndetectedGarble

If there are two or more clear altitude values, it is possible that the situation arosebecause
undetectedgarble produced additional clear codes. Thus a check is made to seeif, relative to the
clear code with the fewest bits set (i.e., the subset code), all other clear altitude values are
supersets. If this condition is met, and if the subsetcode is decodable,and if each supersetcode
has at least one garbled occurrence(total count exceedclear count), then the report altitude is set
to the decodedsubsetcode flight level with validity 3.
8.8.2.8

Resolution of Clear/Garbled Altitudes

If any clear altitude value is also found indicated as garbled in other Mode C replies (its
count exceeds its clear count), an attempt is made to decide whether the clear or the garbled
designation is correct. If there exists another clear code that is a subset of the code in question,
and the found code is always clear (count 5 clear count), then all clear replies of the code in
question are converted to garbled and the clear level is removed from the list. Otherwise, all
garbled replies with the value in question are set to clear and the clear count increased
accordingly.
8.8.2.9

Processing Garbled Replies

If there are two or more clear altitudes (including brackets-only), the remaining garbled
replies must be allocated, where the definition of a “garbled” reply is that used in making the
clear altitude list. If a remaining garbled reply is a true supersetof one or more clear altitude
codes,the total count of each such clear altitude is incremented. As a result of this process,each
clear altitude endsup with a clear count and a total count.
8.8.2.10 Altitude Selection
The altitude selectedfor the report, from the list of clear altitudes, is the one that has the
largest total count. If two altitudes have the sametotal count, the one with the larger clear count
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is chosen. If a tie still exists, the altitude with the most bits set is used. The final tie breaker is
the altitude appearinglast in the list.
If the clear count for the chosenaltitude is a majority of all Mode C replies, and the clear
count for any other clear altitude is one, the altitude validity is set according to the VSP V Code
Validation algorithm (Section 8.9.1) on the clear count of the majority altitude. Otherwise, the
altitude validity placed in the report is determined by the difference (D) in total count between
the selectedflight level (or brackets-only) and the runner-up level:

8.9

VALIDATION

D<l

validity = 1

D>2

validity = 2

ALGORITHMS

8.9.1 VSP V Code Validation
The VSP V Code Validation algorithm determines the validity in the Mode 3/A or
Mode C code of a beacon target report, on a scale of 0 through 3. As the name suggests,this
algorithm is based on the value of the site adjustable parameter (VSP) V. This method is used
only when 9-PAC BTD internal track history information cannot be applied in the validation
process. The specific instancesin which the VSP V Code Validation algorithm is used can be
found in the following sections: Target Altitude With Track History (Section 8.8.1), Target
Altitude Without Track History (Section 8.8.2), and Parse(Section 8.4.7).
Two parametersare used to determine the code validity. The “clear count” is the number
of ungarbled replies in the target supporting the code. The “total count” is the total number of
replies, garbled or ungarbled, that are allocated to the target. The rules are as follows.
Output validity 0 if the there are no ungarbled replies (i.e., the clear count is 0).
Output validity 1 if there is only 1 reply, and it is ungarbled (i.e., the clear count and total
count are both 1). Also, output validity 1 if VSP V > 2 and there is only 1 ungarbled reply (i.e.,
the clear count is 1, and the total count is two or more).
Output validity 2 if VSP V = 2 and there is only 1 ungarbled reply (i.e., the clear count is
1, and the total count is two or more). Also, output validity 2 if VSP V > 2 and there are at least
2 ungarbled replies agreeing with code but fewer than V ungarbled replies (e.g., clear count 2,
but clear count < V).
Output validity 3 if VSP V = 2 and there two or more ungarbled replies agreeing with
code (e.g., clear count 2 2). Also, output validity 3 if VSP V > 2 and there are at least V
ungarbled replies agreeingwith code (e.g., clear count 2 V).
8.9.2 SPI Flag Validation
The SPI Validation algorithm uses the VSP V to determine if the replies allocated to a
target support the setting of the SPI validation flag in the beacon target report. The SPI flag is
validated for a target if there are at least VSP V replies that have the SPI flag set and are not
flagged as garbled by the ASR-9 BRP.
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8.9.3 X-Bit Validation
The X-Bit Validation algorithm uses the VSP V to determine if the given replies
allocated to a target support the setting of the X-Bit validation flag in the beacontarget report. A
beacon target report has two different X-Bit flags to validate, one for Mode 3/A and the other for
Mode 2. The Mode 3/A X-Bit is validated for a target if there are at least VSP V Mode 3/A
replies that have the X-Bit set, and are not flagged as garbled by the ASR-9 BRP. Likewise, the
Mode 2 X-Bit is validated for a target if there are at least VSP V Mode 2 replies that have the XBit set, and are not flagged as garbled by the BRP.
8.10

MISCELLANEOUS

TARGET ATTRIBUTES

8.10.1 Beacon Reply Hits
The beacon reply hits attribute is the number of beacon replies allocated to the target
report. The maximum value usedby the BTD is 3 1.
8.10.2 Azimuth Run Length
The azimuth run length is the azimuth extent of the beaconreplies allocated to the target
report, measuredin ACP.
8.10.3 RTQC Flag
The beacon RTQC target report is a test target injected by the BRP hardware. The test
range and azimuth of the RTQC target is specified as a site parameter(VSP RTQC-RANGE and
RTQC-AZIMUTH). The 9-PAC BTD setsthe RTQC indicator in the beacontarget report if the
range of the target report is within 4/64 NM1 of the VSP RTQC-RANGE and the azimuth of the
target report is within 4 ACP of the VSP RTQC-AZIMUTH.
8.11

MILITARY

IDENT 8z EMERGENCY TARGET

The Military Ident and Emergency Target algorithm determines if the given target is
either the beginning or end of a Military Ident or Military Emergency messagesignaled by an
aircraft. This algorithm uses the Mil Ident & Emergency Match Statistics gathered in the reply
grouping processing (Section 7.3). These statistics are counters of the number of replies in the
group that satisfied one of the rules for being a part of a Military Ident or Emergency message.
A Military Ident has two reply groups, and a Military Emergency has three or four reply groups,
with special conditions as to the range separation and codes of the two reply groups
(Section 7.3). In this section, we will refer to the longer range replies as the “duplicate” replies.
This algorithm tries to determine if the group’s Mode 3/A code and military match
statistics clearly indicate that the target report is a part of a military ident or military emergency
message. A report whose group has zero counts for all the military statistics is ignored by this
algorithm. The decision for reports with non-zero counts is reachedas describedin the following
rules.
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If two or more reports were made from the group’s replies, only one is consideredin this
algorithm, namely the one whose allocated replies’ azimuth extent encompassesthe military
starting and ending azimuths reported with the group. If no report, or more than one report,
passesthis test, no military action is taken for any of the reports.
It is possible for a multiple target group to have been split (Section 8.1.2) into two singletarget groups. In such a case, the military statistics for the original group appear in both split
groups. Therefore, if a single report was made from the group’s replies, the report is considered
in this algorithm only if its azimuth extent intersects with the azimuth extent of the military
statistics.
Recall from Section 7.3 that military ident and emergencymessagesconsist of a series of
replies to the sameinterrogation with a known range separationbetween successivereplies. The
extra replies will be referred to as the duplicate replies. If the report under consideration has a
Mode 3/A code of 0000 octal, and a non-zero military duplicate reply count, it is deleted without
further testing. No action is taken for any other report with a code of 0000.
If the report under consideration has a discrete Mode 3/A code that matches the military
code field of the reply group, it is:
(4

considereda military emergencyreport if the emergencystart count is 2 3, else

@>

considereda military ident report if the ident start count is 2 3, else

(4

deleted as a military duplicate report if the military duplicate reply count is 2 3,
else

td)

left as a normal report if no count is sufkient to indicate definitive military
processingaction.

If the report under consideration has a Mode 3/A code that either fails to match the
military code field of the reply group or is non-discrete, more care is required to declare a
military situation. In particular, a military emergency or military ident start requires that the
military failure count be 5 3, or if it is > 3 the azimuth extent of the failure statistics had better
not intersect with the report azimuth extent; a duplicate report deletion requires in addition that
the report have no high validity altitude. Successin any step of the above counts test, followed
by failure in the additional test, endsthe processing,and the report is left unmodified.
If the report is called the start of a Military Emergency, its Mode 3/A code is set to 7700
Octal. If the report is deemedthe start of a Military Ident, its SPI flag is set to 1.
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9.
9.1

INTERNAL TRACKING

TRACKING OVERVIEW

The BTD Tracking algorithm maintains an internal beacon Track File used only by the
9-PAC BTD task. The Track File is used for two purposes:
(1)

identifying false target reports due to beaconreflections (DRFTA, Section 10)

(2)

resolving garbled beaconreply codes(Sections8.3 and 8.4).

By tracking both the real aircraft and its reflected false target reports, the 9-PAC BTD is
able to identify the reports that are potentially false targets, and maximize the probability of
detecting real aircraft reports. Track history also makes it possible to determine the Mode 3/A
code and Mode C altitude of an aircraft even in the presence of significant reply garbling
(Sections 2.2.3 and 8.3).
why was it necessaryto invent a separatetracker for the BTD, given that the ASR-9
already had a radar scan-to-scan correlator that also tracks beacon aircraft? To answer that
question, one must first understandthe timing requirementsof the BTD (Section 3). The BTD is
required to output beacon target reports to the Merge processat most 176 ACPs (- 16 degrees)
after the azimuth centroid of the report. In separatingreplies from two or more closely spaced
aircraft, the BTD Target Formation algorithm (Section 8) may use up most of this time window.
BTD must also make an immediate decision as to whether or not the beacon report is a reflected
false target, which requires current track data. The BTD was designedto be part of the Phase 1
9-PAC (Section 2.3), and in this first phase the ASR-9 scan-to-scancorrelator/tracker process
resides on the Array Signal Processor (ASP) board, not on the 9-PAC board. There was no
reasonable way to achieve the tightly desired integration between the 9-PAC BTD and ASR-9
tracker that would be necessaryto satisfy the timing requirementsof the BTD.
All beacon tracking algorithms must perform report-to-track association and correlation,
update of track predictions, and track initiation using uncorrelatedreports. The standardtracker
design allows multiple reports and tracks to associate,and delays correlation until enough time
has elapsed for many-on-many situations to be resolved. Track initiation occurs last, using the
uncorrelated reports from two or more scansto form new tracks.
The design of the BTD Tracking algorithm was heavily influenced by the timing
requirements cited above. The BTD must identify false target reports quickly, and is unable to
hold reports long enough to resolve many-on-many track correlation situations. Therefore, the
BTD Internal Tracking algorithm has two stages:
(6

track association/initiation (Section 9.2)

(b> track update (Section 9.3)
The combined track association and initiation stage occurs immediately after a beacon
target report is established (Target Formation, Section 8), and just before the false target
determination is made (DRFTA, Section 10). This allows the BTD to provide a track association
for every report that can be used to determine eligibility for false target processing. New tracks
can be initiated immediately based on a single target report, which allows false reports to be
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identified even if they appear on the same scan on which the aircraft transponder has been
activated. Track associationchoosesthe existing track, if any, that best matches the Mode 3/A
code, altitude, and position of the report. Each track is only allowed to carry a single associated
report. Many-on-many correlation situations are handled by a seriesof one-on-oneassociations.
If a report choosesa track that already has a report association, a decision is made immediately
as to which report is the best match for the track, and then the losing report looks for another
track with which to associate. If no track is found, the report is used to initiate a new Track File
entry, if acceptable.
The track update stage is performed half a scan after the track predicted azimuth, when
the track has presumably had enough time to associateto the correct report, even if the report is
close to the radar. Tracks are placed on the update list in 16 ACP azimuth wedges, with one
track update performed per interrogation sweep. Whenever the latest beacon reply sweep
indicates the start of a new azimuth wedge, all tracks whose predicted positions fall within the
azimuth wedge a half scan behind the current sweep are entered into the track update list. If a
given track has a report association,the report is used to update the track. The initial update of a
track is handled with special rules. If a track does not receive a report association, the track is
coasted. If a track coasts a parametric number of consecutive scans (VSPs DRPCNT,
DRPCNTI), it is dropped from the Track File.
After a track is updated, if the report has a Discrete code, the report and track are passed
to the Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA) so that the location of reflective
surfaces can be determined (Section 10.2). The track update algorithm maintains a Discrete
Code Track List, containing up to 10 entries for each discrete Mode 3/A code, in order to handle
extreme ring-around situations (Section 2.2.4). This list is used by DRFTA discrete report
processing (Section 10.1.2),and also by discretetrack association(Section 9.2).
Tracks are linked in Cartesian(x,y) “sort boxes” (Section 9.1.2). This makes it possible to
quickly identify the tracks that are ready to be updated. If the sweepbeing processedhas crossed
a 16 ACP boundary (wedge), the tracks that are approximately a half scan (180 degrees)behind
the current sweep azimuth are placed on an update track list. The track update algorithm ensures
that tracks on this list are updated in a timely manner. In order to even out the processor load,
only one track on the list is updated eachsweep(Section 9.3).
The BTD Internal Tracker maintains tracks for both real and false reports. The only
reports that are not tracked are duplicate military ident and emergencyreports (Section 8.11).
9.1.1 BTD Track File
Each BTD Track File entry contains all attributes necessaryto describe a single beacon
track, as shown in Table 9-l.
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Table 9-l. BTD Track File Attributes

.

trkkrangebox
trk-az-box
code
code-conf
code-coast
altern-code
coasts
assoc-flag
nassoc
assoc-rpt
nreports
nreal
nfalse
status (type)
realtrk-ref

unsure-by-alt

Tracks range association box (NMI)
1 Tracks azimuth association box (radians)
1 Mode 3/A code
1 Validity of Mode 3/A code {0,1,2,3}
Number of consecutive code coasts
Possible alternate (transition) code
Number of scans track has coasted
Can track receive associations on this scan?
* Does track already have an association?
Attributes of report associated to track
Number of reports associated to track
Real report update weighting
False report update weighting
{UNSURE, FALSE, IMMATURE-REAL,
MATURE-REAL}
Pointer to MATURE REAL or IMMATURE
REAL track used as reference (for FALSE
track only)
Did track fail Non-discrete Reflection due
only to altitude test?

9.1.2 Geographic Track Links
Individual tracks are linked together by geographic location, so that the task of searching
for tracks near a target report does not require checking the entire Track File. Geographical
boxes are maintained for every 5 Nmi by 5 Nmi area, in a two-dimensional Cartesian(x,y) grid.
Each box is defined by its center coordinates, with a single origin box centered at (0,O). To
cover the 64 Nmi maximum processingrange of the radar, 27 times 27 boxes are required, with
13 5-Nmi on each side of the origin and an additional box centeredat the origin. An additional
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two boxes are neededin eachrow and each column to produce a guard region around the edge of
the grid, bringing the total number of boxes to 29 times 29.
While the geographicboxes are maintained in Cartesiancoordinates,the beaconreply and
target data is available in radar-centered polar coordinates. Hence, the three-dimensional
predicted range and azimuth of the track must be converted to a two-dimensional (x,y) position.
This can be problematic for tracks within a few miles of the radar, becausealtitude can become a
large portion of the range, and altitude information may not be available for the track. To avoid
this problem, track position is converted to (x,y) using the slant range, rather than the ground
range. The translation equationsare simply:
x = p sir@)
y = p cos(0)
For each box, a pointer is maintained to the first track and last track in the box. Each
track is then linked to another track in the samebox, with the last track’s link set to NULL.
Since track predictions are not exact quantities, the track search for a given report
position cannot always be limited to a single geographic box. This is particularly true when the
report position is near one of the edges of a box. Thus, a SearchList is computed whenever a
searchfor nearby tracks is needed(Section 8.2).
In the original design, the geographic boxes were maintained in polar coordinates. Each
box was 5 NM1 in range and 30 degreesin azimuth, with a special single box for all tracks with
ranges within 5 NM1 of the radar. One property of polar boxes is that they are vary in size
depending on slant range. That is, at longer ranges, the box size is very large, becausethe 30
degreesof azimuth coversa large distance.
The polar scheme was replaced with a Cartesian grid, as outlined in the previous
subsection. There were two reasons for the change. The first reason is the box size issue.
During capacity loading tests, the longer range boxes were found to contain so many tracks that
the searching mechanism was using an unreasonableamount of processing time. As many as
four boxes had to be searched(for tracks near the intersection point of four boxes. Cartesian
boxes are constant in size, and much smaller than the polar schemeat long ranges. Thus, the
searching of four boxes can occur without encountering a large number of tracks that are not
really near a given report position.
The second reason is the relatively simpler design of the Cartesiangrid. The geographic

box around the origin is the samesize as all other boxes.
9.2

TRACK ASSOCIATION/INITIATION

The BTD Track Association algorithm choosesthe best track for a given beacon report
from a list of nearby tracks. If no existing track is available or suitable for the report, the BTD
attempts to initiate a new track with the report.
Each track has a slot where the associatedreport can be stored until the time later in the
scanwhen the track is updated. If the report choosesa track with no existing report association,
then the report is stored in the track’s associated-reportslot. If, however, the report choosesa
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track that already has an associatedreport, the new and old reports are compared with the track
and the better match is determined. If the old report is a better match for the track, the new
report is put through the associationprocessagain, with that track disqualified as a choice for the
report. If the new report is a better match for the track instead, then the new report replacesthe
old report in the track’s associated-reportslot, and the old report is the one again put through the
associationprocess.
9.2.1 Report-To-Track Association
A report that has a 0000 Mode 3/A code is sufficiently suspectthat it is not permitted to
either associateto any existing track nor initiate a new track.
If the report has a discrete Mode 3/A code, and one or more matching code tracks exist,
the Discrete Association Rules (Section 9.2.2) are applied to see if a suitable track can be found.
If there are no tracks with the report’s discrete Mode 3/A code, or if the report has a non-discrete
Mode 3/A code, the Non-discrete Association Rules (Section 9.2.3) are applied to see if a
suitable track can be found. If no suitable track was found in either case,the report is sent to
Track Initiation (Section 9.2.6) to seeif a new track can be initiated.
With a suitable track for association, the next step is to check if that track has already
been chosen by another report on the current scan. If the track does not have an “old report”
association,then the current (“new”) report is placed in the track’s associated-reportslot.
If the track has an old report association, the track decides which report is a better
association choice. If the track has a discrete Mode 3/A code, and both the new and old reports
have the same discrete Mode 3/A code as the track, the Discrete Association Choice Rules
(Section 9.2.4) are used to select the better report. Otherwise, the Non-discrete Association
Choice Rules (Section 9.2.5) are used. In either case,if the track choosesthe old report, the new
report is passedback through the beginning of the association process so that a different track
can be found, if possible. The current track is disqualified from selection. If the track chooses
the new report, then the new report is placed in the track’s associated-reportslot, and the old
report is passedthrough the association process again so that it can choose a different track, if
possible.
9.2.2 Discrete Association Rules
The most common casefor Discrete Association is that there is a single track nearby with
the same code as the report. Therefore, a simple report-to-track association is made if all of the
following conditions are satisfied:
4

there is only one track with the samediscreteMode 3/A code as the report; and

b)

that track has no prior report associatedto it on the current scan;and

4

the report position falls within the track’s range and azimuth associationbox.

If the simple one-on-onerules are not satisfied, the Discrete Association rules proceed as
follows. The first step is to determine the number of nearby qualified tracks with the same
Discrete Mode 3/A code as the report. A list of “disqualified” tracks is maintained, consisting of
those tracks previously selectedby this report, but for which the track had to choosebetween this
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report and another, and the other report won. This prevents the Discrete Association logic from
entering an infinite loop in which a report that has lost its associationtries to associatewith the
same track. In order to be considered “nearby”, a track’s prediction position must be within 2
NM1 and 200 ACP (- 18 degrees)of the report position.
If there are multiple tracks nearby the report with the samediscrete Mode 3/A code as the
report, special care must be taken to ensurethat the correct associationis made. Such a situation
usually indicates the presence of ring-around for reflection false targets. It is particularly
important to associate the correct report to the real track. Therefore, in order to consider a
MATURE REAL track as a qualified candidatefor association,the azimuth of the report must be
within VSP MAXTGTRUN ACPs of the azimuth prediction of the real track, or the track must
have coastedfor at least the last two scans.
If there are no qualified nearby tracks, the report receivesno track association. If there is
exactly one qualified track, that track is selectedfor the report.
If there are multiple qualified tracks, the report altitude is compared to each of the track
altitude predictions using a “Strong Altitude Agreement” test. Strong altitude agreementmeans
that the report and track altitudes are either both Brackets-Only or else they are within 1 flight
level. Reports and tracks with other altitude types fail the Strong Altitude Agreement test. If
exactly one qualified track has strong altitude agreement with the report, and that track is the
closest in range to the report, then that track is selected. If the only qualified track that has
strong altitude agreement with the report is not also closest to the report in range, an
altitude/range ambiguity exists. The Strong Altitude Test cannot be used to determine the
correct association, so a less stringent altitude test is used, as describedin the next paragraph. If
multiple qualified tracks have strong altitude agreement with the report, then the track with a
predicted range closest to the report range is selected,except if there is another qualified track
with the same discrete Mode 3/A code whose predicted range is within 0.25 NM1 of the other
track. This would indicate a possible ring-around situation (Section 2.2.4). If there is such a
track, and its predicted azimuth is within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the report azimuth, and the
track with the closestrange to the report is not within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the report azimuth,
then the track with the closer azimuth prediction is selectedfor association.
If none of the qualified tracks had strong altitude agreement with the report, or the
altitude/range ambiguity described in the previous paragraph exists, then the Discrete Altitude
Test (Section 10.1.2.1.4) is used for each track with respect to the report. If exactly one track
passesthe Discrete Altitude Test, that track is selected. If multiple tracks passthe test, the track
whose predicted range is closest to the report range is selected,except if there is another track
with the same discrete Mode 3/A code whose predicted range is within 0.25 NM1 of the other
track. If there is such a track, and its predicted azimuth is within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the
report azimuth, and the track with the closest range to the report is not within VSP
MAXTGTRUN of the report azimuth, then the track with the closer azimuth prediction is
selectedfor association. Otherwise, none of the tracks passedthe test, so no associationis made.
A special case exception to the above rules is used to resolve the case of two reports
createdfor the sameaircraft due to a missed wide pulse transponderor to in-line multipath. This
caseis called Discrete 2x2 Association. If:
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(a)

the report finds two matching discretetracks, and

@I

one of the tracks has a discreteassociation,and

(4

the associatingreport and this report satisfy a supersetrelationship with respectto
their altitudes

then the shorter range report is associatedto the shorter range track, and the longer range report
to the longer range track, unlessa ring-around situation is detected.
Ring-around false targets (Section 2.2.4) appear at the same range as the real report.
Therefore, using range to determine a 2x2 association is not acceptable. So, if the two report
ranges differ by less than 0.25 NM, an azimuth test is used first; the shorter/longer range test is
used only if the azimuth test fails to resolve the 2x2 association.
The azimuth discriminant scores the two possible report-to-track association pairings
based on the difference in azimuth between the report and track prediction. A report-to-track
pair receives a score of 1 if the report and track azimuths differ by less than VSP
MAXTGTRUN, and a score of 0 otherwise. The score of report#l-to-track#l is added to the
score of report#2-to-track#2, and likewise, the scoreof report##2-to-track##l
is added to the score
of report#l-to-track#2. If one of these combined scores is higher than the other, then the
corresponding 2x2 association pairs are chosen. If both combined scores equal two, meaning
that both tracks are very close to both reports, and if one of the tracks is mature real and the other
is not, then the shorter range report is associatedwith the mature real track, and the longer range
report is associatedwith the other track. This makes sure that the real track gets the real report.
Otherwise, if the combined scores are the same, the shorter range report is associated to the
shorter range track, and the longer range report is associatedto the longer range track.
9.2.3 Non-discrete Association Rules
For Non-discrete Association, each qualified nearby track, regardlessof Mode 3/A code,
is “scored” with respect to the report. As with Discrete Association (Section 9.2.2), tracks
previously disqualified for the report are not considered. The track’s score is computed as
follows:
score= (2 * Mode 3/A score)+ Mode C score
where the Mode 3/A score is 2 if the report and track have the same code, 1 if report and
track codes differ by at most one bit, and 0 otherwise. The Mode C score is 1 if both the report
and track altitudes are brackets-only, or neither the report nor track have any Mode C, or if the
report and track altitudes are within 5 flight levels; otherwise, the Mode C score is 0.
If no tracks received a non-zero score, then no association occurs. Otherwise, the track
with the largest score is selected. To break a tie, the track whose predicted range is closestto the
report range is selected.
9.2.4 Discrete Association Choice Rules
When there are two reports with the samediscrete Mode 3/A code as a track, the better
report for the track must be chosen. First, the “Strong Altitude Agreement” test (Section 9.2.2) is
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applied to both reports with respectto the track. If one report passes,and the other fails, then the
report with strong altitude agreementis selected. If both reports have strong altitude agreement
with the track, then the report with the shorter range is selected,unless possible ring-around is
detected. That is, if the longer range report is within 0.25 NM1 of the shorter range report, and
longer range report azimuth is within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the track azimuth prediction, and
the shorter range report is not within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the track azimuth, then the longer
range report is selectedfor association.
If neither report has strong altitude agreementwith the track, then the Discrete Altitude
Test (Section 10.1.2.1.4) is used. If one report passes,it is selectedfor association. Otherwise,
the one with the shorter range is selected,unless possible ring-around is detected. That is, if the
longer range report is within 0.25 NM1 of the shorter range report, and longer range report
azimuth is within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the track azimuth prediction, and the shorter range
report is not within VSP MAXTGTRUN of the track azimuth, then the longer range report is
selectedfor association.
9.2.5 Non-discrete Association Choice Rules
When there are two reports that have selected the same track, the better report for the
track must be chosen. The report with the better “association score” (Section 9.2.3) is selected
for association with the track. To break a tie, the report whose range is closest to the track’s
predicted range is selected.
9.2.6 Track Initiation
The track initiation process consists of allocating an available Track File entry, storing
some initial track attributes, and placing the track in the appropriate 5 NM1 x 5 NM1 Cartesian
geographicalbox. A list of tracks is maintained for eachbox (Section 9.1.2).
When a new track is initiated, severaltrack attributes are recorded. The report is placed
in the track’s associated-reportslot, and the track is marked as “closed” for further associations
on the current scan. The number of reports for the track is set to 0, and will be incremented by
the Track Update algorithm (Section 9.3) a half scan later. The initial position for the track is
just the position of the report. This information is recorded immediately, because it may be
neededbefore the initial track update occurs.
If any of the following conditions exists, the report is considered too unreliable to be
allowed to initiate a new track:
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the report has a 0000 Mode 3/A code; or

Co) the report Mode 3/A code is not validated (validity < 3); or
(4 the report was one of multiple reports createdfor a single reply group by the Parse
algorithm.

In addition, if there are no available Track File entries, no track is initiated, and a PM
alarm (BTDTRKOVFL) is set. Since there are 2048 available Track File entries, it is extremely
unlikely that the system would ever set this alarm, unless there was an error in the
implementation of the tracker module.

9.3

TRACK UPDATE

The BTD Track Update algorithm updates the given Track File entry using the track’s
associatedreport. If the track hasjust been initiated on the current scan,the Initial Update Rules
(Section 9.3.2) aresused; otherwise, the Mature Update-Rules (Section 9.3.3) are used. If the
track does not have an associatedreport, the track’s position and altitude are predicted ahead
using the Coasting Rules (Section 9.3.1).
Tracks are updated in 16 ACP azimuth wedges. Whenever the latest beaconreply sweep
enters a new azimuth wedge, all tracks whose predicted positions fall within the azimuth wedge
half a scanbehind the current sweepare updated. A track is not updated until it is a half scanold
to guaranteethat the track has sufficient time to locate its best report association.
At system initialization, a geographic “sort” box update list is created. Basically, the sort
boxes are marked for update half a scan after the antenna position passesthe 16 ACP azimuth
wedge containing the center of the box. Some shifting of boxes is done to even the load amongst
the 256 wedges.
In order to prevent an entire sector of track update actions from occurring on 1 sweep,
thereby significantly delaying the next several sweeps,only 1 track per sweep may be updated.
As tracks become ready for updating, they are placed on an update list. This list is processed1
track per sweepuntil emptied.
Special care is taken to ensure that a track can never be updated twice on the same
antenna scan. Theoretically, this could happen,becausea track can move from its existing sort
box to one which has not yet been updated. This situation is preventedby keeping a time field in
the Track File, which is updated every scan. A track is not placed on the update list if its time
field indicates that it hasjust recently beenupdated.
An additional test is required for tracks in the origin-centered’sort box, becausethis box
contains tracks covering the entire 360 degreesaround the radar. Thus, the origin-centered box
is examined for every 16 ACP wedge. A track in this box can only be placed on the update list if
its azimuth prediction falls within the wedge to be updated.
The Track Update algorithm maintains a Discrete Code Track List, containing up to 10
entries for each discrete code. Whenever a discrete track is updated by a matching discrete
report, the report and track are passed to DRFTA so that reflective surfaces can be located
(Section 10.2).
The Track Update algorithm also maintains a track list for each 5 NM1 by 5 NM1
cartesian geographic box. Whenever the track’s updated position prediction places it within a
different box, the track is moved from its previous box list to its new box list.
9.3.1 Coasting Rules
The coast count of a track without an associatedreport is incremented. Should this count
reach the drop value, VSP DRPCNTI for a track that consists of only one report (called an
Initiating Track), or VSP DRPCNT for other tracks (called Mature), the track is dropped from
the Track File. Whenevera discretetrack is dropped, the Discrete Code Track List is updated.
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If the track has not been dropped, the following attributes are modified or updated as
indicated:
(a)

update time is increasedby 4096 ACPs;

Co)

associationis enabled for the next scan;

(4

if a flight level (FL) altitude prediction exists, it is predicted to the new update
time basedon the previous prediction and altitude rate attributes;

(4

Mode 3/A code coast count is incremented;

(e>

altitude and alternate altitude coastcounts are incremented;

03

range and azimuth are predicted to the new update time based on previous
prediction and motion attributes (update is actually done is [x,y] space and then
converted back to [rho,theta] space); if the new predicted range exceeds70 nmi,
the track is dropped;

(g)

track’s associationbox (track-range-box, track-az-box) is set as follows:
track-range-box = (1 + 2fYg)* CJ,+ 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (d + fg)
track-az-box = (1 + 2E/g)* MAX(o,,o,/p) + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (f2 * fg)
where
p is the range of the report,
B, is the range error sigma (set to 100 feet),
p = is the azimuth error sigma (set to 3 milliradians),
f is the number of scanssince the last report update (set to 2),
g is the number of scansbetween the last update and the update before that
(set to 2),
(1 + 2f/g) is the straight flight componentof the associationbox,
(0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (f2 * fg)) is the turning component of the association
box,
0.0421 correspondsto a lg turn, based on a 32 ft/sec2 linear acceleration
over a 4 secondantennascanrate,
s is the antennascanrate (4.8 seconds).

By substitution the parametervalues into the associationbox equations,we get:
track-range-box = 5 * G,,+ 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * 8
track-az-box = 5 * MAX(o,,o,/p) + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * 8
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9.3.2 Initial Update Rules
For the initial update, the track nreports is set to 1. The track update time is set to the
report time + 4096 ACP. The track range and azimuth are set to the report attributes. The track
motion attributes (x-dot, y-dot) are set to 0.
The initial altitude update is handled as follows. The track altitude is set to UNKNOWN.
The altitude coast count is set to 1. The altitude rate is set to UNKNOWN. The altitude profile
is set to 0, meaning level. If the report altitude is a Brackets-Only or decodable Flight Level,
with a validity of 2 or 3, the track altern-alt is set to the report altitude, with the altern-alt-conf
set to the report altitude validity. Otherwise, the track altem-alt is set to UNKNOWN, with
altem alt conf set to 0. The altern-alt-coast count is set to 1.
The track Mode 3/A code and validity (code-conf) are set to that of the report. The
code-coast count is set to 0. The altern-code is set to 0, as is the track coast count. The
associated-reportslot is cleared, and the track is marked as able to accept associations on the
next scan. If the report Mode 3/A code is discrete, the Discrete Code Track List is updated to
include the new track, with a maximum of 10 tracks rememberedfor eachdiscretecode.
The track’s association box (track-range-box, track-az-box) are set for maximum
reasonableaircraft motion, since a position prediction cannot be made for next scan.
track-range-box = vmax * s
track-a.z-box = MAX( (track-range-box / p, 3 deg. )
where vmax = 600 knots is the maximum aircraft velocity,
p is the range of the report, and
s = 4.8 secondsis antennascanrate.
Each track in the BTD Track File has a statusthat indicates whether the track represents
the position of a real aircraft or a reflected false target position. The track status is determined
from the status of the reports that update the track. The status of a report is determined by the
Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA, Section 10). Track status is discussedin
greater detail in the Mature Track Update Rules (Section 9.3.3). A diagram illustrating the
transitions between various track status values is shown in Figure 9-l (Section 9.3.3). For the
Initial Update, the status of a track is set to UNSURE if the initiating report has a FALSE or
FALSE/Unsupported report status, with the track’s false weighting (nfalse) set to 1, and its real
weighting @real) set to 0. A track’s status is also set to UNSURE if the initiating report has an
UNSURE report status, but with nfalse and meal both set to 0. A track’s status is set to
IMMATURE REAL if the initiating report has a REAL report status,with the nfalse set to 0 and
nreal set to 1.
9.3.3 Mature Update Rules
The update procedure for non-initiating tracks consistsof:
(a)

updating the track’s predicted position of the (Section 9.3.3.1);
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(b)

updating the track’s Mode C altitude prediction (Section 9.3.3.3); and

(4

updating the track’s Mode 3/A identity code (Section 9.3.3.2);

(d)

updating the track’s status(Section 9.3.3.4).

9.3.3.1

Track Position Update

The first step of the Mature Track Update is to convert the track current predicted
position and the report position into [x,y] space. To do this, an altitude must be selectedfor the
track and for the report. The same altitude will be used for both the track and the report. The
conversion altitude is selectedin the following order of preference:
(a)

track altitude prediction, if known Flight Level; or

(b)

track altern-alt, if known Flight Level with validity 3; or

(4

report altitude, if known Flight Level with validity 3; or

Cd)

the Default Altitude.

.

The Default Altitude is defined as MIN( slant range/2, 0.5 NM1 ). Note that the
conversion altitude is not allowed to be greaterthan 70 percent of the slant range (of the report or
track).
Next, the track’s motion rate attributes (x-dot, y-dot) are corrected based on the report
that updated the track. If the track only has one previous report update,then use the following:
x-dot = (rpt-x - n-k-x) / (coasts+ 1)
y-dot = (rptqT - trk_y) / (coasts+ 1)
If the track coastedlast scan,use the following:
x-dot = (rpt-x - last-x) / (coasts+ 1)
y-dot = (rpt_y - last_y) / (coasts+ 1)
where last-x and 1astJ are the previous scanreport positions, determined as follows:
last-x = trk-x - (x-dot * (coasts+ 1))
last_y = trk_y - (y-dot * (coasts+ 1))
Otherwise, use the following formulae to determine the new motion attributes:
x-dot = x-dot + (rpt-x - trk-x)
y-dot = y-dot + (rpty - trkJ)
Now, predict the track [x,y] position aheadfor the next scan,as follows:
trk-x = rpt-x + x-dot
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trk_y = rpt_y + y-dot
Before converting the track position back into polar coordinates, the track altitude
prediction is updated (Track Altitude Update, Section 9.3.3.2).
The track position can be converted back into [rho,theta] space,using the track’s updated
altitude prediction if it is a known flight level, or else using the same conversion altitude used
earlier in going from [rho,theta] to [x,y] space. As discussedearlier, the conversion altitude is
not allowed to be greaterthan 70 percent of the track’s range.
If the updated track predicted range exceeds64 NMI, the track is dropped from the Track
File. Whenevera track is dropped, the Discrete Code Track List is updated, if necessary.
The track associationbox is updated, if necessary. For tracks within 2 NM1 of the sensor
that do not have a known flight level altitude prediction, set the track-range-box and
track-z-box attributes to the parametersused for coastingtracks (Section 9.3.1). Otherwise, the
box attributes are set to their normal values [3], as shown below:
track-range-box = (1 + 2flg) * op + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (f2 + fg)
track-az-box = (1 + 2E/g)* MAX(o,,o,,/p) + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (f2 * fg)
where
p is the range of the report,
op is the range error sigma (set to 100 feet),
0, = is the azimuth error sigma (set to 3 milliradians),
f is the number of scanssince the last report update (set to 2),
g is the number of scansbetween the last update and the update before that (set to
l),
(1 + 2lYg)is the straight flight component.of the associationbox,
(0.0421 * (s/4)2 * (I!2 * fg)) is the turning component of the associationbox,
0.0421 correspondsto a lg turn, basedon a 32 ft/sec2 linear acceleration over a 4
secondantennascanrate,
s is the antennascanrate (4.8 seconds).
By substitution the parametervalues into the associationbox equations,we get:
track-range-box = 5 * q, + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * 3
track-=-box = 5 * MAX(o,,o,/p) + 0.0421 * (s/4)2 * 3
Once the track has been updated, the nreport field is incremented, the associated-report
slot is cleared, and the track is marked as able to accept new report associationsnext scan. The
update time is set to the report time + 4096 ACP, and the coastsfield is set to 0.
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9.3.3.2

Track Altitude Update

The track altitude update processworks as follows. If the report alt-conf is 5 1, the track
altitude is coastedif it is a known flight level, with its alt-coast incremented. Also, if there is an
altern-alt for the track, then the altern-alt-coast is incremented. The following shows the
altitude coasting procedure:
trk-alt = trk-alt + alt-rate + (sign(trk-alt) * 0.5)
alt-coast = alt-coast + 1
if altern-alt exists
altern-alt-coast = altern-alt-coast + 1
Otherwise, the report altitude must be either a decodableflight level or brackets-only, and
has an alt-conf of 2 or 3. This report altitude can be used to update the track altitude. If the
report altitude agreeswith the track altitude (within 2 flight levels of each other, or are both
brackets-only), and the report altitude has validity 3, the report altitude updatesthe track, and the
track altern-alt fields are cleared,as follows:
altern-alt = NONE
altern-alt-coast = 1
case 1: altgrotile = LEVEL
rpt-alt = trk-alt

(LEVEL)

altqrofile, alt-rate, and trk-alt are not changed.
rpt-alt > (trk-alt+l)

(WAY UP)

altqrofile=UP
alt-rate=COMPUTED,
trk-alt=COMPUTED

(cl

rpt-alt = (trk-alt+l)

(UP)

altqrofile = UP
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt

Cd> rpt-alt < (trk-alt-1)

(WAY DOWN)

altqrotile = DOWN
alt-rate=COMPUTED,
trk-alt=COMPUTED

(e)

rpt-alt = (trk-alt-1)

(DOWN)
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altgrofile = DOWN
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt
case2: altqrofile = UP AND alt-rate = 0
(a)

rpt-alt > trk-alt

WV

altgrofile = UP
alt-rate = COMPUTED
trk-alt = COMPUTED
(b)

rp-alt _ trk-alt

(LEVEL or DOWN)

altgrofile = LEVEL
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt
case3: altqrofile = UP AND alt-rate > 0
(a)

rpt _ trk-alt

(LEVEL or UP)

altgrofile = UP
alt-rate = COMPUTED
trk-alt = COMPUTED
(b)

rpt < trk-alt

(DOWN)

alt-rate = COMPUTED
if( computed alt-rate = 0 )
altgrofile = LEVEL
else if( computed alt-rate > 0)
altqrofile = UP
else
altqrofile = DOWN
if( computed altqrofile = DOWN )
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt
else
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trk_alt = COMPUTED
case4: altqrofile = DOWN AND alt-rate = 0
(a)

rpt-alt < trk-alt

VW-N

altgrofile = DOWN
alt-rate = COMPUTED
trk-alt = COMPUTED
(b)

rpt-alt _ trk-alt

(LEVEL or UP)

altqrofile = LEVEL
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt
case5: altqrofile = DOWN AND alt-rate < 0
(a)

rpt-alt _ trk-alt

(LEVEL or DOWN)

altgrofile = DOWN
ah-rate = COMPUTED
trk-alt = COMPUTED
(b)

rpt-alt > trk-alt

(UP)
alt-rate = COMPUTED
if( computed alt-rate = 0 )
altgrofile = LEVEL
else if( computed alt-rate > 0)
altgrofile = UP
else
altgrofile = DOWN
if( computed altqrofile = UP )
alt-rate = 0
trk-alt = rpt-alt
else
trk-alt = COMPUTED

In the above description, alt-rate and trk-alt are updatedas follows:
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last-alt = trk-alt - (alt-rate * alt coast) + (sign(trk-alt) * 0.45)
alt-rate = (rpt-ah - last-alt) / altI;oast
trk-alt = rpt-alt + computed alt-rate + (sign(rpt-alt) * 0.5)
If report altitude agreeswith the track altitude, and the report altitude has validity 2, the
track altitude is coastedif it is a known Flight Level, and the altern-alt-coast is incremented if
there is an altern-alt for the track, as shown earlier:
trk-alt = trk-alt + alt-rate + (sign(trk-alt) * 0.5)
alt-coast = alt-coast + 1
if altern-alt exists
altern-alt-coast = altern-alt-coast + 1
If the report altitude does not agree with the track altitude, then the track’s altern-alt is
tested, if there is one. If the report and track altern-alt both have validity 3, then they agree if
they are within 5 flight level (or both brackets-only). If either the report or track altern-alt have
validity 2, then they agreeif they are within 2 flight level (or both brackets-only).
If the report agreeswith the altern-alt, and either the report altitude has validity 3, or the
report has validity 2 and the altern-alt has validity 3, then the report altitude replaces the track
altitude, as follows:
alt-rate = (rpt-alt - altern-alt) / altern-alt-coast
altgrofile = sign( alt-rate )
trk-alt = rpt-alt + alt-rate + sign(rpt-alt) + 0.5
alt-coast = 1
altern-alt = NONE
altern-alt-coast = 1
If the report agreeswith the altern-alt, the report altitude has validity 2, and the altern-alt
has validity 2, then the track altitude is coasted,and the report altitude replacesthe altern-alt, as
follows:
trk-alt = trk-alt + alt-rate + (sign(trk-alt) * 0.5)
alt-coast = alt-coast + 1
altern-alt = rpt-alt
altern-alt-coast = 1
altern-alt-conf = rp-alt-conf
If the report altitude disagrees with the altern-alt, and either the report altitude has
validity 3 or the altern-alt has validity ~3, then the track altitude is coasted, and the report
altitude replacesthe altern-alt, as above.
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Otherwise, the track altitude is coasted,and the altern-alt remains the same.
9.3.3.3

Track Mode 3/A Code Update

The Mode 3/A code update works as follows. If the report and track have the samecode,
the track code is unchanged,and the altern-code and code-coast fields are set to 0. Otherwise, if
the report code is the same as the track’s altern-code, the track code is changed to the
altern-code, the altern-code and the code-coast are set to 0, and the Discrete Code Track List is
modified as necessary. Otherwise, the track code is unchanged, the altern-code is set to the
report code, and the code-coast count is incremented.
1
9.3.3.4

Track Status Update

Every track in the BTD Track File has a status indicating whether the track corresponds
to a real aircraft position or a reflected false position. The statusof a track is determined from
the status of the reports that have updated the track over its history. The status of a report is
determined by the Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA, Section 10.1).
Each report is given a weighting (w) based on its status. By default, the weighting of a
report is 1.O. The weighting of a report with a REAL status can increasedto as much as 2.0, or
decreased to as little as 0.4 by a report feedback mechanism if the report is reinforced by a
primary radar report during the Merge process (Section 12.3). Each track in the Track File has
two weightings, one for “real” reports @real) and another for “false” reports (nfalse). The Track
Status Update consists of adding the report’s weighting to the appropriate track weighting, and
changing the statusof the track if necessary.
The track’s weightings (nreal and nfalse) are updatedas follows:
If the report’s statusis REAL
meal = meal + w
Else if the report’s statusis FALSE or FALSE/Unsupported
nfalse = nfalse + w
Else report’s statusis UNSURE, so meal and nfalse are not changed.
The track’s status is updated, if necessary,as illustrated in the state transition diagram in
Figure 9-l. Once a track has achieved a MATURE REAL status, it remains MATURE REAL
forever, except in the event that a reflected false track with a discrete Mode 3/A code appears
and reaches a MATURE REAL status prior to the initiation of the real aircraft track (Sections
10.1.2.4 and 10.1.2.5). A track with an IMMATURE REAL status can be changed by this
phenomenon as well (Section 10.1.2.4). If a track has an UNSURE statusand its nreal weighting
reaches VSP RMATURE, the track’s status is changed to MATURE REAL. If a track has an
UNSURE status and its nfalse weighting reachesVSP FMATURE, the track’s status is changed
to FALSE. If a track has an IMMATURE REAL status,and it has been updated with a FALSE
or UNSURE report, the track’s status is changedto UNSURE. Note that an IMMATURE REAL
track is one which has been updated only by REAL reports, but whose meal weighting has not
reached VSP RMATURE. If a track has an IMMATURE REAL status and its meal weighting
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1)

reachesVSP RMATURE, the track’s status is changedto MATURE REAL. Finally, if a track
has a FALSE status and its nreal weighting reaches VSP RMATURE, -the track’s status is
changedto MATURE REAL.

(Section

10.1.2.4)

False Appeared Before Real Case

nreal >= VSP RMATURE

nreal >= VSP RMATURE

nreal >= VSP RMATURE

Figure 9-1. Track status transition diagram.
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10. DYNAMIC REFLECTOR FALSE TARGET ALGORITHM
In a perfect world, every transponder equipped aircraft would generate a single target
report for each antenna scan. In truth, there are several causesfor false target reports. This
section deals with false target reports resulting from beacon signal reflections, either on the
uplink or downlink between the aircraft and sensor. Reflections of beacon interrogation signals
on the way up to the aircraft causeresponsesfrom aircraft not in the main beam. These replies
are themselvesreflected on the downlink. Reflections of beaconreplies only on the way down to
the sensor cause false targets within the main beam. Most reflections are causedby reflective
surfaces near the airport, such as buildings, hangars, large aircraft, or ships. Downlink-only
reflections can be causedby ground bounces. Figure 10-l shows a cartoon representation of an
uplink/downlink reflection.

Orientation

Angle

Figure 1O-l. Reflection Cartoon.
I *

The purpose of the Dynamic Reflector False Target Algorithm (DRFTA) is to identify
false target reports resulting from reflections, and to prevent these reports from being
disseminated. The approach taken by DRFTA to accomplish this goal is to build a dynamically
updated reflector file based on observed duplicate discrete code ATCRBS reports, and to use
track history to identify the real aircraft and candidate false reports. DRFTA works closely with
the BTD Internal Tracking module (Section 9) to maintain a memory of real and false tracks.
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The 9-PAC DRFTA is also responsible for identifying and removing ring-around false
targets, which are causedby sidelobe suppression failure at high elevation angles. Although
ring-around is not a reflection phenomenon, the ring-around test was added to the 9-PAC
DRFTA becauseit involves identifying and removing false target reports using track history.
The two components of DRFTA are report processing and reflector generation.
Figure 10-2 illustrates the flow of reports through DRFTA. The report processing subsystemis
responsible for identifying and removing the false reports. Reports with discrete and nondiscrete Mode 3/A codesare handled differently, as the existenceof a supposedlyunique discrete
code gives greater assuranceof reaching the correct conclusion. As shown in the figure, discrete
code reports are enteredinto the reflector generationsubsystemafter report processing.
Reflector generation is responsible for determining the location and orientation of the
many reflecting surfaces, and maintaining a “Reflector File” data base for use by the report
processing subsystem. A reflector entry can be generatedwhen duplicate discrete code reports
are found on the sameantennascanwith the samealtitude. There are protection mechanismsin
place to avoid creating reflector entries from occasionalinstancesin which two real aircraft have
the samecode and altitude.
A reflector in the Reflector File consists of geometric attributes (i.e., range, orientation
angle, and azimuth coverage),and statusattributes (i.e., maturity, frequency of use, most recent
use, rank). A detailed description is provided in a later section.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.1 describes the report
processing algorithms. Section 10.2 describes the reflector generation and maintenance
algorithms.
,New Tarr

Report,

DRFTA Reflector
Generation

Figure I O-2. Dynamic reflector false target algorithm (DRFTA) report Jlow diagram.
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10.1, REPORT PROCESSING
10.1.1 General Definitions and Tests
10.1.1.I

.

.

Report and Track Status

The report processingsubsystemof DRFTA attachesa statusto each beacontarget report
indicating whether the report representsan actual aircraft position or a false target. Each report
is given a statusas a result of the DRFTA report processingalgorithm described in the following
sections. The status of a report may be either REAL, UNSURE, FALSE/Unsupported, or
FALSE.
The 9-PAC BTD maintains an internal Track File, described in Section 9, to support
DRFTA. Recall that eachtrack has a statusbasedon the statusof the reports that have correlated
to the track. Each track is in one of the following states:MATURE REAL, IMMATURE REAL,
UNSURE, or FALSE. The following is a review of the track statustransition diagram illustrated
in Figure 9-l. A newly initiated track has an IMMATURE REAL status if the report that
initiated the track was real; otherwise, the track starts out as UNSURE. A track remains in the
IMMATURE REAL state until it either receives enough real report correlations to become
MATURE REAL, or until it receives a non-real report correlation and becomes UNSURE. An
UNSURE track becomesMATURE REAL if enough real report correlations occur, or FALSE if
enough false report correlations occur. A FALSE track can become MATURE REAL if it
receives enough consecutive real report correlations. A MATURE REAL track can only
transition to UNSURE in the rare situation in which a reflected track mistakenly becomes
MATURE REAL becausethe reflected reports were visible to the sensorwhile the direct path to
the aircraft was blocked.
10.1.1.2

Track Association and Report Eligibility

DRFTA report processingoccurs after track associationwith the BTD internal Track File
(Section 9). Thus, the statusof the associatedtrack, if any, is known. Obviously, a report which
has associatedto a track with a history of false report correlations is considered a candidateto be
a false report. On the other hand, a report associated to a track with a history of real report
correlations is most likely a real report.
A report that has associatedto a MATURE REAL track is almost always given a REAL
report statusimmediately, requiring very little processing. An exception to this rule is described
in Section 10.1.2.5, in which the reflected FALSE track reaches the MATURE REAL status
before the REAL track corresponding to the actual aircraft position is seenby the sensor. This
rare event is the only case in which a report associated to a MATURE REAL track can be
consideredas a candidatefalse target by DRFTA.
Reports that associateto an IMMATURE REAL, UNSURE, or FALSE track are always
consideredas potential false targets.
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10.I. I.3

Discrete vs.Non-discrete CodeReports

Discrete and non-discrete code reports are handled differently. A discrete code is
supposedto uniquely identify an aircraft, and for the most part, it does. However, many times a
day in some portions of the airspace, duplicate discrete codes appear and the algorithms must
properly handle them. On the other hand, a non-discrete code may be given to many general
aviation aircraft that are not being controlled by ATC at the local airport, although they may be
visible to the sensor. The appearanceof duplicate discrete code aircraft reports is more often
than not an indication of a reflected false target. The same cannot be said for non-discrete
reports.
A list of Mode 3/A codeswhich must be treatedas non-discretemay be specified in a site
parameter table. This is useful at a site where, for example, helicopters are given a special code
such as 1201 octal.
The discrete report processing algorithm is described in Section 10.1.2, and the nondiscrete report processingalgorithm is describedin Section 10.1.3.
10.1.1.4 Reference Track
Determination that a beacon report was received as a result of a reflection requires the
presenceof a track that representsthe actual aircraft that was the source of the reflection. This
track, called the “Reference Track” for the report, is required by both the discrete and nondiscrete report processing algorithms. The Reference Track must have a status of either
MATURE REAL or IMMATURE REAL. Other requirements that a Reference Track must
satisfy depend upon the circumstances,as describedin the sectionson discrete and non-discrete
report processing.
Throughout this chapter, there is mention of the Reference Track range, azimuth, or
altitude being time-aligned to the time of a given report. Each track in the Track File has a
range, azimuth, and altitude prediction for a specific time. The time for which the track
prediction is valid representsa specific azimuth on the scanimmediately after the last correlation
(or coast). Thus, a time-alignment of the ReferenceTrack prediction refers to an interpolation or
extrapolation of the track prediction (at a particular azimuth) to the azimuth of the report. The
idea is to find out where the real aircraft was when the reflection occurred.
If a report is found to be false or possibly false, then the report and the track which it
updatesor initiates remembersits correspondingreferencetrack.
10.1.1.5 Range Test
One of the basic requirements of any reflection scenariois that the range of the reflected
false report must be longer than the range of the real aircraft (i.e., ReferenceTrack) that was the
source of the reflection. The longer range of the reflected target is due to the extra path length
that the reflected signals must travel when comparedwith the direct path to the aircraft. In other
words, the shortestdistancebetween two points is a straight line!
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Given a track and a report which is not correlated to the track, the Range Test is satisfied
if the range of the report is greater than the range of the track when predicted to the time of the
report. The track is the potential ReferenceTrack, and the report is the candidatefalse report.
10.1.1.6 Reflector Support
In order to determine that a beaconreport is a reflection, a supporting reflector entry from
the dynamic reflector file may be required. A detailed description of when reflector support is
necessaryis presentedin later sectionsof this chapter. Whenevera supporting reflector is found,
that reflector is rememberedby both the false or possibly false report and by the track which it
updates or initiates.
IO.1.1.7

Radar Reinforcement

The DRFTA report processorrequires knowledge about primary radar reinforcement of
potentially false beacon reports, but the 9-PAC BTD does not have accessto primary radar
reports. Therefore, the final stage of DRFTA report processing resides in the 9-PAC
Radar/Beacon Merge task. In a sense,implementation of DRFTA is split between the BTD and
Merge in the 9-PAC implementation. Prior to the Merge, DRFTA report processing attachesa
statusto eachreport, as describedabove in Section 10.1.1.1.
A detailed description of the rules implemented in the Merge for completing DRFTA
report processing is provided in Section 12. The basic idea is to use a dynamically updated
Radar/Beacon False Target Map to determine range/azimuth regions where radar reinforcement
of beacon false targets is expected.
10.1.1.8

Report Dissemination

Report dissemination occurs in the 9-PAC Merge task, not in the BTD. The Merge
makes its decision based on the initial status determined by DRFTA prior to the radar/beacon
merge, and the radar-reinforcement test described in Section 12. Generally speaking, a report
with a FALSE statuscan be deleted in certain circumstances,but a report that has not been given
a FALSE status must be disseminated. As usual, the rules are different for discrete and nondiscrete reports.
10.1.1.9

Report Feedbackfrom Merge to BTD Tracking

Under certain circumstances, described in detail in Section 12, it is necessary for the
Merge to feed reports back to the BTD. This allows the BTD Internal Tracker (Section 9) to
make corrections to the statusof a track updated or initiated by a report initially determined to be
FALSE or FALSE/Unsupported prior to radar-reinforcement in the Merge. The feedback rules
are different for discrete and non-discretereports.
10.1.2 Discrete Report Processing
The DRFTA discrete report processing algorithm is responsible for identifying reports
with discrete Mode 3/A codes that are false targets resulting from either a reflection or ringaround.
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A flow diagram of the DRFTA discrete code report processing algorithm is shown in
Figure 10-2. The first piece of information neededfor discrete report processing is the type of
track, if any, to which the report has associated. A discrete report that has associated to a
MATURE REAL track is almost given a REAL status immediately, requiring very little
processing. If, however, there is another MATURE REAL track with the same discrete code,
additional processing is required to rule out the possibility that the report is part of a reflected
false track that becamereal becauseit appeareda few scansprior to the direct path aircraft track.
This test is describedin Section 10.1.2.5.
A discrete report that did not associateto a MATURE REAL track is always considered
as a potential false report. Each track with the samediscrete Mode 3/A code as the report, and to
which the report did not associate, is considered as a possible Reference Track
(Section 10.1.1.4). A ReferenceTrack representsthe actual aircraft position which is reflected
and yields a false target. Testing continues either until a ReferenceTrack is found that satisfies
the requirements for giving a report a FALSE or I?ALSE/Unsupportedstatus,or until there are no
more candidateReferenceTracks to test.
There are severalvariations on the basic reflection test for reports with discrete Mode 3/A
codes, as outlined in the next few paragraphs. As each Reference Track is considered, a report
state (Section 10.1.1.1) is generatedwith respectto the ReferenceTrack. The statesare ordered
from most real to most false, as follows: REAL, UNSURE, FALSE/Unsupported, FALSE. If a
particular Reference Track generatesa state that is “more false” than any previous result, the
report state is temporarily set to that state. Thus, an UNSURE state is rememberedin place of a
REAL state, and so on. If a report achieves a FALSE or FALSE/Unsupported status, then
discrete report processingis completed. Otherwise, eachReferenceTrack is considered,and the
most false state achieved becomesthe status of the report after all Reference Tracks have been
considered.
The next few paragraphs present a brief synopsis of the discrete reflection test cases
shown in Figure 1O-3.
The Discrete Code Transition Reflection Test is applied to a report for which there are no
ReferenceTrack candidates,becausethere are no tracks with the samediscrete code as the report
to consider. During a Mode 3/A code transition, the code value can change over a period of
several scanswhile the pilot manually adjusts the transponder. The requirements for detecting
reflected false targets during code transitions are describedin Section 10.1.2.6.
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Figure 1O-3. DRFTA discrete report processingflow diagram.
The basic premise of the discrete reflection algorithm is that each aircraft is given a
supposedly unique discrete Mode 3/A code by ATC when it enters the airspace of an ASR-9.
Therefore, the presence of two separate reports with the same discrete Mode 3/A code and
altitude on the sameantennascanbrings up the possibility that one of the reports is a false target.
Since, in fact, discrete codes are not guaranteedto be unique, the presenceof a known reflector
to support a reflection decision is often required. The basic discretereflection test is describedin
Section 10.1.2.2, in which there is an established Reference Track for the reflection.
Section 10.1.2.3 describes a special case in which the reflected target appears when the
ReferenceTrack is still initiating.
Section 10.1.2.4presentsa special casein which the candidate false report is at a shorter
range than the candidate Reference Track. This makes it possible that the Reference Track is
actually representsa reflection that appearedbefore the report, which representsthe real aircraft
position.
Ring-around results from failed antenna side-lobe suppression,usually near the sensor
and for aircraft at high elevation angles. Therefore, the ring-around test looks for an established
real track at the samerange as the report but at a different azimuth. Ring-around reports are not
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causedby a reflector, and therefore do not require the presenceof a supporting reflector. The
ring-around test is describedin Section 10.1.2.7.
The discrete report processing tests are now discussed in detail. The first section
describessome of the general tests used in the various discrete report processing casesoutlined
above. The remaining sectionsdetail each of the cases.
10.1.2.1 Discrete Report Tests
The following tests are used in the various discrete reflection test cases described in
Section 10.1.2.2.
10.1.2.1.1
Discrete Reflector Support Test. The purpose of the Discrete
Reflector Support Test is to determine if there is a known reflector entry in the Reflector File that
supportsthe contention that a given report is a reflection of a given ReferenceTrack. The inputs
to the test are the report position (range, azimuth, altitude), the Reference Track position timealigned to the time of the report, and the reflector statusrequired for support. The reflector status
requirement may either be Mature/Permanentonly, or any reflector.
The first step is to compute the expectedrange, azimuth, and orientation of the reflector
from the given report and time-aligned Reference Track positions. This Expected Reflector is
computed using the Reflector Sample Computation procedure describedin Section 10.2.1. If an
Expected Reflector cannot be computed for the relative positions of the report and Reference
Track, the Discrete Reflector Support Test fails. This would occur if the relative positions of the
report and time-aligned Reference Track yield an illegal result in the mathematics of the
Reflector Sample Computation.
If an Expected Reflector can be computed, the second step is to searchfor that reflector
in the Reflector File. Each reflector entry is consideredthat satisfiesthe Reflector CoverageTest
(Section 10.1.3.1.2) with respect to the report azimuth. Given a reflector entry that covers the
report azimuth, the Reflector Matching Test described in Section 10.2.1 is used to determine if
the ExpectedReflector matchesthe reflector entry.
If the reflector entry satisfies the Reflector Matching Test with respect to the Expected
Reflector, but the reflector entry does not have the required status,then reflector support cannot
be grantedby the reflector entry, and the next reflector is considered.
If the reflector entry satisfies the Reflector Matching Test and status requirement, but
does not satisfy the Discrete Reflector Rank Test, reflector support is not granted, and the next
reflector is considered.
If the reflector entry satisfies the Reflector Matching Test, status requirement, and
Discrete Reflector Rank Test, then the Discrete Reflector Support Test is satisfied, and no
additional reflector entries need be considered. That is, the first reflector to satisfy all tests is
used, and we are done.
If no reflector entry is found that satisfies all of the requirements for reflector support,
then et Discrete Reflector Support Test fails.
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10.1.2.1.2
Discrete Reflector Rank Test. It has been observed during the
field testing of 9-PAC that the Reflector File at a busy airport site may contain several hundred
reflector entries. There was concern that a large number of reflectors would increase the
likelihood of mistakenly granting reflector support in the occasional event in which two aircraft
had the same discrete code and altitude. To allay FAA concerns in this area, the concept of
Reflector Rank was addedto the 9-PAC DRFTA design.
Every reflector is ranked based on its frequency of use, as described in detail in
Section 10.2.6.2. The reflector ranked #l is the one seen most often. The Discrete Reflector
Rank Test is satisfied if’the rank of the given reflector entry is no more than 550, and failed
otherwise. This number was chosenexperimentally during field testing at LAX and DFW.
Minimum Range’ Separation Test. If a reflected false report
10.1.2.1.3
occurs immediately after the first real aircraft report, the ReferenceTrack is in an initiation stage
with only a single report and therefore no range prediction. In order to determine which is the
reflection, report or initiating ReferenceTrack, the Minimum Range SeparationTest is used.
This test assumesthe ReferenceTrack is moving at the maximum speedparameter (600
knots), and computes the Reference Track range at the time of the report if the track were
moving radially away from the radar. This range prediction is referred to as the Maximum
Reference Track Range. If the report range is greater than the Maximum Reference Track
Range, then the Minimum Range SeparationTest is satisfied. Otherwise, the test is failed.
Discrete Altitude Test. The Discrete Altitude Test is satisfied if
10.1.2.1.4
any one of the following conditions is met:

(a)

the report altitude and track altitude prediction are within 2 flight levels of each
other;

(‘4 either report or track altitude is brackets-only, and the other has at most 2 bits set
cc> either the report or track altitude is a True Superset(seebelow) of the other;
w the report and track altitudes have at most 2 bits different in their Gray-code
versions;
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@)

either the report or track altitude is unknown;
the report altitude is low validity;
the track altitude has coastedfor 2 or more scans;
the report altitude is a flight level, and its Gray-codedMode C is within 1 bit of its
Mode 3/A code.

The term “True Superset” in item (c) refers to a bitwise comparison of the two octal
Mode C Gray codes. A code that is a True Supersetof another code has all of the bits set that are
set in the other code, and perhapssome additional bits as well. The other code could be called a
True Subsetof the True Supersetcode. The reason for allowing Mode C codes to agree if one is
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a supersetof the other is that it is not uncommon for the reflected Mode C replies to drop data
bits, since there is a power loss when the pulseshit a reflective surface.
10.1.2.1s
Discrete Reply Hits Test. Given a report and a track, this test
determines compares the number of reply hits of the report and track. A Track File entry
contains a reply hits field, which represents the number of reply hits from the last report to
correlate to the track. The track may also have an associatedreport from the current scanwhich
has yet to be correlated to the track. If the track has an associatedreport, the reply hits value of
the associatedreport is selectedas the track’s reply hits. If not, the reply hits value in the Track
File is selectedas the track’s reply hits.
The Discrete Reply Hits Test is satisfied if the track reply hits value is greater than the
report reply hits value, and failed otherwise.
The idea behind this test is that a reflected report usually has a shorter run length than the
direct path (real) report, due to the signal strength lossesthat occur for a reflection.
10.1.2.2 Discrete Reflection Test -Established Reference Track
Given a candidatereport and ReferenceTrack, this algorithm determinesif the report is a
reflection of the Reference Track. A report that reachesthis procedure was not associatedto a
MATURE REAL track. The track to which the report was associatedmay not be used as the
ReferenceTrack.
As a result of this test, a report is given a state (Section 10.1.1.l) with respect to the
ReferenceTrack. As discussedabove,this statemay be one of the following: REAL, UNSURE,
FALSE/Supported, or FALSE.
The following tests are applied to the candidatereport and ReferenceTrack:
(a)

Range Test

@>

ReferenceTrack has not coastedfor more than 1 scan

w

Discrete Reflection Altitude Test (defined below)

(4

Discrete Reflector Support Test (defined below)

If requirement (a) is not satisfied, the report state is said to be REAL with respectto this
Reference Track. The DRFTA discrete report processing algorithm will consider the next
ReferenceTrack, if any.
If requirement (a) is satisfied, but not (b), the report state is said to be UNSURE with
respect to the given Reference Track. The DRFTA discrete report processing algorithm will
consider the next ReferenceTrack, if any.
The requirement that the Reference Track is allowed to coast for one scan needs to be
explained further. There are two reasonsfor this rule. The first reasonis the possibility that the
reflected signal path to an aircraft is visible to the radar while the direct path is obstructed. The
second reason accounts for the possibility that the Reference Track has not yet received its
update on the current scan,due to the delay between track associationand correlation in the BTD
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Internal Tracking design (Section 9). Hence, a single coast in the Reference Track is allowed,
but two or more consecutivecoastsresult in the UNSURE report state.
If requirements (a) and (b) are satisfied, but not (c), the report state is said to be REAL
with respectto the given ReferenceTrack. The next ReferenceTrack, if any, will be considered.
The requirements for the Discrete Reflection Altitude Test (c) depend on the altitude
validity and type of the report altitude, and on the altitude type of the Reference Track. Recall
from section 9 the altitude types defined in the BTD Internal Tracking module: clear flight level,
brackets-only, no Mode C replies, and garbled/unknown. Note that all tracks begin with the
garbled/unknown altitude type until they receive two report correlations that agree on altitude, as
defined in section 9. A track may also have a garbled/unknown altitude type if it has received
two or more report correlations with ungarbled illegal Mode C values. This is also discussedin
section 9. Altitude validity is a value of 0, 1,2, or 3, where 0 is the lowest validity and 3 is the
highest. To determine the algorithm requirements,we define the following altitude cases:
Case 1: Reference Track has a clear flight level altitude, report has a clear flight level
altitude with validity 2 or 3;
Case2: Reference Track has a clear flight level altitude, report does not have a clear
flight level or brackets-only altitude with validity 2 or 3 (i.e., no Mode C
replies, clear flight level with validity 1, illegal Mode C code, or all Mode C
replies garbled);
Case3: ReferenceTrack altitude is not a clear flight level (i.e., brackets-only, no Mode
C replies, an illegal Mode C code, or all Mode C replies garbled), and report has
a run length of 9 or more replies;
Case4: Reference Track altitude same as Case 3, report altitude same as Case 3, and
report has a run length of 8 or less replies.
The Discrete Reflection Altitude Test rules are as follows:
Rules for Case 1:

Requires that the Reference Track altitude, predicted to the time
(azimuth) of the report, is within 2 flight levels of the report
altitude.

Rules for Case2:

Automatically satisfied. This handles cases in which the false
target report is of poor quality and does not have a validated
altitude.

Rules for Case3:

Requires that Reference Track and report altitudes be identical in
type and value.

Rules for Case4:

Requires that Reference Track and report altitudes be identical in
type and value, or reported altitude have no Mode C replies.

If the Discrete Reflection Altitude Test (c) is satisfied for the appropriate altitude case,
the next step dependson the number of beacon reply hits for the report. If the report has a run
length of 8 or less replies, the report is called FALSE. Of course,by our altitude casedefinitions
this could not occur for Case3, which specifies a run length of 9 or more.
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If however, the Discrete Reflection Altitude Test (c) is satisfied, but the report has a run
length of 9 or more replies, the Discrete Reflector Support Test (d) must be satisfied in order to
set the statusof the report to FALSE. Again, by our altitude casedefinitions this could not apply
to Case 4, which specifies 8 or less reply hits. The Discrete Reflector Support Test
(Section 10.1.2.1.1) takes as input the status required of the reflector granting support. The
necessaryreflector statusdependson the altitude case,as follows:
Rules for Case 1:

If the Discrete Hits Test (Section 10.1.2.1.5) is satisfied, support
from a reflector with any reflector statusif allowed. If the Discrete
Hits Test fails, supporting reflector must have a Mature or
Permanentstatus. The idea is that a reflected report usually has a
shorter run length than the direct path (real) report, due to the
signal strength loss that occurs during a reflection.

Rules for Case2,3,4: Requiresreflector support from a Mature or Permanentreflector.
If a report satisfies the Discrete Reflector Support Test (d), in addition to (a), (b), and (c),
the report status is FALSE. If a report does not satisfy the Discrete Reflector Support Test (d),
the report status is FALSE/Unsupported. In either case,the report will be given this status, and
no further ReferenceTracks needbe considered.
10.1.2.3 Discrete Reflection Test - Initiating Reference Track
Given a candidate report and Reference Track which is initiating, this algorithm
determines if the report is a reflection of the ReferenceTrack. An initiating track is one that has
not yet received its secondreport update (correlation). This situation would occur if a reflected
false target appearedshortly after the track for the “real” aircraft position first appeared.
Recall from Section 9 that BTD Internal Track module initiates tracks on a single report,
provided that the report has a validated altitude. This is done to maximize the chance of
identifying reflected false targets that occur as an aircraft first appears in the system (e.g., at
take-off). Also recall that the track update occurs about a half scan after the track association.
Thus, there are two casesto consider. The first case is one in which the Reference Track has
only received a single report. The secondcaseis one in which the ReferenceTrack has received
its secondscan association,but the secondreport has not been correlated yet. In either case,the
ReferenceTrack doesnot have a position or altitude prediction.
Without a two-point prediction for the ReferenceTrack, the requirements for detecting a
FALSE report are more stringent than for the more common case described in the previous
section. The tests for the initiating ReferenceTrack caseare:
(4

Range Test (Section 10.1.1.5) or Minimum
(Section 10.1.2.1.3).

@>

ReferenceTrack not coasting

(4

Initiating Track Altitude Test (describedbelow)

@>

Discrete Reflector Support from a Mature or PermanentReflector.
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Range Separation Test

If either (a), (b), or (c) fail, the report status is said to be REAL with respect to the
Reference Track, and the DRFTA discrete report processing algorithm considers the next
ReferenceTrack, if any.
If (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, but (d) fails, the report status is FALSE/Unsupported.
The report is given this status,and no additional ReferenceTracks need be considered.
If all tests are satisfied, the report statusis FALSE. No additional ReferenceTracks need
be considered.
The range test requirement (a) employed dependson whether or not the ReferenceTrack
has a second scan report associationthat has not been correlated to the track. If the Reference
Track does have a second scan report, then the usual Range Test is used, with the Reference
Track range prediction computed by interpolating the two scansof reports to the time (azimuth)
of the candidate false report. If, however, the Reference Track only has a single report, the
Minimum Range SeparationTest is used.
The Initiating Track Altitude Test is satisfied if either of the following requirements is
met:
(cl)

the report altitude is a clear flight level with validity 3, and the selectedReference
Track altitude is a clear flight level within 2 of the report.

(~2)

the report altitude is brackets-only with validity 3, and the selected Reference
Track altitude is also brackets-only.

Since the initiating ReferenceTrack does not have an altitude prediction, the Reference
Track altitude selectedis the latest reported altitude, if any, that is validity 3 and is either a clear
flight level or brackets-only. In other words, the second scan associated report is used if
possible, followed by the fast scan initiating report, if possible. If a valid altitude cannot be
selectedfor the ReferenceTrack, then the Initiating Track Altitude Test is failed.
10.1.2.4 Discrete Reflection Test - False Came First
It is possible for reflected false targets to be seen prior to the “real” aircraft reports.
When this happens,the reflected target reports are given a REAL status,and may therefore form
a track that reachesthe IMMATURE REAL or MATURE REAL status. When the real aircraft
reports finally appear,they become candidate false reports. Since a newly acquired real aircraft
reports is at a shorter range than the reflected track, it is possible to correctly determine that the
report should be called REAL and the ReferenceTrack should be changedto UNSURE.
This situation is suspectedif a Reference Track is found whose range prediction timealigned to the time of the report is longer than the range of the report. We will refer to this as the
“Mistaken Reference Track.” In order for this role reversal to be satisfied, the report and track
altitudes must agree closely, and there must be reflector support from a Mature or Permanent
reflector entry. If so, the report status is REAL, and the track’s status is changed to UNSURE.
The track’s counts of real and false report associationsare reset.
In order to satisfy the “False Came First” test, the following requirements must all be
met:
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(a)

The report range is less than Mistaken Reference Track range (time-aligned to
report time).

@>

Reflection Minimum SeparationTest (describedbelow).

Cc)

The report altitude is a clear flight level with validity 3, and the Mistaken
ReferenceTrack altitude is a clear flight level within 2 of the report.

(d)

Discrete Reflector Support from a Mature or PermanentReflector, assuming that
the roles of the report and track are reversed (i.e., the report position is the
ReferenceTrack, and the Mistaken ReferenceTrack position time-aligned to the
report time is the candidate false report).

If all of the aboverequirements are satisfied, then the report statusis REAL, and the track
status is changed to UNSURE. It is not necessary to consider other Reference Tracks. If,
however, the rules above are not satisfied, the DRFTA discrete report processing algorithm
considersthe next ReferenceTrack, if any.
The Reflection Minimum Separation Test determines if the report and Reference Track
are far enough apart to rule out track association errors. This protection mechanism prevents an
IMMATURE REAL or MATURE REAL track from being changedto UNSURE if there is any
chancethat the report should have associatedto the ReferenceTrack. The minimum separation
requirement is satisfied if the following conditions are both met:
a)

1report range - time-aligned track range / > (1.5 * track’s range associationbox)

b)

1report azimuth - time-aligned track azimuth 1 > (1.5 * track’s azimuth association
box)

The track associationbox size is defined in Section 9. Recall that there are two possible
associationbox sizes: a small box for non-coastingtracks, and a large box for coasting tracks.
10.1.2.5 Discrete Report Associated to MATURE REAL Track
If a discrete report was associatedto a MATURE REAL track, it is almost always the
case that the status of the report is set to REAL. However, it is possible that the report and
associatedtrack are really a reflection that has appeared several scans before the real aircraft
reports. This can happen if the direct path from the interrogator to the aircraft is obtructed, but
the path that bounces off the reflecting surface is not obstructed. In such a case,the reflected
targets would be called “real”, and the associatedtrack would reach maturity if enough scans
elapsebefore the direct path aircraft reports appear.
To resolve this case,DRFTA looks for the appearanceof a second real track (called the
Reference Track) with the same discrete code as the report, that satisfies all of the following
requirements:
6-4

RangeTest (Section 10.1.1.5).

Co)

The report altitude is a clear flight level with validity 3, and the Mistaken
ReferenceTrack altitude is a clear flight level within 2 of the report.
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Discrete Reflector Support Test for a Mature or Permanentreflector.

If all of the above requirements are satisfied, the report status is FALSE, and its
associated track is changed to UNSURE. Otherwise, the report status is REAL, and its
associatedtrack statusis not changed(i.e., it remains MATURE REAL). Notice that the altitude
test is very strict, as it should be in order to changethe statusof a MATURE REAL track.
10.1.2.6 Discrete Reflection Test -- Code Transition
The Discrete Reflection Code Transition Test is applied to a report for which there are no
Reference Track candidates, because there are no tracks with the same discrete code as the
report. During a code transition, the code value can change over a period of several scanswhile
the pilot manually adjusts the transponder. When this occurs, reflected false targets may not
have the samecode as the real aircraft track.
Even though there is no ReferenceTrack with the samecode as the report, there may be a
track supports the code transition. Recall from Section 9 that a track maintains both a code and
alternate code in the Track File. In order to establish a code for a track, the same code must be
correlated to the track on consecutiveupdates. If a report correlatesto a track and doesnot agree
with the current track code, the report code is placed in the track’s alternate code field.
Therefore, if there is an IMMATURE REAL or REAL track not associatedto the report
that has the same alternate code as the report code, the track can be used under certain
circumstances as a Reference Track in the Discrete Reflection Test -- Established Reference
Track test (Section 10.1.2.2).
If, however, such a ReferenceTrack cannot be found, the DRFTA Non-discrete Report
Processingrules (Section 10.1.3)can be used under certain circumstances.
The following tests are applied during a potential code transition case:
(a>

There are no tracks with samecode as report (including associatedtrack).

09

Track associatedto report has a false report count of two or more.

w

Track associatedto report has a known ReferenceTrack from the previous scan.

If any of (a), @I, or (c) are not satisfied, the report status is REAL.
processing continues,selecting the ReferenceTrack from the previous scan.
(4

Otherwise,

Report Mode 3/A code is the sameas either the ReferenceTrack alternate code or
the code of the report associatedto the ReferenceTrack on the current scan. This
rule can be satisfied regardlessof the validity of the report Mode 3/A code.

If (d) is satisfied, then the Discrete Reflection Test -- Established Reference Track is
applied to candidate report and Reference Track. If this test indicates that the report should be
given a FALSE, POSSIBLY FALSE, or UNSURE status,then that is what is done. If, however,
the test indicates that the status of the report should be REAL, the status of the report is set to
UNSURE instead. This prevents the report’s associatedtrack, which has a history of FALSE
report correlations (b), from changing stateto MATURE REAL during the code transition.
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(4

The Non-discrete Reflection Test has not been used for this report’s associated
track for two consecutivescans.

If(d) fails, and (e) is satisfied, the Non-discrete Report Processingrules are used. Rule
(e) attempts to limit how many attempts a track is given to create false reports without the
presenceof a ReferenceTrack providing discrete code support (d). As with the previous case,if
the Non-Discrete Reflection Test indicates that the report statusis REAL, the report status is set
to UNSURE instead. This prevents the report’s associatedtrack, which has a history of FALSE
report correlations (b), from changing state to MATURE REAL during the Mode 3/A code
transition.
If rules (d) and (e) both fail, the report statusis REAL.
10.1.2.7 Discrete Ring-Around Test
Ring-around is an antennaaffect due to a failure of the side-lobe suppressionmechanism,
which can occur for aircraft nearby the sensor at a high elevation angle with respect to the
sensor. Ring-around false reports appear at the samerange as the real report, but a few degrees
away in azimuth.
If all of the following requirementsare satisfied, the report statusis FALSE, and Discrete
Reflection tests are not performed. Otherwise, the ring-around test fails, and DRFTA discrete
report processingcontinues for this report with the Discrete Reflection tests.
(4

the candidatereport must not have associatedto a MATURE REAL track;

Co)

the Reference Track must be a MATURE REAL track with the same discrete
code as the report;

(cl

the report range must be no more than 20 NM;

(d)

the Reference Track range time-aligned to the time of the report must be within
2/64 NM of the report range;

(4

the Reference Track time-aligned azimuth must be separated from the report
azimuth by at least 45 ACP (approximately 4 degrees);

(0

the Reference Track time-aligned altitude and the report altitude must satisfy the
Discrete Altitude Test (Section 10.1.2.1.4).

10.1.3 Non-Discrete Report Processing
The DRFTA non-discrete report processing algorithm is responsible for identifying
reflected false target reports with non-discreteMode 3/A codes. It is also used for discrete Mode
3/A code reports in the discrete Mode 3/A code transition case,describedin Section 10.1.2.6.
A flow diagram of the DRFTA non-discrete report processing algorithm is shown in
Figure 10-4. The first piece of information needed for non-discretereport processingis the type
of track, if any, to which the report has associated. If the report has associatedto a track with a
REAL MATURE track status,the report statusis set to REAL. No further processingis required
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for the report. This prevents most reports with non-discrete Mode 3/A codes from being
consideredas potential reflections.
A report that has associatedto a track with an IMMATURE REAL, UNSURE, or FALSE
status is considered as a potential false report, and requires further processing. There are two
paths a report may take. The most commonly taken path is the Non-discrete Reflection Test, as
described in Section 10.1.3.2. The secondpath is only used for a reports that associateto a track
that appearsto be changing its Mode 3/A code. This is referred to as a non-discrete Mode 3/A
code transition, as describedin Section 10.1.3.3.
NON-DISCRETE

REPORT

1

Yes

Non-Discrete

Non-Discrete Code
Change Reflection
Algorithm

Figure 1O-4. DRFTA non-discrete report processingflow diagram.
Reports with non-discrete Mode 3/A codes, by defmition, lack a unique identifier.
Therefore, the DRFTA non-discrete report processingalgorithm searchesfor a reflector entry in
the Reflector File, and usesreflector geometry to determine where the real aircraft would have to
be in order for the candidatereport to be its reflection. The reflector entry must have a Mature or
Permanent status, and sufficient rank, as discussedbelow. We refer to the real aircraft track as
the Reference Track. The BTD Track File is searchedfor this expected Reference Track. If a
track is found at approximately the correct location, its Mode 3/A code and altitude are compared
with the report. A Range Consistency Test compares the trajectories of the proposed real and
reflected tracks, looking for consistencyin the range movement of the two tracks.
The non-discrete report processing algorithm generates a status for the report, as
discussed in Section 10.1.1.1. As was the case for discrete report processing, the report status
REAL, UNSURE,
values are ordered from most false to most real, as follows:
FALSE/Unsupported, FALSE. As the non-discrete report processing algorithm considers
potential reflectors and ReferenceTracks, the statusof the report is changedwhenever a result is
achieved that is “more false” than any previous result. If a FALSE/Unsupported or FALSE
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status is achieved, the status of the report is finalized and there is no further processing of the
report.
The non-discrete report processing tests are now discussedin detail. The first section
describes some of the lower level tests. The second and third sections describe the overall
algorithms for the general and code transition cases.
10.1.3.1 Non-discrete Report Tests
The following tests are used in the DRFTA non-discretereport processingalgorithms.
10.1.3.1.1
Non-discrete Code Transition Test. This test determines whether
or not a report belongs to an aircraft track with its Mode 3/A code in transition, A report satisfies
this test if all of the following conditions are true:

(4

The report associatedto a track with a false report correlation weighting of 2 or
more. See Section 9.3.3.4 for a description of false and real report weightings for
a track.
The track associatedwith the report has a ReferenceTrack in its Track File entry
from the previous scan.

6)

The report code is not the sameas either its associatedtrack code or the Reference
Track code fi-om the previous scan.

If the report is a code transition candidate, it will be processed by the Non-discrete
Reflector Test - Code Change algorithm described in Section 10.1.3.3. If any of the above
conditions are not met, the report is not a code transition candidate,and will be processedby the
general Non-discrete Reflection Test describedin Section 10.1.3.2.
10.1.3.I.2
Non-discrete Reflector Coverage Test. Given a report azimuth,
the Reflector CoverageTest is satisfied if there is at least one reflector entry in the Reflector File
with a Mature or Permanentstatuswhose azimuth coveragewindow contains the report azimuth.
10.1.3.1.3
Non-discrete Image Test. This test computes the expected
position of the real aircraft, given a known reflector and a candidate false target report. This is
called the Expected ReferenceTrack Position. Figure 10-5 shows the geometric relationships of
the real aircraft, false aircraft, and reflector.
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Figure I O-5. Computation of expectedreal aivcraft position.
The following definitions shall apply to the formulas presentedbelow:
Of

Range of the supposedlyfalse target report

Of

Azimuth of the supposedlyfalse target report

ALT

Mode C altitude of the target report

r

Range to the center of the reflecting surface

@

Orientation with respectto north of the reflecting surface

Calculated range of the postulatedreal target which could have causedsupposedly
Pr
false target report through reflections off the given reflector surface
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Calculated azimuth of the postulated real target which could have caused the
f&
supposedlyfalse report through reflections off the given reflector surface
Note that if the altitude (ALT) of the candidate false report is unknown, the Default
Altitude (seeGlossary) is used.
First, in order to simplify the computation, establish an equivalent sensor-reflectoraircraft geometrical construct in the first quadrantas shown in the figure.
Let if= Of, and
i=Q
a.

If;;, < 90” and i < 180”, ; =; + 180”.

b.

If e^, 2 90”, then perform the following together until& < 90”:
h *
ef= ef- go”,
3 =; - 90”,

and if G < 180” : G= G+ 180°

The latter step for i guarantees that 180” < G < 360” as required for the following
computations.

Second,calculate the range, or, of the postulated real target:
b = (pf - r)2 - ALT2)1’2
x = 540” - 2(i - if)
pr = (b2 + r2 - 2br cos x)1/2
pr = (pr 2+ ALT 2, l/2

Third, Calculate the azimuth 0r, of the postulated real target:
. -1 b sin%
yJ= sm
, then

H

Ifb2>[pr2~r.2),and~>0,V;(LUJ.-d,but
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.

ifb2>[Pr2+rjT

andv<O, w=-(180”+4.

If 8, < O”, 8, = 360” + 8, , but
if 0r > 360”, 0, = Or - 360”.
10.1.3.1.4

Non-discrete Position Test.

The inputs to this test are Expected Reference Track Position (range and azimuth), and
the position of a-potential Reference Track found in the Track File. The potential Reference
Track position is time-aligned to the time of the report that is being tested as a possible
reflection. The Non-discrete Position Test is satisfied if both of the following conditions are
met:

(a)

the difference between the Expected Reference Track range and actual timealigned ReferenceTrack range does not exceeda VSP (REFNOMR).

Co)

the difference between the Expected Reference Track azimuth and actual timealigned Reference Track azimuth does not exceed the larger of the following
quantities:

(bl)

the VSP (REFNOMA)

(b2)

the VSP (REFNOMR) divided by the time-aligned Reference Track azimuth (in
radians).

The last azimuth comparison condition (b2) above is necessary for tracks with small
ranges. Close to the radar, large azimuth changesrepresenta very small distance. The rule (b2)
computes the azimuth change that is equivalent to the same error as is allowed in the range
comparison (a). As range decreases,the effective azimuth difference allowed increases.
If either condition, (a) or (b), is not satisfied, the Non-discrete Position Test fails.
Non-discrete Mode 3/A Code Test. The code agreementtest comparesthe
10.1.3.1s
Mode 3/A code of a report with the Mode 3/A code of a supposedReference Track. This test
can return one of three possible results: AGREE, DISAGREE, or UNSURE.
The result is AGREE if either the report code is identical to the track code, or the report
satisfied the Non-discrete Code Transition Test (Section 10.1.3.1.l).
The result is UNSURE if the report and track codesdiffer by at most 2 bits, or if one code
is a True Supersetof the other and the subsetcode is not 1200 octal. A definition of supersetand
subsetcodes is provided earlier (Section 10.1.2.4). The idea is that one code contains the bits of
the other. The common non-discrete code 1200 octal is not allowed to be a subsetcode, because
it only has 2 bits set and is likely to be a subset of many discrete codes. Note that any code
validity is accepted.
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Otherwise, the result is DISAGREE.
10.1.3.1.6
Non-discrete Altitude Test. The altitude agreement test is more
complicated than the code agreementtest in the previous section. The agreementrules depend
upon a number of factors, including the altitude type of the report, and track statusof the track to
which the report is associated. Recall from chapter 9 the altitude types for a report or track,
which include clear flight level, brackets-only, no Mode C replies, and garbled/unknown.
First of all, if the altitude type of the report is not a clear flight level, the result of the
altitude test is UNSURE, regardlessof altitude validity. No further testing is required.
If the altitude type of the Reference Track is not a clear flight level, the result of the
altitude test is DISAGREE, regardlessof the validity of the reported altitude. No further testing
is required.
The altitude of the Reference Track with a clear flight level altitude is predicted to the
time of the candidate report. The altitudes are quantized flight level integer value, but the
prediction is done using floating point math. The final answer is rounded to the nearest flight
level. The Track File contains a floating point altitude change rate attribute to aid in this
calculation.
The altitude of the report is now compared with the time-aligned Reference Track
altitude prediction. If the report is associatedto a FALSE track, then the result of the altitude test
is AGREE if either of the following two conditions are met:
(a)

the report and time-aligned ReferenceTrack altitudes are within 1 flight level; or

Co>

the Reference Track has a newly associatedreport that has not yet updated the
ReferenceTrack, and whose altitude is a clear flight level within 1 flight level of
the altitude of the report.

If the report is not associatedto a FALSE track, then the rules for an AGREE result is the
same as above, except that the altitudes must be identical. This is achievable because of the
rounding function mentioned above.
The reason for the second rule (b) above is that extrapolation of the Reference Track
altitude to the time of the candidate report may not be accurate enough if the Reference Track
has completed its most recent correlation yet. Thus, a secondchanceis provided.
If the comparison rules shown above are not satisfied, then the result of the altitude test is
UNSURE if the report altitude validity is 0 or 1, and DISAGREE otherwise.
10.1.3.1.7

Range Consistency Test.

The purpose of the Range Consistency Test is to determine if the motion of the real and
false tracks are consistent over time. Of course, if the real and false track trajectories are not
consistent within some reasonableerror tolerance, it is likely that the system has made a mistake
in calling one track a reflection of the other. Consistency is only measured in the range
dimension, becauserange measurementstend to move more consistently fi-om scanto scan than
azimuth measurements.
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In order to understandthe details of the Range ConsistencyTest, one must first recall the
algorithmic approach of the Non-discrete Reflection Test (Sections 10.1.3, 10.1.3.2). A
candidate false report is considered by selecting an appropriate reflector and calculating the
expected position of the real aircraft. This computation is called the Non-discrete Image Test
(Section 10.1.3.1.3). The Non-discrete Position Test (Section 10.1.3.1.4) is then used to
determine if such a real aircraft Reference Track exists.in the Track File. The difference is
computed between the Expected ReferenceTrack Position and its actual position time-aligned to
the time of the candidate false report. The range difference is the key measurementused by the
Range ConsistencyTest.
The Range Consistency Test is not applied in the discrete report processing algorithm
(Section 10.1.2) becausethe presenceof a duplicate discrete Mode 3/A code provides a strong
indicator of a false target situation. For non-discrete Mode 3/A codes, however, a greater level
of safety is desired in the absenceof a unique identification code.
The Range Consistency Test is based on the assumption that for a reflection, the
difference between the expected and actual time-aligned Reference Track range will be
consistent from scan to scan if the reflection persists from the same reflector. We will refer to
this range difference as the “range error.” On the other hand, two different aircraft tracks with
different trajectories will not show consistent range error from scan to scan. In fact, with very
accurate data, we would expect to seethe range errors for two real aircraft change from scan to
scan at a constant rate. In practice, however, we find that the range and azimuth measurement
inaccuracy of a reflected report can causeuncertainty in the range error measurementcomputed
by the Non-discrete Image Test (Section 10.1.3.1.3).
Now, we-can describethe Range ConsistencyTest in detail. The inputs to the test are the
expected and actual Reference Track ranges, the candidate report and the track to which it
associated(i.e., the false track), and the reflector from the Reflector File.
The first step is to measurethe range error, by subtracting the expectedReferenceTrack
range from the actual Reference Track range. This measurement is stored as a floating point
value in units of l/64 NMI. For example, the answer might be 1.2 (64ths of NMI), which would
indicate slightly more than l/64 NMI.
The next few steps determine whether or not a range consistency comparison can be
made. If not, the Range Consistency Test is satisfied. The following conditions must be
satisfied in order for a range consistencycomparison to be performed:
The false track must have at least one previous range error measurement;
otherwise, there would be nothing to comparewith the new measurement.
09

There must have been a range error measurementcomputed on the previous scan.

If (a) and (b) above are not satisfied, the comparison cannot be made, and the new range
error measurementis enteredinto the false track’s history for use on subsequentscans.
If (a) and (b) are satisfied, the following additional conditions must be met in order to
proceed with the comparison:
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(c)

The given reflector and ReferenceTrack must be the sameonesthat were used on
the previous comparison.

(4

The candidatefalse report must have a run length of 9 or more beaconreply hits.

If rule (c) fails, the entire history of previous range error measurementsis removed from
the false track. If either rule (c) or (d) fails, the comparison cannot be made, and the new range
error measurementis enteredinto the false track’s history for use on subsequentscans.
If the rules above are satisfied (a,b,c,d), the actual Range Consistency Test comparison
can now be performed. The comparison is successfulif there is at least one previous range error
in the false track’s history that is within RNGCONS-ERR-THRESH of the new range error.
Otherwise, the comparison fails. The value of RNGCONS-ERR-THRESH is one of two system
constants,defined empirically during testing. If the false track has only one measurementin its
history, not counting the new one, then a larger value of 2.4 (64ths of NMI) is used. Otherwise,
a smaller value of 1.2 (64th~ of NMI) is used.
The new range error measurement is always entered into the false track’s history,
regardlessof the outcome of the range consistencycomparison.
The final step is determining the result of the Range Consistency Test. The Range
Consistency Test is successfulif any of the following conditions occurred:
(e)

The comparison could not be performed, due to failure of one of the rules
describedabove (a,b,c,d).

(Q

The comparisonwas successful.

(id

The comparison failed, and this was the first failure for the false track.

If it has been more than 10 scans since the last Range Consistency Test failure, the
history of measurementsfor the false track is cleared.
The Range ConsistencyTest fails if the comparison failed, and this is not the first failure
for the false track.
There are several fields in the Track File that support the Range Consistency Test,
including:
l

a queuecontaining up to 5 range error measuremententries (mgErr)

l

a count of the number of measurementscurrently stored (mgErrCnt)

0

the position in the queueof the most recent measurement(mgErrLast)

0

the position in the queue where the next measurement will be stored
(mgErrTop)

l

the number of range consistency test failures for the false track
(mgErrFailCnt)

0

the scannumber of the last failure (mgErrFailLast)
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l

the scan number of the last range error measurement entered into the
queue

l

the last reflector used for the false track (1astRefl)

l

the last ReferenceTrack used for the false track (real-trk-ref)

10.1.3.1.8
Non-discrete Reflector Rank Test. It has been observed during field
testing of 9-PAC that as much as 50 percent of all beacon equipped aircraft are given nondiscrete Mode 3/A codes on a given day at certain ASR-9 sites. With hundreds of
Mature/Permanent reflector entries in the Reflector File at a busy airport site, there was concern
that an additional safety mechanism was necessaryto limit how many reflector entries would be
allowed to grant reflector support for giving a non-discretereport a FALSE status. To allay FAA
concerns in this area,the concept of Reflector Rank was addedto the 9-PAC DRFTA design.
For the non-discrete report processing, every reflector entry with a Mature or Permanent
status is ranked based on its frequency of use, as described in detail in Section 10.2.6.2. The
reflector ranked #l is the most useful. The Non-discrete Reflector Rank Test is satisfied if the
rank of the given reflector entry is no more than 200, and failed otherwise. This value was
chosen experimentally during field testing at LAX and DFW.
10.1.3.2 Non-discrete Reflection Test
The Non-discrete Reflection Test searchesthe Reflector File for a reflector capable of
causing a reflected false target in the position of the given report. This is done by using
reflection geometry (Section 10.1.3.1.3) to project where the real aircraft (Reference Track)
would have to be located, and then searchingfor such a track in the Track File.
A report that entersthis algorithm has previously been required to have not associatedto
track with a MATURE REAL status. It also must not have satisfied the Non-discrete Code
Transition Test (Section 10.1.3.1.1). Reports that satisfy the code transition rules would be
handled by the Non-discrete Reflection Test -- Code Transition procedure, described in
Section 10.1.3.3).
The Non-discrete Reflection Test first checks whether the report satisfies the Nondiscrete Reflector Coverage Test (Section 10.1.3.1.2). If the report is not within the coverage
window of any known Mature or Permanentreflector, the report statusis REAL. Section 10.2.1
describesthe reflector coveragewindow in detail.
If there are reflectors to consider, the first step is to initialize the report status to REAL.
Each Mature or Permanent reflector whose coverage window contains the candidate report
azimuth is considered,until the report is given a FALSE or FALSE/Unsupported status or there
are no more reflectors to consider. For each reflector, the expected real target position is
computed using reflection geometry. This is called the Non-discrete Image Test, described in
Section 10.1.3.1.3. This where the real aircraft must be in order for the candidate false report to
have been generatedby the reflector. This will be referred to as the Expected Reference Track
Position. If the reflection geometry fails for the given reflector, the next reflector entry is tried.
The BTD Track File is searchedso that a list of all tracks within 2 NM1 and 20 degreesof
the Expected ReferenceTrack Position can be compiled. Each of these tracks is considered as a
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potential ReferenceTrack, until a suitable track is found or there are no more tracks to consider.
The reasonfor the large searchbox is that the potential ReferenceTracks must be time-aligned to
the time of the report, so the exact ReferenceTrack position is not known -- that is what we are
trying to find out.
The ReferenceTrack must satisfy all of the following requirements:
(a)

the ReferenceTrack cannot be associatedto the report;

fb)

the Reference Track status must be either IMMATURE REAL or MATURE
REAL;

(4

the ReferenceTrack cannot have been coasting for more than one scan;

(4

the Reference Track cannot have an alternate Mode 3/A code (meaning that the
last update disagreedwith the track code);

(e>

the Range Test (Section 10.1.1.5)must be satisfied, meaning that the report must
be at a longer range than the time-aligned ReferenceTrack range;

03

the Non-discrete Position Test (Section 10.1.3.1.4) must be satisfied with respect
to the ExpectedReferenceTrack Position.

If any one of the previous requirements (a-l) fails, then the report status is REAL with
respect to the current reflector entry and Reference Track. The next Reference Track is
considered, if any, or the next reflector entry, if there are not more ReferenceTracks to consider
for the current reflector.
If a reflector entry and ReferenceTrack satisfy all of the above requirements (a-f), then
the statusof the report with respectto the reflector and ReferenceTrack dependson the results of
the following tests:
k)

Non-discrete Mode 3/A Code Test (Section 10.1.3.1.5);

Non-discrete Altitude Test (Section 10.1.3.1.6);
00
The results of (g) and (h) are combined (g,h), as follows. If (g) and (h) both return
AGREE, then (g,h) is set to AGREE. If either (g) or (h) returns DISAGREE, then (g,h) is set to
DISAGREE. If(g) returns AGREE, and (h) returns UNSURE, and the report is associatedto a
FALSE track, then (g,h) is set to AGREE. Otherwise, (g,h) is set to UNSURE.
(0

Range ConsistencyTest (Section 10.1.3.1.7).

Non-discrete Reflector Rank Test (Section 10.1.3-l .S);
0’)
If the value of (g,h) is AGREE, and (i) and (j) are satisfied, then the report status is
FALSE, and no further ReferenceTracks or reflector entries need be considered. Non-discrete
Reflection processingis completed for the given report.
If the value of (g,h) is AGREE, but (i) is not satisfied, the report status is REAL.
Processingis completed, and no further ReferenceTracks or reflector entries need be considered.
In this case, the report agreed with the Reference Track on Mode 3/A code and altitude, but
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failed the Range Consistency Test. The Reference Track and reflector entry are stored in the
Track File for use by the Range ConsistencyTest on subsequentscans.
If the value of (g,h) is AGREE, (i ) is satisfied, but (i) is not satisfied, the report status is
FALSEKJnsuppol’ted,and no further ReferenceTracks or reflector entries need be considered.
If the value of (g,h) is DISAGREE, the report statusis REAL with respect to the current
reflector and ReferenceTrack. The next ReferenceTrack, if any, is consideredusing (a) through
(r> above. If we have run out of potential ReferenceTracks for the current reflector entry, then
the next reflector entry, if any, is selected,and the appropriate steps outlined in this section are
repeated. If we have run out of reflectors, the “most false” statusreturned thus far is used for the
report, which would be either REAL or UNSURE. The non-discrete report processing is
completed for this report.
Finally, if the value of (g,h) is UNSURE, the report status is UNSURE, and the next
Reference Track, if any, is considered, as in the preceding paragraph. If we are out of both
Reference Tracks and reflectors, the final report status is UNSURE, and no further processing is
needed.
Essentially, we have defined a hierarchy of report status values. The report status is
initialized to REAL, and can change to either UNSURE, FALSE/Unsupported, or FALSE.
Qualifying reflectors and the corresponding Reference Tracks are considered in sequenceuntil
the report statuschangesto FALSE/Unsupported or FALSE, or until the Range Consistency Test
fails for a report that would otherwise have been changedto FALSE/Unsupported or FALSE.
10.1.3.3 Non-discrete Reflection Mode 3/A Code Transition
The Non-discrete Reflection Mode 3/A Code Transition algorithm is applied to a report
with a non-discrete Mode 3/A code that satisfies the Non-discrete Code Transition Test
described in Section 10.1.3.1.1. In addition, a report with a discrete Mode 3/A code is processed
if it met the code transition requirements in the Discrete Reflection Test -- Code Transition
algorithm, but did not agree with either its associatedor Reference Track on code or alternate
code. See Section 10.1.2.6for the details.
The code transition version of the non-discrete reflection test is nearly the same as the
Non-discrete Reflection Test describedin the previous Section (10.1.3.2), with a few exceptions.
The fast difference is that the only Reference Track that can be considered is the stored
in the Track File entry of the track associatedto the report. This was the Reference Track used
on the previous scan.
The second difference is that in order to qualify for consideration as a false target, a
report with a non-discrete Mode 3/A code must satisfy either one of the following two
conditions. Note that the conditions below can be satisfied regardless of the Mode 3/A code
validity of the report.
(4

The report Mode 3/A code is the same as either the Reference Track code, the
Reference Track alternate code, or the code of the report associated to the
ReferenceTrack on the current scanthat has not gone through correlation yet.
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00

The track associatedto the report has not failed the rule (a) above for more than
the last 2 consecutivescans,included the current scanas a failure.

The third difference is that the alternate Mode 3/A code rule (Section 10.1.3.2,rule d) is
not required. Since the report is a Mode 3/A code transition candidate, the corresponding real
ReferenceTrack is allowed to have an alternateMode 3/A code and probably does.
The fourth difference is that the Non-discrete Mode 3/A Code Test (Section 10.1.3.2,
rule g) is not required. In the description of the Non-discrete Mode 3/A Code Test in
Section 10.1.3.1S, notice that the code agreementtest is always successfulfor Mode 3/A code
transition cases.
If either rule (a) or (b), above, are satisfied, the Non-discrete Reflection Test from the
previous section is applied to the report, with the exceptions noted above. If the resulting report
status is UNSURE, FALSE/Unsupported, or FALSE, non-discrete reflection processing is
completed for this report. If, however, the report status is REAL, the report statusis changedto
UNSURE instead. As with the discrete code transition algorithm, this is done to prevent a track
with a history of FALSE report associationsfrom becoming REAL MATURE prematurely. This
is particularly important for non-discrete tracks, which cannot be changed once they reach the
REAL MATURE status.
10.2

REFLECTOR GENERATION

The DRFTA Reflector Generation subsystemis responsible for determining the location
and attributes of the reflecting surfaceswithin the radar coveragearea. Thesereflecting surfaces
are called reflectors. Reflectors are created dynamically from the input stream of reports with
discrete Mode 3/A codes. The report status field provided by the DRFTA Report Processing
subsystem (Section 10.1) is used to identify real and false reports corresponding to the same
aircraft. A Reflector Sample, composed of a reflector range, azimuth, and orientation angle, is
computed from a set of real and false reports, using the reflection geometry presented
Section 10.2.2.
Reflector Samplesare entered into a Reflector File. A Reflector Sample that matchesan
existing reflector in the Reflector File is used to update the attributes of that reflector. A new
reflector is created if a Reflector Sample fails to match any existing reflectors. A reflector is
deleted if it is no longer needed,as defined in Section 10.2.6.3. The Reflector File is used by the
DRFTA Report Processingsubsystem(Section 10.1) as part of the algorithm that identifies false
targets.
The rest of the Reflector Generation sections are organized as follows. Section 10.2.1
provides a description of a reflector entry. Section 10.2.2 discussesthe computation of Reflector
Samples. Section 10.2.3 describesthe Reflector Matching algorithm. Section 10.2.4 describes
the Reflector Update procedure for a reflector entry. Section 10.2.5 discussesthe Reflector
Creation algorithm. Section 10.2.6 introduces the various Reflector File Maintenance tasks,
including ranking, deletion, and preservationof the Reflector File acrosssystemrestarts.
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10.2.1 Reflector Attributes
As shown in Table 10-1, a reflector entry consists of geometric attributes, status
attributes, and other counts neededfor bookkeeping. The geometric attributes include the range
and azimuth at the center of the reflector, the orientation angle, and the minimum and maximum
observed azimuth. The orientation angle, measured clockwise from north, establishes the
direction in which reflected signals will bounce.
The azimuth coverage window of a reflector is expressedin terms of the minimum and
maximum observed azimuths of the false reports attributed to the reflector (as part of the
Reflector Sample). The azimuth coveragewindow of the reflector is defined as the minimum
and maximum observedazimuths plus an extra 11 ACP (approximately one degree)on each side
as a cushion. The azimuth coverage window may be allowed to shrink if a long time passes
without any Reflector Sample occurrencesnear the edgesof the window (Section 10.2.6.4). The
scan numbers of the last samplesto occur on the left and right edgesare rememberedto support
this feature.
Each reflector has a status, which is based on the number of different aircraft that have
contributed samplesand the total number of samplesfor the reflector. A newly createdreflector
is called IMMATURE. A reflector that has been seen by two or more aircraft, with three or
more total samples, is called MATURE. A MATURE reflector that is seen on a secondday is
called PERMANENT. The reflector attributes that support the status determination include the
number of samples, the number of discrete code aircraft, the code of the last discrete reflector
sample, and the scan numbers of the oldest and newest Reflector Sample that matched the
reflector.
The rank of a reflector is a measure of how active it has been. This is measuredas the
greater of the number of Reflector Samplesand reflector support uses. Recall from Section 10.1
that the DRFTA Report Processing subsystem may use a reflector entry to support the
identification of a false target report. Reflector rank is used as a safety mechanism to limit the
number of reflector entries that are allowed to be used in the Report Processingsubsystem. This
was added to 9-PAC during field testing when concernsarose about placing limits on how many
reflectors can be used. Ranking reflectors allows newly created reflectors stay around long
enough to improve their rank if enough matching Reflector Samples are found. The ranking
algorithm is describedin detail in Section 10.2.6.2.
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Table 10-l. Reflector Attributes
Attribute

Description

num

Number identifying reflector

status

Immature, Mature, or Permanent

npts

Number of Reflector Samples

ncraft

Number of aircraft (i.e., discrete codes)

code

1 Mode 3/A Code of last Reflector Sample

firstseen

Scan # of first Reflector Sample

lastseen

Scan # of most recent Reflector Sample

avgrng

Range (nmi) to center of Reflector

avgor

Orientation angle (deg) of Reflector

avgazm

Azimuth (ACP) of center of Reflector

minacp

Minimum Reflector Sample azimuth (ACP)

maxacp

Maximum Reflector Sample azimuth (ACP)

cwmin

Minimum of Azimuth Coverage (ACP)

cwmax

1 Maximum of Azimuth Coverage (ACP)

usecount

# false reports using reflector for support

useLast

Scan # when reflector last used for SUDDO~~

rankDisc

Rank with respect to discrete reports

rankNondisc

Rank with respect to non-discrete reports

IastScanLeft

Scan # of last Sample on left edge of azimuth coverage window

IastScanRight

Scan # of last Sample on right edge of azimuth coverage window

10.2.2 Reflector Sample Creation
A Reflector Sample is generatedby the occurrenceof real and false reports derived from
the same discrete Mode 3/A code aircraft. A sample is created when real reports exist on two
successivescans,and a false report with the samediscrete Mode 3/A code and agreeing altitude
exists in time between the two real reports. The altitude agreementrequirement is that the false
report have a clear flight level altitude with validity 3 and within 2 flight levels of the time
aligned altitude prediction of the real track. The position of the real aircraft (range, azimuth,
altitude) is computed by interpolating the positions of the two real reports to the time of the false
report. The position of the reflector that would produce this real/false geometry is calculated
(i.e., the Reflector Sample),as describedin Section 10.2.2.2below.
Note that only reports with a FALSE, FALSE/Unsupported, or REAL status are used for
computing a Reflector Sample. Reports with an UNSURE statusare ignored.
The Reflector Sample is used to either update an existing reflector or to create a new
reflector in the Reflector File. These topics are discussedin Sections 10.2.3, 10.2.4, and 10.2.5.
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10.2.2.1

Reflector Sample Report Processing

When a report with a discrete Mode 3/A code correlatesto (or initiates) a track, it may be
entered into the appropriate report slot in the reflector sample report data structure. Two report
slots are provided, one for the false report, and one for the real report from the previous scan.
The track number of the real report, the so-called Reference Track, is also stored. The
processingto be done dependson the report status.
10.2.2.1.1

False Report Processing

A report with a FALSE or FALSE/Unsupported statusis entered into the false report slot
of the Reflector Sample data structure if both of the following conditions are met:
the report has a clear flight level altitude with validity 3.
the Reference Track of the report is the same as the one stored in the Reflector
Sample report data structure (i.e., the false report Reference Track is the track
associatedwith the last real report stored in the samplereport structure).
When a FALSE report is enteredits slot, the correspondingreflector, if any, that provided
reflector support is also stored. This information will be used later on in the Reflector Matching
algorithm (Section 10.2.3). Note that a report the FALSE report overwrites any existing FALSE
report, which means that only one Reflector Sample can be computed for a particular discrete
Mode 3/A code on a particular scan.
10.2.2.1.2

Real Report Processing

After a report with a REAL status is correlated to a track, a Reflector Sample can be
computed (using the equations described in Section 10.2.2.2) if the report satisfies all of the
following conditions:
(4

the report has a discrete Mode 3/A code that is the same as the code of its
correlated track.

(b)

the report’s altitude type is a clear flight level, and the report’s altitude validity is
3.

(4

there is a REAL report, stored in the real report slot of the Reflector Sample data
structure, not more than 1.5 scansolder than the new REAL report, and the two
REAL reports were correlated to the sametrack.

(4

there is a FALSE report, stored in the false report slot in the Reflector Sample
data structure,which occurredbetween the times of the two REAL reports.

@I

the altitude of the REAL reports, when interpolated to the time of the FALSE
report, is within 2 flight levels of the FALSE report’s altitude.

The new REAL report is entered into the real report slot in the Reflector Sample data
structure, thereby overwriting any existing report, provided that either one of the
following conditions are met:
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(0

rules (a), (b), and (c) from above are satisfied; or

(g)

rules (a) and (b) are satisfied, and there is no older REAL report (and
correspondingReferenceTrack) stored in the Reflector Sample data structure.

If rules (a) and (b) are satisfied, but rule (c) fails because the two REAL reports
correlated with different tracks, the entire sample report data entry for this report’s Mode 3/A
code is cleared. This indicates that a track swap or other error has occurred.
10.2.2.2 Reflector Sample Computation
The mathematics of the Reflector Sample calculation are presented below, with an
example illustrated in Figure 10-6. Note that the figure shown is the simplest case,in which the
azimuth of the FALSE report (and reflector) is at north. Explanations of the differences between
the simple casepictured here and the generalizedmathematicsare provided below.

y = real target ground range
h = real target altitude
z = dist. along ground from reflector to real target
e = dist from reflector up to real target
x = range of the reflector
Figure I O-6. Reflection geometry.
Reflector Azimuth = 0fi which is 0 in the simple caseillustrated above.
Reflector Range (x):
z2 = x2 + y2 - 2xy*cos@)

by the law of cosines
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where
pf=x+e=x+Y/zz+hz

is the range of the false target

Pr=P=dy2+h2

is the range of the real target

solving for x:
(I+ - PA
x = 2[Pf - y*cos(0)]
Reflector Orientation Angle (OA):
sin@)

_ sint49
Y
solving for 4:
Z

by the Law of Sines

(I = sin-l ( (sir@) * y) JY/y&j-

>

Note that in order to generalize the equation shown above, $ has to be corrected for the
obtuse angle case (i.e., third side is greater than the right angle hypotenuse). This is done as
follows:
ify2>(z2+x2)
then

$=180”-$

The orientation angle (OA) is measuredfrom north past 180” to the reflector line. The
formula for determining this angle depends on the angle (0) between the REAL and FALSE
target reports.
First, we force the following condition: 0 < 8 < 360”
Then, if 0 < 6 < 180”, then we have:
OA = 0f+ 180” - Q/2+ 90” = 270” - Q/2
For 0 > 180”, we have:
OA = Of + 180” + +/2 + 90” = 270” - 442
Let us look at the first case, which is shown in the figure. In order to determine the
orientation angle (OA), we can first find the angle from north to the line that bisects the angle 4.
In the illustration, it can be seen that the line that bisects the angle Q is perpendicular to the
reflector line, which means 90” different. In the caseshown, the REAL report azimuth is ahead
of (as opposed to behind) the FALSE report azimuth (0f). Start by traversing the angle from
north to Of. Next, move forward 180°, and then move back by $/2 to get to the line that bisects
the angle 9. Finally, to get the orientation angle (OA), add 90”.
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For the secondcase,the REAL report is behind the FALSE report, so 0 > 180”. In this
case, traverse from north to the FALSE report (0f). Next, move forward 180”. Note that this
time you need move forward by q/2 to get to the line that bisects the angle @. Finally, to get the
orientation angle (OA), add 90”.
The final step in the reflector orientation computation is to normalize the angle OA, such
that 180” < OA < 360”. This is done by adding or subtracting 180”, as appropriate.
10.2.3 Reflector Matching
Reflector Matching searchesthe Reflector File for a reflector that matches the range,
azimuth, and orientation of a given Reflector Sample. Most of the time, however, a searchis not
necessary,since most FALSE reports required reflector support in order to be called FALSE by
the DRFTA Report Processingsubsystem(Section 10.1). Therefore, if the FALSE report had a
supporting reflector, this reflector is compared against the Reflector Sample immediately.
Otherwise, the Reflector Sample is compared against each Reflector File entry whose azimuth
coveragewindow contains the azimuth of the Reflector Sample, until a suitable match is found.
If there is not matching reflector, a new reflector entry is created.
In order to match a Reflector File entry, a Reflector Sample must satisfy an azimuth test,
a range test, and an orientation angle test. If any one of these tests fail, the Reflector Sample
does not match the reflector, and therefore cannot update the reflector. If the Reflector Sample
matches the existing reflector, a score is computed for the match. The reflector matching test
(Section 10.2.3.1) and scoring function (Section 10.2.3.2)are describedin detail below.
If, as describedabove, the FALSE report knows its reflector, the matching test is used to
determine if the computed Reflector Sample matches this reflector. Usually, one would expect
that the matching test would be successful, or else the reflector would not have been able to
provide support to the FALSE report. However, it is possible for the matching test to fail,
becausethe reflector support decision was made at a different time than the Reflector Sample
computation. DRFTA Report Processing(Section 10.1) occurs when the FALSE report is first
created,prior to the existenceof the latest REAL report that was used in computing the Reflector
Sample. The extrapolation and interpolation of the REAL reports to the time of the FALSE
report can yield answerssufficiently different to causethe Reflector Sample to fail to match the
reflector. Thus, if the Reflector Sample fails to match the reflector that was used in calling the
report FALSE, the Reflector Sample is discarded.
If a search of the Reflector File is required, the searchis performed in two passes. The
fast passsearchesfor a match with a reflector having a PERMANENT or MATURE status,and
the secondpass,if necessary,searchesfor a matching IMMATURE reflector. The idea is to give
preference to reflectors with greater status. In the first pass, all PERMANENT and MATURE
reflectors with a qualifying azimuth coverage window are tested, and the match with the best
score, if any, is selected. If no match is found on the first pass,the secondpass is made to fmd
any IMMATURE reflectors that match the Reflector Sample. The secondpassacceptsthe first
match it finds, if any.
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If a matching reflector is found, the Reflector Sample is used to update the reflector, as
describedin Section 10.2.4. If there is not matching reflector, a new reflector entry is created,as
describedin Section 10.2.5.
10.2.3.1 s Reflector Matching Test
A Reflector Sample matches an existing Reflector File entry if it satisfies each of the
following rules:

(4

the azimuth of the Reflector Sample must be within the azimuth coveragewindow
of the reflector, or else the absolute difference between the Reflector Sample
azimuth and the averageazimuth of the reflector must not exceeda site adjustable
parameter(REFERRAZ).

00

the absolute difference between the Reflector Sample azimuth and the average
azimuth of the reflector must not exceed 15 degrees, a constant value that was
chosento limit the azimuth extent of a reflector to 30 degrees.

(4

the absolute difference between the Reflector Sample range and the averagerange
of the reflector must not exceeda site adjustableparameter(REFERRRG).
the absolute difference between the Reflector Sample orientation angle and the
orientation angle of the reflector must not exceed a site adjustable parameter
(REFERROR).

The azimuth comparison in the first test (a) provides two possible paths to success. The
first part handles the case of an established reflector with a relatively wide azimuth coverage
window. The secondpart handles the case of a reflector with limited azimuth coverage, either
becauseit was recently created or becauseit has not received many matching Reflector Samples
over its lifetime. Also note that the north mark crossingmust be handled in the comparison.
The orientation angle comparison in the third test (d) also warrants further examination.
Recall from the earlier discussion of orientation angles (Section 10.2.2.2) that the 9-PAC
DRFTA keeps the orientation angle between 180 and 360 degrees,in order to make the reflector
math work in all cases. Since 180 and 360 degrees represent the same orientation angle, the
orientation angle comparison must handle casesin which the Reflector Sample orientation is on
one side (near 180, for example) and the reflector orientation is on the other side (near 360, for
example).
10.2.3.2 Reflector Scoring Function
If a Reflector Sample satisfies the matching test (detailed above) with respect to an
existing reflector in the Reflector File, a score is computed to measure the goodness of the
match. The score is simply a weighted average of the azimuth, range, and orientation angle
errors computed in the matching test. The scoring formula is:
s

IA@1
- REFERIWZ

)

IAPI
REFERRRG

+&

where
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A6 = azimuth difference between Reflector Sample and existing reflector
Ap = range difference between Reflector Sampleand existing reflector
A$ = orientation angle difference between Reflector Sample and existing reflector
This formula normalizes the differences between the Reflector Sample and
Reflector File entry. Note that a lower scoreindicates a better match.
10.2.4 Reflector Update
A reflector in the Reflector File is updated when a matching Reflector Sample is found.
The geometric attributes of the reflector (i.e., range, azimuth, orientation) are updated by a
weighted averaging of the Reflector Samples,as describedbelow. Each reflector has an azimuth
coverage window that representsthe azimuth extent of the reflector. The coveragewindow can
grow based on the azimuth of the new Reflector Sample.
The status attribute of a reflector may also change based on the occurrence of a new
Reflector Sample. An IMMATURE reflector may become MATURE, and a MATURE reflector
may become PERMANENT.
Other reflector attributes, such as sample and use counts, are updated as needed. The
details of the update algorithm are presentedin the next two sub-sections.
10.2.4.1

Updating Average Range, Azimuth, and Orientation

The geometric attributes of a reflector in the Reflector File are updated when a Reflector
Sample is selected as a match for the reflector. A new averagerange, azimuth, and orientation
angle is computed using a weighted averaging formula. One weight is assignedto the current
value of the reflector attribute, and another weight is assignedto the new value in the Reflector
Sample. The assignment of weights is dependenton the number of Reflector Samplesreceived
thus far by the reflector. The same weights are assignedfor the separaterange, azimuth, and
orientation calculations.
There are two cases,one for reflectors with at most 50 samples(Case l), and another for
reflectors with more than 50 samples (Case 2). This is done in order to maximize the
adaptability of the dynamic Reflector File to system-wide azimuth changesthat may occur as a
result in routine site maintenance,which may include periodic changesto the azimuth calibration
of the radar site.
10.2.4.1.1

Updating RefEectorGeometric Attributes - Case1

Case 1 applies to a reflector that has received at most 50 Reflector Samples,including the
new one. All Reflector Samples are weighted evenly in this case, in order to establish an
accurateaccount of the geometry of the reflector. This weighting can be expressedas follows:
Weight of reflector sample = l/n
Weight of existing value of reflector attribute = (n-l) / n
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where ‘n’ is the number of Reflector Samples to update the reflector thus far, including
the new Reflector Sample.
Using these weights, the average range (pavg), azimuth (eavg), and orientation angle
(Qavg) can be computed as follows. Note that the azimuth and orientation averageshave to
handle special cases involving the crossing of wrap-around boundaries, such as north mark
crossing.
Pavg = (Pavg * (n-l) + Psample)/ n
if

&ample

kg

is before north mark and 8avg is after north mark
= Woo

+ eavg) * (n-1) + %an-@)

/ n

else if Bavg is before north mark and is Bsampleis after north mark
eavg = (%ivg * (n-l) + (8sample + 360”) ) / n
else normal case
Bavg= (eavg * (n-1) + Bs~pld 1 n
NOTE: Do not allow eavg to be outside of [O”..36001.
if

@sample

is before 360” and $avg is after 180”

&unple = @sample- 180”
else if

Qavg

is before 360” and is @sample is after 180”

@sample= @sample+ 180”
Oavg= (Oavg* (n- 1) + &unple) / n
NOTE: Do not allow
10.2.4.1.2

$avg

to be outside of [180”..360”].

Updating Reflector Geometric Attributes - Case2

Case 2 applies to a reflector that has received more than 50 Reflector Samples, including
the new one. This casewould be applied to most establishmature reflectors once the system has
been running for awhile. In this case,a small constant weight is assignedto the new Reflector
Sample, and a large constant weight is assigned to the existing reflector attributes. This
approach can be thought of as an x-filter, in which the constantx defines the extent to which the
new data point is believed, and the constant (1 - X) defines the extent to which the past history is
believed. In other words, the weights are as follows:
Weight of reflector sample = x
Weight of existing value of reflector attribute = (1 - X)
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where
a = 0.02

(which is l/50)

Using these weights, the average range (Pavg), azimuth (eavg), and orientation angle
($avg) can be computed. As with Case 1, note the special logic for handling wrap-around
boundaries in the azimuth and orientation angle computations.
Pavg = (Pavg * (1 - a)) + (Psample* a>
if

&ample

is before north mark and 8avg is after north mark

eavg = ((360’ + eavg) * (1 - ~9) + @sample* a>
else if eavg is before north mark and is Bsampleis after north mark
hivg = O&g * (1 - a + w ample + 360”) * a>
else normal case
eavg = (kg

* (1 - ~0) + &tmple * a>

NOTE: Do not allow Bavgto be outside of [O”..3600].
if

@ample

is before 360” and $avg is after 180”

@sample= @sample- 180”
else if

$avg

is before 360” and is @sample is after 180”

@sample= @sample+ 180”
Oavg= (Oavg* (1 - a>) + ((@sample
* a>
NOTE: DO not allow Qavg to be outside of [180”..360”].

10.2.4.2

Updating Azimuth Coverage Window

Each reflector has an azimuth coverage window, which is the azimuth region in which
the reflector may be expectedto causefalse targets. This region is defined as the minimum and
maximum azimuths of the reflector, adjustedby adding a reflector extension constantparameter:
CW,, = Reflector min azimuth - 11 ACP
cwtnax F Reflector max azimuth + 11 ACP
The reflector coverage window is checked every time the reflector’s geometrical
attributes are updatedby a new sample,and is adjusted if necessary.
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The coverage window is used by the DRFTA Report Processing subsystem
(Section 10.1) in determining which reflectors in the Reflector File have the potential to causea
candidate false target report.
10.2.4.3

Updating Status and Other Attributes

The status of an IMMATURE reflector is changedto MATURE when the reflector has
received 3 samples from 2 distinct aircraft (i.e., discrete Mode 3/A codes). The status of a
MATURE reflector is changed to PERMANENT if the reflector receives a sample on a second
day. Currently, the distinction between MATURE and PERMANENT is unnecessary,since they
are treated identically. Originally, there was a distinction between the deletion criteria. The
separatestatusvalues have been preservedin the eventthat the distinction becomesdesirable.
Additional reflector attributes are updated aspart of the bookkeeping process. Refer back
to Section 10.2.1 for a list and description of the reflector attributes stored in the Reflector File.
The fields that are updated include the count of the number of Reflector Samplesreceived (npts),
the scan number of the latest Reflector Sample (lastseen), the Mode 3/A code of the latest
Reflector Sample and a count of how many different aircraft have been seen.
If the azimuth of the latest Reflector Sample is within 11 ACP (i.e., approximately one
degree) of the left or right edge of the observed azimuth extent of the reflector (minacp or
maxacp), then the left or right edge scan number is updated (1astScanLeftor 1astScanRight).
This is used in the Reflector File Maintenance algorithm for shrinking the azimuth coverage
window for a reflector (Section 10.2.6.4).
10.2.5 Reflector Creation
A new reflector is added to the Reflector File if a Reflector Sample fails to match any
existing reflector. A maximum of 2000 reflectors may be stored in the Reflector File, which
should be more than enough capacity for any radar site.
The averagerange, azimuth, and orientation angle of the reflector are initialized with the
values from the Reflector Sample that created the new reflector. The minimum and maximum
observed azimuths (minacp, maxacp) are also set to the azimuth of the Reflector Sample. The
azimuth coveragewindow is set basedon the algorithm provided in Section 10.2.4.2.
The Reflector Sample count (npts) and number of aircraft (ncrafi) are set to 1, and the
Mode 3/A code of the sample is stored. The first and last Reflector Sample scan numbers
(firstseen, lastseen) are initialized to scan of the Reflector Sample. The support use count
(useCount) and correspondingscannumber (useLast)are set to 0.
Reflector rank is discussedin Section 10.2.6.2. The reflector rank attributes (m&Disc,
rankNondisc) are set to 0 if the number of reflectors does not exceed the reflector rank limit,
which allows the reflector to receive updatesuntil the next time that the Reflector File ranking is
updated (Section 10.2.6.2). If the reflector count exceedsthe reflector rank limit, the newly
created reflector is given the worst (highest value) rank, thereby preventing it from receiving
updates.
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10.2.6 Reflector File Maintenance
Periodic maintenance is performed on the Reflector File. The Reflector File is
downloaded from the 9-PAC Flash Card File System (FFS) during system initialization
(Section 10.2.6.1), and a new copy is written periodically to the FFS (Section 10.2.6.4). Other
maintenancetasks include the ranking of reflectors in order of importance (Section 10.2.6.2),the
deletion of reflectors basedon inactivity or rank (Section 10.2.6.3), and the shrinking of reflector
azimuth coverage(Section 10.2.6.4).
10.2.6.1 Reflector File Preservation
Since most reflecting surfaces do not move, it is highly desirable to save the Reflector
File across system restarts. This is accomplished by a separate software task, called the
“Reflector File Save” task, which copies the Reflector File into a file on the FFS every 4 hours.
A Reflector File stored on the FFS can be loaded into memory during system initialization.
As shown in Appendix D, the Reflector File stored on the FFS contains a file age
number, a scan counter, the reflector data, and a checksum. The file age is used to identify the
file, as described below. The scan counter is used to establish a starting scan number at system
initialization, so that various time related data can be updated in the Reflector File, such as the
scan number of the most recent Reflector Sample. The reflector data stored on the FFS is a
subset of the reflector data stored in memory (Section 10.2.1). The checksum at the end of the
file provides is used to check the integrity of the reflector data during system initialization.
There are severalmeasurestaken to ensurethe reliability of the Reflector File stored on
the FFS. Two copies of the Reflector File are maintained on the FFS (refldb.1 and refldb.2).
The Reflector File “save” procedure toggles between the two file names, overwriting any
existing file with the same name. Each reflector data file stored on the FFS has a checksum
value at the end of the file. If an error occurswhile the Reflector File is being written to the FFS,
the checksum in the file is not likely to be valid. However, since there are two copies, it is likely
that the earlier copy of the reflector data is valid, and can be used during system initialization.
Any error encounteredwhen trying to savethe Reflector File to the FFS results in a Performance
Monitor alarm (FLASHERR) being set.
When the 9-PAC is initialized, one of the first tasks the BTD performs is to searchfor a
Reflector File on the FFS. If there is none, the BTD setsup an empty Reflector File in memory.
If there is one copy of the Reflector File on the FFS, the BTD attempts to validate its
checksum. If the checksum is valid, the reflector data is loaded into the Reflector File in
memory, and the appropriate PerformanceMonitor counts are set. If the checksum is invalid, a
Performance Monitor alarm (FLASHERR) is set, and the system starts with an empty Reflector
File in memory, as in the previous paragraph.

.

There are actually two separate alarms within the BTD, one for each copy of the
Reflector File. The alarms are or-ed before they are sent to the ASR-9 RMS. If an alarm is set
during system initialization, it will remain set until the corresponding FFS copy of the Reflector
File is successfully saved.
There are three PerformanceMonitor counts (REFLPERM, REFLMAT, REFLIMM) that
indicate the number of PERMANENT, MATURE, and IMMATURE reflectors in the Reflector
File. The system initialization proceduresetsthesecounts appropriately.
10.2.6.2 Reflector Ranking
The rank of a reflector is used as a safety mechanism to limit the number of reflectors
that can support the identification of the false target report. Before copying the Reflector File
from memory onto the FFS (Section 10.2.6.1), the reflectors are ranked based on how many
times they have been observed.
The measurement used to establish rank is the greater of the Reflector Sample count
(npts) and the reflector support use count (useCount). Recall that only reports with discrete
Mode 3/A codescan be used to createReflector Samples,but a reflector can be used for support
for both discrete and non-discrete Mode 3/A codes. Therefore, the sample count and use count
of a reflector are not necessarilythe same.
Two rank attributes are maintained for each reflector, one of use in processing discrete
code reports (Section 10.1.2.1.2), and the other for use in processing non-discrete reports
(Section 10.1.3.1.S). The difference is that while all reflectors get a valid discrete rank, only
PERMANENT and MATURE reflectors get a valid non-discreterank.
10.2.6.3 Reflector Deletion
Reflectors may be deleted from the Reflector File under two conditions. The fast
condition requires that a reflector be deleted if it has not received a matching Reflector Sample
for a long period of time. The period of time is a system constant,depending on the statusof the
reflector, as describedbelow. The secondcondition requires that reflectors be deleted if the total
number of reflectors of the same status exceeds a system constant. The exact conditions are
described in the following paragraphs.
Any MATURE or PERMANENT reflector that has not been updated by a Reflector
Sample in the past 15 days, or any IMMATURE reflector that has not been updated in the past
10 days, is removed from the Reflector Database. Originally, a value of 2 days was used, but
was changed during field testing at the request of the FAA. In order to spread the processing
load, a single reflector entry is checked each scan during north mark processing. If the reflector
meets the appropriate criterion mentioned above, it is deleted.
Before the Reflector File is copied from memory to the FFS (Section 10.2.6.1), certain
reflectors may be flagged for deletion under the following conditions. If the total number of
IMMATURE reflectors exceeds 650, then IMMATURE reflectors must be deleted until 650
remain. Likewise, if the total number of MATURE and PERMANENT reflectors exceeds550,
then MATURE and PERMANENT reflectors must be deleted until 550 remain. The reflectors
to be deleted are the onesthat have gone the longest time without receiving a matching Reflector
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Sample (lastseen)or being used for reflector support (useLast). In order to figure this out, a copy
of the Reflector File is placed in a buffer and sorted by the most recent Reflector Sample or use.
This procedure is performed separatelyfor the two categoriesof reflectors.
Note that the current implementation of the rank-based deletion is as follows. The
Reflector File Save task (Section 10.2.6.1) identifies the reflectors to be deleted, and flags them.
The BTD does the actual deletion, during the once per scanreflector deletion testing mechanism
describedabove,
10.2.6.4 Shrinking Reflector Coverage
Each reflector in the Reflector File has an azimuth coverage window, defining the
azimuth region over which the reflector has influence (Sections 10.2.1). We have already
discussed(Section 10.2.4.2) how the coveragewindow can grow based on the appearanceof a
new matching Reflector Sample. The coveragewindow of a reflector may also shrink based on a
lack of matching Reflector Samplesnear either edge of the azimuth coveragewindow.
The capability to reduce the azimuth coverage extent of a reflector was introduced into
the 9-PAC DRFTA in order to allow the system to adapt to system-wide azimuth shifts caused
by site maintenance. Periodically, the definition of north at a site may change,either as a result
in replacing the azimuth pulse generator equipment, or as a result of changes in the azimuth
calibration.
The azimuth coverage window adapts slowly, at a rate of 11 ACP (approximately one
degree) per 15 days. This is done in order to minimize the chance of drastically reducing the
azimuth coverageof a reflector when temporary traffic pattern changesoccur at an airport.
Each reflector in the Reflector File keeps track of the scan number of the last Reflector
Sample that updated the reflector with an azimuth within 11 ACP of either the left or right edge
of the coveragewindow. We will refer to this as an edge update. If a reflector doesnot receive
an edge update for 15 days on one of its edges,then the coverage window (cwmin or cwmax) =
and corresponding minimum and maximum azimuth extent (acpmin or acpmax) are adjusted by
11 ACP. This is only done for reflectors with an azimuth extent of at least 22 ACP. For
example, if the reflector azimuth coveragewindow is from 2000 to 2100 ACP, and the left edge
does not receive an update for 15 days, the azimuth coveragewindow becomes2011 to 2100. A
similar adjustment to the right edge would further reduce the coveragewindow to be from 2011
to 2089. As with all azimuth measurements,the north mark crossingmust be handled.
This algorithm is implemented in the 9-PAC software as part of the operations that are
performed at the north mark. A single reflector is considered each scan, in order to spread the
processing out over time. The reflection deletion test described above (Section 10.2.6.3) is also
performed in this way.
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11.

DELAY PROCESSING

Delay processing measuresthe delay of beacon target reports from boresight to the time
that they are ready to be output to the Merge process. This task is performed every 16 ACP,
after DRFTA processing (Section 10) and before outputting reports to the Merge (Section 12).
Delay processing attempts to minimize delay by controlling the maximum reply processing
range. Replies with a larger range than the maximum range are discarded by the input reply
parsing logic (Section 6.1.1). The normal maximum range is set at 60 NMI. If delays become
too great, the maximum range is reduced in pre-defined steps. This is called range reduction,
and is discussedin Section 11.1. If the BTD reachesa point of stability, where it can handle the
current reply load without violating the delay requirements, the maximum range is allowed to
increase slowly. This is called range recovery, and is discussedin Section 11.2. An alarm (PM
DELAY) is set by the BTD while the maximum processingrange is lessthan 60 NMI.
It should be mentioned that system capacity test scenariosare designedto be sufficiently
strenuous to ensure that range reduction never occurs under normal circumstances. Range
reduction is most likely causedby abnormal situations, such as radarjamming or malfunction of
the ASR-9 front end.

11.1 RANGE REDUCTION
Delay processing compares each beacon target azimuth centroid to the current antenna
boresight. Two requirements must be met in order to trigger a reduction of the maximum
processingrange.
60

At least 5 reports in the same scanmust lag the current antennaboresight by more
than 166 ACP, or at least 1 report must lag the current antennaboresight by more
than 214 ACP.

Co> The input beaconreply sweep currently being parsedmust lag the current antenna
boresight by more than 48 ACP.

The first requirement (a) addressesthe concern that beaconreports reach the Merge Task
fast enough so that radar reinforcement can occur. As stated in Section 3, the allowable
boresight delay is determined by the 9-PAC Merge window, which is set to a minimum of
176 ACP. Subtracting 10 ACP to allow for communications latency between the BTD and
Merge results in a delay threshold of 166 ACP. The definition of an excessively late target
report (214 ACP) was chosen in order to prevent reports from arriving late at the ARTS system,
which requires reports to arrive within three 128 ACP sectors, or 384 ACP. The 170 ACP
tolerance allows plenty of time for reports to make their way from the ASR-9 to the ARTS
computer.
7 The problem with the target delay test is
Why is the secondrequirement (b) necessary.
that it is sensitive to reply grouping anomalies. Recall from Section 7.4 that it is possible for a
single reply group to contain replies from multiple aircraft, becausethe aircraft are close in range
and azimuth. By the time such a reply group is ready for target formation (Section 8), the replies
from the earliest aircraft in the group could be delayed more than usual. The corresponding
target report may be delayed enough to violate the requirement (a), even though the BTD system
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itself is keeping up with incoming replies. Therefore, it is not enough to have targets that lag the
antenna. In order to trigger range truncation, the BTD must actually be falling sufficiently
behind the incoming replies and delayed targets to be output. The second requirement (b)
determines whether or not the BTD is keeping up with the incoming beaconreply data.
If the requirements for range reduction are met, the maximum processing range is
reduced immediately to a predeterminedvalue, as shown below, and the count of delayed target
reports is cleared.
Table 11-l. Range Reduction Steps
Current Maximum
Processing Range
(NW

Reduced Maximum
Processing Range
(NW

Current Maximum
Processing Range
(NW

51-60

50

10

9

41-50

40

9

8

36-40

35

8

7

31-35

30

7

6

26-30

25

6

5

21-25

20

5

4

19-20

18

4

3

17-18

16

3

2

15-16

14

2

1

13-14

12

1

0

11-12

IO

11.2

Reduced Maximum
Processing Range
W’W

RANGE RECOVERY

If range reduction is currently in effect, the system is allowed to increase the maximum
processingrange by 2 NM per scanif either of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a)

There were no target reports delayed more than 158 ACP behind the antenna
boresight on the most recently completed scan;or

@>

the reply sweep currently being processedlags the current antenna boresight by
less than 40 ACP.

Notice that the target delay requirement for range recovery is more strict than the one for
range reduction (by 8 ACP). This prevents the maximum processing range from oscillating
when range reduction is in effect.
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12.

BTD I MERGE INTERFACES

The interface between the BTD and Merge processesis bi-directional. The BTD sends
completed beacon target reports to the Merge (Section 12.1). Each report contains a status
attribute indicating whether or not the report is suspected of being false target (Section 10,
DRFTA). The Merge processhas two major functions. The first function is to associatebeacon
and primary radar target reports belonging to the same aircraft [9]. The second function is to
decide whether or not to disseminate a suspectedbeacon false target report (Section 12.2).
Under certain circumstances,the Merge returns beacontarget reports to the BTD via a feedback
loop (Section 12.3). The purpose of the feedback loop is to allow the BTD to make corrections
to its initial report status decision when the Merge decides to disseminate a suspected false
beacon target report.
12.1

OUTPUT OF BEACON TARGET REPORTS TO MERGE

Every 16 ACP, the current list of completed beacon target reports is output to the Merge
process so that radar reinforcement of beacon targets and report dissemination can occur. All
completed beacon target reports, even those that were called false by DRFTA, are output to the
Merge, with one exception. Target reports causedby the duplicate replies generatedfor military
identification or emergencytargets are deleted by the BTD (Section 8.10 ).
Beacon target reports are reformatted before they are output to the Merge process. A
detailed description of the format of reports output to the Merge is provided in Appendix D. The
beacon report type is set to 9 for the RTQC test target, and 1 for all other beacon targets. Range
is reported with an LSB of l/64 NMI, and azimuth is reported with an LSB of l/16 ACP. For all
non-RTQC target reports, the range and azimuth are modified by adding site adjustable biases
(VSPs RNGBIAS and AZMBIAS, respectively). If the range offset VSP is enabled (VSP
RNGOENA), a 0.5 NM1 offset is added to the range. This feature may be used during field
testing in order to prevent radar/beaconreinforcement from occurring.
Various validity fields and other counts and flags are packed into a validity flag word.
The Mode 3/A code validity is packed into the Mode 3/A code word. The ARTS 3A Quality
word is set to the beacon reply hit count, limited at 7. The BTD track to which the report
associatedis also included. This data is not neededby the Merge itself, but is required in order
for the report feedback loop to work (Section 12.3).
The reply allocation algorithm used during target formation (Section 8.4) is stored in the
beacon target report so that it can be output by the data extraction task. Other fields are included
for this samereason,such as the target report identification tag.
A performance monitoring count is maintained of the number of beacon target reports
output each scan to the Merge process(PMOUT). If the number of targets to be output exceeds
50 over a 16 ACP interval, the extra target reports are deleted, and a performance alarm
(PMATFOVFL) is set that is displayed on the ASR-9 RMS terminal.
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12.2

REPORT DISSEMINATION

The dissemination of beacon target reports from the 9-PAC is performed in the
Radar/Beacon Target Merge process after the association of beacon and primary radar reports
has occurred. The details of the dissemination algorithm are included in this paper becausethe
removal of false beacon reports is one of the major goals of the 9-PAC BTD. The rules for
dissemination dependon the following factors:
(a>

the merge result (i.e., beacon-only or radar/beacon)

U-9

the beaconreport status(i.e., REAL, UNSURE, FALSE/Unsupported, FALSE)

(4

the Mode 3/A code (i.e., discrete or non-discrete)

09

the quality and confidence of the primary radar report for radar/beaconreports

69

whether or not a radar/beacon report is located in an area with a history of
,primary radar reflections

The dissemination rules based on these factors are presented in the next two sections.
The first section describes the rules for dissemination of beacon-only reports, and the second
section describes the rules for dissemination of radar/beaconreports. Radar-only reports that
have reached the Merge process are always disseminated, since the radar correlation and
interpolation (C&I) algorithms filter out false targetsprior to the Merge process. A third section
describes the dynamic map that is used by the Merge to determine where primary radar
reflections are likely to occur (e).
12.2.1 Dissemination of Beacon-Only Reports
For a beacon target report that is not reinforced by a primary radar report, the rules for
dissemination depend only on the beacon report status. A beacon target report is always
disseminatedunless its beaconreport statusis FALSE.
12.2.2 Dissemination of Radar/Beacon Reports
The dissemination rules for radar/beacon merged target reports are more complicated
than for beacon-only reports. The existence of a radar report at the same position as a beacon
report may be viewed as increasing the likelihood that an aircraft is actually located at that
position. Primary radar reflections are not nearly as common as beacon reflections becausethe
radar signal suffers greater loss in strength without the presenceof a transponder,although they
can occur with sufficiently strong reflectors that are close to the radar. Therefore, the
dissemination algorithm must determine which radar/beaconreports should be considered to be
false.
The percentageof beacon reflections for which there is also a radar reflection is very site
dependent. For example, data analysis during field testing of 9-PAC at LAX showed that
approximately 20 percent of all beacon reflections coincided with radar reflections. However, at
other sites, radar reflections almost never occur.
A radar/beaconreport is disseminatedunlessthe following conditions are met:
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The beaconreport statusis FALSE, and

Co)

any of the following:

W)

radar quality is less than a Merge VSP (MINQUAL), or

(b2)

the radar confidence is lessthan a Merge VSP (MINCONF), or

(b3)

the report position is within an active Radar/BeaconMerge False Target Map cell
(Section 12.2.3below).

The first rule (a) ensuresthat only beaconreports strongly suspectedof being false can be
deleted. The secondrule (b) looks for a compelling reason to be suspicious of the radar report.
The two radar “goodness”measurementsare quality and confidence. Radar quality is a measure
of how much radar primitive data was observed for the radar target report. A report resulting
from a single primitive return is much less likely to be from an aircraft than a report with
multiple primitive- returns. This concept is somewhat similar to the beacon reply hit count
contained in beacon target reports. Radar confidence is a measure of how likely it is that the
report came from an aircraft, as determined by the radar correlation and interpolation (C&I)
process. Radar reports that are thought to be road traffic or ground clutter false targets are given
a low radar confidence value. The fmal indicator of a suspiciousradar report is that the report is
located in an areawhere radar reflections are known to occur. Such areasare determined by the
Merge process using a dynamically generated map that counts the number of radar/beacon
reports with,a FALSE status. This map is discussedin the next paragraph.
12.2.3 Radar/Beacon Merge False Target Map
Primary radar signals can be reflected by the sameobjects that causebeacon reflections,
although primary radar reflections are less likely to be received by the radar due to the increased
loss in signal strength experienced by primary radar signals. Usually, a reflector capable of
producing radar reflection false reports also creates a beacon false target at approximately the
same location. Without a capability to eliminate these radar/beacon false target reports, the
performance of 9:PAC would be degraded significantly at some ASR-9 sites. To solve this
problem, the 9-PAC Merge process maintains a dynamically updated map that identifies
locations where primary radar reports reinforce beaconreports with a FALSE status.
The Radar/BeaconMerge False Target Map takes account of each radar/beaconFALSE
report occurrence. This two-dimensional polar map has 30720 cells. The size of each cell is: 1
NM1 in range by 8 ACP in azimuth. The range cell size yields 60 range bands. The azimuth cell
size, which coincides approximately with the size of a coherent processing interval (CPI), yields
5 12 azimuth wedges. Each cell maintains two counts, one each for the number of radar/beacon
FALSE reports with discrete and non-discrete Mode 3/A codes. So, in essence,there are two
separatemaps.
A radar/beaconFALSE report can only be deleted if it is located in an “active” cell in the
map. Activation of a map cell is done separately for discrete and non-discrete code reports. A
map cell becomes active when the appropriate count reaches 3. This value was chosen
empirically. A fairly aggressive map seemed warranted because of the stringent conditions
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necessary for the BTD to give a report a FALSE status (Section 10.1, DRFTA Report
Processing).
Data analysis during field testing of 9-PAC has shown that it is unlikely that 9-PAC
would delete real reports from the same aircraft on multiple scans. However, this is possible,
especially for the numerous general aviation aircraft with non-discrete Mode 3/A codes and
flying at similar altitudes. Therefore, in order to avoid activating a cell due to the erroneous
deletion of reports from the same aircraft on multiple scans,the radar/beacon FALSE reports
from a particular aircraft can only be counted once in the map. This is accomplished by only
allowing the counts in eachcell to be incrementedonce every three scans.
Two copies of the map are maintained. The older copy is the one that is applied in the
dissemination test (Section 12.2.2). The newer copy is the one that is updated as new
radar/beaconFALSE reports are created. Every 20 days, the newer map becomesthe older map,
and the now out-dated map is cleared and becomesthe newer map. This assuresthat the Merge
is using reasonably current data for making the dissemination decision.
The map is copied to the Flash Card File System (FFS) every six hours, using the same
technique that is used for saving the BTD Reflector File to the FFS (Section 10.2.6-l). The latest
available copy of the map, if any, is loaded into dynamic memory at system startup. An alarru
(FLASHERR) is set if errors are encounteredin the loading or saving of the map, as was the case
for the Reflector File.
12.3

REPORT FEEDBACK FROM MERGE TO BTD

The BTD DRFTA processing(Section 10.1) can occasionally call a “real” report “false.”
For a report with a discrete Mode 3/A code, this can happen when two aircraft within the
coverage area of the radar have the same supposedlyunique code and nearly the same altitude.
Mistaken report deletions are more likely for a report with a non-discrete Mode 3/A code,
because:

(1)

non-discreteMode 3/A codeslack a unique identifier;

(2)

aircraft with non-discreteMode 3/A codestend to fly in a narrow altitude band;

(3)

as many as 50 percent of the air traffic may have the samenon-discreteMode 3/A
code (i.e., 1200 octal) at some airports in good weather conditions; and

(4)

there are many reflecting surfacesnear busy airports, increasing the likelihood of
satisfying the reflection geometry (Section 10.1.3.1.3,Figure 1O-5).

Primary radar reports provide an essential safety mechanism in avoiding the erroneous
deletion of beacon target reports. The existence of a radar report at the same position as a
beacon report increasesthe likelihood that there is an aircraft at that position. It is also possible
for the radar reflections to occur, and an approachto dealing with this possibility is discussedin
Section 12.2.
The report status determined by DRFTA is done prior to knowledge about the radar
reinforcement of beaconreports. This report statusis also usedby BTD to assign a statusto each
track in the Track File that identifies real and false tracks. This track status is then used in
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subsequentscansby DRFTA in determining the eligibility of reports as false target candidates.
Therefore, a mechanism for correcting mistakes made by DRFTA is required. A report feedback
loop from the Merge processto the BTD processis provided for this purpose.
When the BTD completes processing of its latest reply inputs (Sections 6 and 7), it
checks for a feedback messagefrom the Merge. A feedback messagearrives every 16 ACP,
even if there are no reports in the message. Each feedback report identifies a particular track in
the Track File. Recall from Section 9.1 that the BTD Internal Tracking algorithm separates
Track Association from Track Correlation, so that reports can be given an immediate association
to a track for use in false target processing (DRFTA, Section 10.1). Occasionally, the
association of a report may have changed by the time the report has gone through the Merge
process and has been fed back to the BTD. If this occurs, the Track File is searchedand the
current track associatedwith the report is found. The status of the original report entry in the
associatedtrack is set to REAL, and a weighting is assignedto the report for use by the Track
Update algorithm in determining the status of the associatingtrack. The Track Update algorithm
is discussed in Section 9.3. The remainder of this section describes the situations in which
feedback occurs, as well as the weighting given to a feedbackreport, depending on the situation.
Reports that are fed back to the BTD are assigneda weighting. This weighting allows the
BTD Internal Tracker to control how many feedbackreports it takes to causea track to transition
to a MATURE REAL status. Recall from Section 10 that reports that are associated to a
MATURE REAL track are rarely allowed to be consideredas a potential false target. Thus, the
weighting assigned to a report depends on the likelihood that the report represents the actual
position of-an aircraft, and not a false target. A delicate balance must be reached between
causing false tracks to become real and allowing real tracks to remain non-real. A report with a
weighting of 1.0 is treated by the Track Update function as a single report with a REAL report
status. A weighting greater,than 1.0 effectively accelerates the maturity of a track, thereby
improving probability of detection. This is used for non-discrete radar/beacon reports with a
REAL report status. A weighting less than 1.0 allows the maturity of the associatedtrack to
proceed more slowly, thereby improving the elimination of false beacon target reports. This is
used for non-discreteradar/beaconreports with a FALSE report status. The details are presented
below.
The following factors determine whether or not a report is fed back to the BTD and the
correspondingweighting given to the report:
0

The DRFTA beacon report status(Section 10.1)

l

The Mode 3/A code (i.e., discrete or non-discrete)

0

The number of beacon reply hits (Section 8.10.1)

l

Whether or not the report position is within an active cell in the
Radar/BeaconMerge False Target Map (Section 12.2.3).

Recall that only radar/beacon reports are fed back to the BTD. The rules governing
feedback are:
(4

A report with a REAL or UNSURE report status, a non-discrete Mode 3/A code,
and a range and azimuth that is not within an active map cell is fed back. The
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.

weighting of the report is 2.0, which meansthat the report will have the weighting
of two real reports during BTD Track Update. This caseacceleratesthe transition
of radar reinforced non-discrete tracks to a MATURE REAL status, which
prevents subsequent reports associated to the track from being considered as
potential false targets. This case recognizes the factors mentioned above that
increasethe likelihood of mistakenly calling a non-discretereport FALSE.

@I

A report with a FALSE/Unsupported statusis always fed back. The weighting for
the report is 1.0, which means that the report will have the weighting of one real
report during BTD Track Update.

(4

A report with a FALSE status and a discrete Mode 3/A code is fed back if its
position is not within an active map cell. The weighting of the report is 1.0,
which means that the report will have the weighting of one real report during
BTD Track Update.
A report with a FALSE status and a non-discrete Mode 3/A code is fed back
under the following circumstances:

(W

A report that is not located within an active map cell is fed back with a weighting
of 2.0, which means that the report will have the weighting of two real reports
during BTD Track Update. As with rule (a), this case recognizes the factors
mentioned above that increasethe likelihood of mistakenly calling a non-discrete
report FALSE.

@2) A report that is located within an active map cell is fed back if its beacon reply

hits value > 12, even though the dissemination rules (Section 12.2.2, rule b3)
allow the report to be deleted. The weighting of the report dependson the number
of beacon reply hits. A greaternumber of reply hits results in a higher weighting,
since real aircraft reports tend to have more hits than reflected reports due to the
loss in signal strength as a result of the extra distance traveled to the reflector.
The weighting for such a report is:
0.6 if the beaconreply hits > 19, or
0.4 if the beaconreply hits is between 13 and 19, inclusive.

.
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13.

FIELD PERFORMANCE

This section presentstypical beacon false target rate performance for an ASR-9 with and
without 9-PAC Phase 1, The data were collected at a variety of sites at which 9-PAC Phase 1
has been run, using a data recording capability developed at Lincoln Laboratory for the 9-PAC
project. Since an ASR-9 without 9-PAC has no built-in capability for removing false beacon
targets, it is assumed that all false targets removed by 9-PAC would be output by an ASR-9
without 9-PAC. For each data set examined, the following measurementsare shown:
l

the total number of scansexamined

l

the total number of false target reports output (and per scan)

l

the total number of false target reports deleted (and per scan)

l

the number of false target reports output by 9-PAC by category, as
follows:
l

uplink reflection

l

downlink reflection

l

ring-around

l

range split

l

azimuth split

l

other

The analysis was performed using a Beacon False Target Analysis (BFTA) tool
developed at Lincoln Laboratory. The FAA has been using a similar software package for
several years. Pairs of target reports with the samediscrete Mode 3/A code on the samescan are
categorized based on the range and azimuth differences between the reports. The longer-range
report is assumed to be the false target. Reports with non-discrete Mode 3/A codes are not
examined in this study, because of the difficulty involved in determining truth There may be
several reports with the sameMode 3/A code and Mode C altitude on a given scan.
The results are shown in Table 13-1.
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Table 13-1. 9-PAC BTD FALSE TARGET PERFORMANCE
SITE

LAX North

Newark (EWR)

Oakland (OAK)

Date
Time (Local)

1l/30/95
1535 - 1707

1o/2/97
1705 - 1907

1Of25197
1121 -2115

# Scans

1198

1666

7729

ASR-9 False
Reports
9-PAC False

4629
3.86 I scan
232

7524
4.52 I scan
403

15141
1.96 / scan
1077

Reports

0.19 I scan

0.24 / scan

0.14 I scan

9-PAC Uplink
Reflections

159

341

714

0.13 / scan

0.20 / scan

0.09 I scan

9-PAC Downlink
Reflections

20
0.02 I scan

8
0.00 / scan

76
0.01 I scan

9-PAC RingAround

8

9

94

0.01 I scan

0.01 / scan

0.01 / scan

9-PAC Range
Splits

10
0.00 / scan

2
0.00 / scan

8
0.00 / scan

9-PAC Azimuth
Splits

2
0.00 / scan

3
0.00 / scan

17
0.00 / scan

9-PAC Others

33
0.03 / scan

40
0.02 I scan

168
0.02 / scan

The BTD algorithms described in this paper, as implemented in the 9-PAC Phase 1
software, have demonstrated performance that far exceeds the system requirements for false
target output (Section 3).

.
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14.

CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK

14.1 CURRENT STATUS
The algorithms described in this paper have been implemented in the 9-PAC Phase 1
software. During the fust half of 1996, Lincoln Laboratory worked with the FAA to install and
test Phase 1 at six level 5 ASR-9 facilities. The software was run on prototype hardware built at
Lincoln Laboratory until fall 1998. At that time, Northrop Grumman completed a production run
of 400 boards, enough to equip all 134 ASR-9 sites with 9-PAC. An additional six sites were
equipped with Phase 1 between October 1998 and March 1999, bringing the total number of
Phase 1 sites to 12. Nation-wide deployment was expected to begin starting in April 1999. A
list of the first 12 sites along with the approximate starting date of operational use follows:
.

l

Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW West)

February 1996

l

Los Angeles (LAX North)

March 1996

l

Oakland (OAK)

March 1996

l

Dallas/Forth Worth (DFW East)

May 1996

l

Honolulu (HNL)

June 1996

l

Los Angeles (LAX South)

July 1996

l

Raleigh Durham (RDU)

October 1998

l

Salt Lake City (SLC)

October 1998

l

Seattle(SEA)

October 1998

l

Chicago O’Hare (ORD)

January 1999

l

Austin, Texas (AUS)

March 1999

l

Albuquerque (ABQ)

March 1999

The latest revision of the 9-PAC BTD algorithms implemented in Phase 1 software
version 1.7 was delivered to the FAA in March 1998. The FAA Technical Center at Atlantic
City Airport, New Jersey)is now responsiblefor the Phase1 software.
14.2

FUTURE WORK

The performance of the BTD algorithms described in this paper far exceeds the false
target report requirements of the ASR-9. However, as with any system, there is room for
improvement in a number of areas. This section briefly suggests some possible future
enhancements.
14.2.1 Improvements to DRFTA Report Processing
(a)

Reports with completely garbled (0000) Mode 3/A codes are not currently being
deleted by the DRFTA non-discrete report processing subsystem. Many such
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false target reports were observedat LAX during field testing. The non-discrete
reflection logic could be modified so that it would allow completely garbled
reports with a sufficiently short run length to be called false if they satisfy Mode
3/A code and Mode C altitude agreementwith respect to ReferenceTracks with
1200 octal Mode 3/A codes. Of course, the report would also have to satisfy the
reflection geometry with respectto the ReferenceTrack. (Section 10.1.3)

Co> Reportswith non-discreteMode 3/A codesand low altitude validities (e.g., 0 or 1)
that are not associatedto an UNSURE track are not currently being deleted by the
DRFTA non-discrete report processingsubsystem. As with the previous item (a),
such false reports could be identified by modifying the altitude agreementtest for
reports with a sufficiently small run length. (Section 10.1.3)

(4

Potential false reports with non-discrete Mode 3/A codes and brackets-only
altitudes are not currently identified as false by DRFTA, per FAA request. The
original 9-PAC BTD design allowed such false targetsto be identified.

(4

DRFTA should reduce the amount of time that an inactive IMMATURE reflector
remains in the Reflector File from 10 days to one or two days. This would reduce
the total number of reflectors at busy airport sites significantly, with a negligible
impact on the false target identification performance. (Section 10.2.6)

(e)

DRFTA should not allow IMMATURE reflectors to provide reflector support for
false target reports with discrete Mode 3/A codes. This would further reduce the
possibility of mistakenly calling a real aircraft report FALSE when multiple
aircraft have the same supposedly unique discrete Mode 3/A code. This would
simplify the DRFTA discrete report processing algorithms, and would have a
minimal impact on the false target identification performance. (Section 10.1.2)

03

DRFTA should allow multiple Reflector Samples per scan for a single discrete
Mode 3/A code. Data recorded in PHL and ORD has shown that multiple
reflections can appear for the same aircraft on a single scan. The current 9-PAC
BTD design only allows a single Reflector Sampleto be computed eachscanfor a
given discrete Mode 3/A code. (Section 10.2.2)

14.2.2 Improvements to the BTD Internal Tracking Algorithm
(a>

The BTD Track Update delay should be reduced from the present half scan after
report azimuth to at most 60 degrees after the report azimuth. This is very
important, becausemost reflected false reports appear about 90 degreesafter the
real report. Thus, when a suspectedfalse report is being tested,the corresponding
real track prediction has not been updated with its most recent report. This can
causesignificant computational inaccuracies,especially for maneuvering aircraft.
A simple improvement everywhere (except close to the sensor)may provide both
fewer false alarms and improved probability of detecting real aircraft. (Section 9)

(b)

Non-discrete Track Association rules currently allow a report to associateto a
track to the sameMode 3/A code regardlessof altitude. This can result in a report
associating to the wrong track, especially when the track is coasting and therefore
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.

.

has a large association box. Consideration should be given to adding an altitude
agreementrequirement. (Section 9.2.3)
w

A back-tracking capability should be added to the tracker that would correct
mistakes made on the previous scan, The 9-PAC Tracker that is part of the Phase
2 system has such an algorithm. Essentially, the tracker would maintain alternate
track associationboxes when necessary. (Section 9)

14.2.3 Improvements to Reply Grouping and Target Formation

(4

An algorithm should be implemented that solves the Mode swap problem that has
been observedat Oakland (OAK). Analysis of recorded data from Oakland has
revealed an area north of the sensorwhere reflected false beacon reports are not
being deleted by DRFTA. Most of the reports have unknown Mode 3/A and
Mode C codes due to reply garbling. These false reports are causedby a mode
swap, in which a reflected Mode C interrogation pulse and a direct side lobe
suppressionpulse arrive at the aircraft transponderwith a spacing appropriate for
a Mode 3/A interrogation. Thus, the transponder replies with the Mode 3/A
identity code. This results in Mode 3/A and C replies declared about 1 nmi apart
in range, with the same code values. The problem observedat OAK is particular
difficult for DRFTA because both the Mode 3/A and C replies are garbled,
resulting in two false targets with unknown identity and altitude. The solution is
to recognize the condition either during Reply Grouping (Section 7) or Target
Formation (Section 8) and delete both false reports. Identifying the replies during
the Reply Grouping stage could use up too much processing time, so the best
approach might be to delay the output of reports slightly if they have unknown
Mode 3/A or Mode C codes (i.e., code 0000 and validity 0). The appropriate
range, azimuth run length, and reply code matching tests could be applied in order
to identify the mode swap phenomenon.
An algorithm should be developed for detecting and deleting phantom targets not
eliminated by the ASR-9 BRP hardware. Phantoms occur when the ASR-9
Beacon Reply Processor declares a beacon reply between two actual aircraft
replies (Section 2.2.3). The phantom reply has a range between the two aircraft
replies. A phantom target can be identified by its reply code values, its range, and
its starting and ending reply azimuths when comparedwith the two nearby aircraft
reports. (Sections7 and 8)
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APPENDIX A. BTD DETAILED ALGORITHM FLOWCHARTS
The following is a set of flowcharts that accompany the 9-PAC BTD algorithm
descriptions presentedin this document. It should be noted that some flowcharts contain boxes
that point to other flowcharts.
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Figure A-l. BTD main processing loop.
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Figure A-2. Processing beaconreplies.
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Figure A-3. ProcessSweepRoutine.
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Figure A-4. Process Open Groups Routine.
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Figure A-6. Form Target Report Routine.
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Figure A-l 5. Discrete reflection code change case.
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DISCRETE REPORT

Label Report
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No
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c

Yes

Label Report
UNSURE

Discrete Reflection
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(Figure A-18)

Discrete Reflection
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(Figure A-17)
t
FALSE/Supported or
FALSE/Unsupported

REAL

Y
Label Report
FALSE

UNSURE
v
Remember
UNSURE

Figure A-l 6. Discrete reflection algorithm.
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c

Time-Align Real-Track
Prediction to Suspected
False Report
/

Real-Track

\ (Figur; A-20) /

Label Report
FALSE/Unsupported

Label Report
FALSE/Supported

Figure A-l 7. Discrete reflection normal case.
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DISCRETE REPORT

y

Label
Report
REAL

Param, OR Both

,

support ?
(Figure A-23)

Label Report
FALSE/Supported

,rl

J-

Label Report
FALSE/Unsupported

Figure A-18. Discrete reflection track startup case.
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I Find
Real-Track with
Same Code as
Report

I
Fail Ring-Around
Requirement
t+

Time-Align Mature
Real-Track to
Candidate Report

Prediction Within

Satisfied Ring-Around
Requirement

Figure A-l 9. Discrete ring-around algorithm.
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DISCRETE REPORT
at Shorter Range Than
Real-Track

1

I

y

Real-Track
Stays REAL

\

Mature Reflector

Real-Track
May be FALSE

Figure A-20. ReJection testfor discrete track at longer range than report.
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Report Alt
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Figure A-21. Discrete rejlection altitude test.
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DISCRETE REPORT
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I

l Support Failed
Figure A-22. Discrete reJector or reply hits support test.
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Compute Reflector
(given False Report
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Reflector File ?
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Figure A-23. Discrete reflector support test.
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NON-DISCRETE REPORT
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v
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Figure A-24. DRFTA non-discretereport processing.
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Figure A-25. Non-discrete reflection code change candidate test.
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NON-DISCRETE REPORT

Reference Track
Yes

Previous Scan
Alternate Code ?
f

Non-Discrete
Reflection
Algorithm
(Figure A-27)

No
I

Already Used
Non-Discrete
Algorithm in Code
Change for 2
Consecutive
Scans ?
Yes
+

Label Report
Result of
Reflection
Algorithm
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REAL
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Yes
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UNSURE

Figure A-26. Yen-discrete reflection code change case.
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Figure A-2 7. Non-discrete reflection algorithm.
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NON-DISCRETE REPORT
and Possible Real Reference Track

Track is NOT a valid
Real Reference Track
Candidate

-

Most 1 Coast ?

Yes

Same ?
Yes
V

Track Has No
Alternate Code ?
Yes
Track is a Valid
Real Refereqce Track <
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Figure A-28. Non-discrete reflection referencetrack test.
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DISCRETE REPORT
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Compute
Reflector Sample
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Valid Reflector
Sample
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Figure A-29. Updating dynamic reflector database.
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Reflector Sample
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Figure A-30. Reflector sample report sequencetest.
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Figure A-3 I. Radar/Beacon target merge report dissemination algorithm.
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Figure A-32. Merge dissemination algorithm for REAL reports.
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Figure A-33. Merge report dissemination algorithm for FALSE/Supportedreports.
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Radar/Beacon Report Labeled False
Without Reflector Support by BTD
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I
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Figure A-34. Merge report dissemination algorithm for FALSE/Unsupportedreports.
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APPENDIX B. VARIABLE SITE PARAME TERS (VSP)
The BTD can be configured via a set of Variable Site Parameters (VSPs) that is
downloaded to 9-PAC from the ASR-9 RMS at system startup (Section 5.1). VSPs can also be
downloaded during normal system operation, although, in practice, this is only done during
system maintenance and field testing efforts. The ASR-9 does not allow the VSP messageto be
downloaded while a channel is on-line.
The following is a description of the VSP data for the 9-PAC BTD. For each VSP, the
valid range of values and the default value are shown. There are a total of 44 words in the BTD
VSP message.
Name
DETCNTS

MAXTGTRUN
REFERROR

REFERRRG
REFERMz
REFNOMR

REFNOMA
BAZBIAS

BRNGBIA

Description
(Section 8.5) Minimum number of replies neededto detect a target. There are 7 values,
one for each possible combination of reply modes contained by the target. The following
table defines eachof the 7 words, including the default values:

Mode 3/A-only
Mode C-only
Modes 3/A, C
Mode 2-only
Modes 3/A, 2
Modes 2, C

4
6
5
4
4
4

Modes3fA,2,C

5

(Section 8) Maximum expected nm length assumedfor any beacon target (ACP). The
value is a number from 0 through 111. The default value is 66.
(Section 10.2) Reflector merging orientation (direction it faces) error. This parameter
(along with REFERRRG and REFER&U) will be used when deciding whether to add
another reflector to the database. These parameters will be used to prevent multiple
databaseentries due to small errors in reflector calculations. The value may range from 0
through 66 ACP. The default value is 33.
(Section 10.2) Reflector merging range error, expressedin LSB l/64 nmi. The value may
range from 0 through 32. The default is 16.
(Section 10.2) Reflector merging azimuth error, expressedin ACP. The value may range
from 0 through 66. The default is 33.
(Section 10.1.3) Nominal reflector-based false target range box, expressedin LSB l/64
mni. This parameter, and REFNOMA, will be used by BTD to decide if a non-discrete
target could have been generatedby a reflector in the dynamic Reflector File. The value
may range from 0 through 64. The default is 16.
(Section 10.1.3) Nominal reflector-basedfalse target azimuth box. The value may range
from 0 through 66 ACP. The default is 33.
(Section 12) The Beacon Azimuth Bias is added to all beacon target reports except the
RTQWC target before they are output to the Merge process. This is sent from RMS in the
form of a left-justified 12-bit azimuth. The ASP will right-justify this parameter before
sending it to the 9-PAC board. The value may range from 0 through 4095 ACP. The
default value is 0.
(Section 12) The Beacon Range Bias is added to all beacon target reports except the
RTQC target before they are output to the Merge process. This is sent from RMS as an
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RNGGENA

RTQCRNG

RTQCAZ

VSPV

RMATURE

FMATURE

DRPCNT

DRPCNTI
NONDCNT

NONDLIS

unsigned integer with LSB l/64 nmi. The ASP will send it on as is. The value may range
from 0 through 3840. The default value is 0.
(Section 12) Range Offset Enable. RMS sendsall ones to add a half nmi to the target’s
final range centroid. All zeroesmeansleave it alone. The ASP will transform these values
to 1 to add 0.5 mni, 0 to disable. The default is 0.
(Section 12) RTQC Range. This is the range of the RTQC test target generatedevery scan
by the ASR-9 SRPhardware. This is sent from TMS as an unsigned integer with LSB l/64
mni. The ASP will sendit on unchanged. Value is any valid range.
(Section 8.9.6) TTQC Azimuth. This is the azimuth of the RTQC test target generated
every scan by the ASR-9 BRP hardware. This is sent from RMS in the form of a leftjustified 12-bit azimuth. The ASP will right-justify this value before sending it to the 9PAC. Any valid azimuth (ACP) canbe used.
(Sections 8.4 and 8.9) Validation Threshold. This is usedto validate X-bits and SPI-flags.
It is also used to validate codes,but only when BTD Track File information could not be
used in the BTD Target Formation algorithm (Section 8). The value may range from 1
through 6. The default is 2.
(Sections 9 and 10) Number of real report correlation points neededfor a track in the BTD
Track File to achieve a MATURE REAL status. Most reports correlating to a real track
can never be declared to be a false target. The value may range from 0 through 5. The
default is 3.
(Sections 9 and 10) Number of false report correlation points needed for a track in the
BTD Track File to achievea FALSE status(Sections9 and 10). The value may range from
0 through 5. The default is 2.
(Section 9) Consecutive coasts needed to drop a non-initiating (2 or more report
correlations) track in the BTD Track File. The value may range from 3 through 10. The
default is 5.
(Section 9) Consecutive coasts neededto drop an immature (newly created) track in the
BTD Track File. The value may rangefrom 1 through 5. The default is 2.
(Section 10) Number of entries in non-discreteMode 3/A code list (NONDLIS). Note that
by default, any code value ending with the octal digits 00 (e.g., 1200,550O) is considered
non-discrete, but all other codes are considered discrete. The value may range from 0
through 20. The default value is 0.
(Section 10) List of discreteMode 3/A beaconcode values to actually treat as non discrete
(for example 1201 octal is given out to multiple helicopters at LAX). Any valid discrete
Mode 3/A code value is permitted The default values will be all zeroes(i.e., an empty list
basedon NONDCNT aboveset to 0).

APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCE MONITOR (PM)
The following is a list and description of the performance counts and alarms set by the
BTD algorithms. These are sent to the ASR-9 once every scan and are displayed on the RMS
terminal. There are a total of 30 BTD performancecounts, and 6 performance alarms.
The performance counts are as follows:
Name
TTGCNT
PMCMPCT
PMOUT
PMRPYCT
FRTCNT

PMMOD3V
PM3XVC
PMMODCV
PMMOD2V
PM2XVC
PMSPIVC
PMGRPCT
PMMULCT
WEAKCNT
PERFECT
PERFIBL
TRKMAT
TRKMATZ
PARSE
PARSE2
WPULCNT
MULTTRK
FALSECT
RFLPERh4
RFLMAT
RFLACT
TRKCNT
CSTCNT

Description
Number of test target (reply) detections. (Section 6)
Total numberof targetsdeclared. (Section 8)
Total number of targetsoutput to MERGE. (Section 12)
Total number of replies received. (Section 6)
Number of Fruit replies deleted. In 9-PAC BTD, this count is approximated
by calling any replies that were not part of a reply group fruit. Actually, a
small numberof fruit repliesjoin reply groups,but theseare not countedhere.
Count of target reports with validated (i.e., validity 3) Mode 3/A codes.
(Sections8.4,8.7)
Count of target reportswith validatedMode 3/A X-bits. (Section 8.9.5)
Count of target reports with validated (i.e., validity 3) Mode C codes.
(Sections8.4, 8.8)
Count of target reportswith validated Mode 2 codes. (Section 8.4.8)
Count of target reportswith validated Mode 2 X-bits. (Section 8.9.5)
Count of target reportswith validated SPI flags. (Section 8.9.4)
Total numberof reply groupsstarted. (Section7)
Number of reply groups declaringmultiple targets(close in range). (Section 8)
Number of reply groupsrejectedastoo weak to makea target. (Section 8.5)
Number of reply groupshandledby Perfectalgorithm. (Section 8.4.1)
Number of reply groupshandledby Perfectiblealgorithm. (Section 8.4.3)
Number of reply groups handled by Single-Track Track Match algorithm.
(Section 8.46)
Number of reply groups handled by Two-Track Track Match algorithm.
(Section 8.4.5)
Number of reply groups handled by Parse algorithm declaring one target
report. (Section 8.4.7)
Number of reply groups handled by Parse algorithm declaring two or more
target reports. (Section 8.4.7)
Number of wide-pulsetranspondertarget reports. (Section 8.4.4)
Number of reply groupswith multiple BTD tracks nearby. (Section 8.2)
Number of beaconreflection false targetsdeclared. (Section 10.1)
Total numberof permanentreflectorsin the Reflector File. (Section 10.2)
Total numberof maturereflectorsin the Reflector File. (Section 10.2)
Total numberof immaturereflectorsin the Reflector File. (Section 10.2)
Total number of track in the BTD Track File. (Section 9)
Number of coastingtracks in the BTD Track File. (Section 9)
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The BTD PerformanceAlarms are as follows:
PRTOVFL

ATFOVFL

VARALMl
DELAY

BTDTRKOVFL

FLASHERR

BTD PRT Overload Alarm. This alarm is set during input parsing if more than
42 replies are received for a given interrogation sweep, indicating a probably
jamming situation. (Section 6.1.1)
BTD Report Overload Alarm. This alarm is set if the number of beacontarget
reports completed by the BTD within a 16 ACP azimuth window exceeds a
maximum systemconstant. (Section 12)
BTD Range/Azimuth Variance Alarm. This alarm is set if the input beacon
reply datais out of sequencein rangeor azimuth. (Section 6.1.1)
BTD Delay Alarm. This alarm indicates that the BTD is operating with a
reduced maximum processing range because it is not keeping up with the
incoming dataload. (Section 11)
BTD Internal Track File Overflow Alarm. This alarm is set if the BTD
attemptsto exceedthe maximum allowable number of tracks in the Track File
(2048). (Section9)
Flash Card Error Alarm. This alarm is set if an error occurs during the loading
or updating of the Reflector File on the Flash Card File System (FFS).
(Section 10.2.6.1)
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APPENDIX D. DATA STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS

Interrogation MessageFormat
3-bit
Mode

0

12-bit Azimuth (ACP)

I
1111111111111111
I
Reply MessageFormat

III
1 --

CGSG

x spl

14-bit Range (Clocks)
12-bit Code
A4 A2 Al B4 B2 Bl C4 C2 Cl D4 D2 Dl

CG = Code Garble Flag
SG = SPI Garble Flag
X = X Code Bit
SPI = SPI Code Bit
-- = Unused Bit
Figure D-I.

Beacon interrogation and reply dataformat.
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Table D-l. BeaconTarget Report Data Format
Attribute

Description
1=Beacon, 9=Beacon RTQC

Me
range

1 LSB = 1/64th NMI

azimuth

LSB = 1/16th ACP

run-length

LSB = 1/16th ACP

code

Mode 3/A Code (bits O-l 1) and Validity (bits 14-15)

mode2

Mode 2 Code (bits O-11) and Validity (bits 14-15)

altitude

Mode C Altitude

vflags

Validity flags

arts-3a-qua1

Beacon reply hit count (maximum = 7)
1 0 = REAL or UNSURE report status
report status
I121 == FALSE
FALSE/Unsupported report status

reference-trk
wide-pulse
algorithm
assoc-trk-id

1

Reference Track ID for false reports.
Wide-pulse transponder indicator.
Beacon target centroid algorithm ID.
Track ID associated with report (if any).

assoc-trk-range

Associated track range LSB = 1/64th NMI

assoc-trk-azim

1 Associated track azimuth LSB = 1/16th ACP

assoc.JrlCcode
assoc-trk-alt
trk-for-alt
reportID

Associated track Mode 3/A code
Associated track Mode C altitude (FL)
I Track ID used for determininMode 3/A Code
Report ID used to support data analysis.
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I

Table D-2. Reflector File Format on Flash Card

I

Attribute

spare1

Unused.

spare2

Unused.

refl-num
status

I

I Descriution

Reflector ID used for data analysis.
l=immature, 2=mature, 3=permanent

npts

Count of reflector
reflector.

ncraft

Count of discrete Mode 3/A codes - need 2 for mature
reflector.

code

Mode 3/A code of last reflector sample.

samples that have updated this

lastseen

Scan # of latest reflector sample.

firstseen

Scan # of first reflector sample.
I Azimuth (ACP) of left-most reflector sample.

maxacp
avgor
ww
avgacp

Azimuth (ACP) of right-most reflector sample.
Average orientation (floating point deg.) of reflector.
Average range (floating point NMI) of reflector.
Average azimuth (floating point ACPs) of reflector.

min

Left-most edae of azimuth (ACP) coveraae window.

cwmax

I Right-most edge of azimuth (ACP) coverage window.

usecount

I

Count of reflector support uses.

useLast

Scan # of latest reflector support use.

rankDisc

Reflector ranking (1 is best) for discrete false report
reflector support.

RankNondisc
Spare3

Reflector ranking (1 is best) for non-discrete
reflector support.
Unused.
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APPENDIX E. DATA RECORDING FORMAT DESCRIPTION
The 9-PAC provides a data recording interface (DRI) through which various messages
can be extracted from the real-time software and recorded to disk or tape from a suitably
equipped Sun workstation or PC. The 9-PAC has a high-speed (HDLC) serial data port and
dedicated data recording software tasks to support this function. A separatepaper describesthe
9-PAC DRI [lo], including the detailed data message formats. The BTD outputs several
messagetypes containing internal tracking and dynamic reflector data, as itemized in Table E-l.
This appendix describesthe format of the messagesoutput by the BTD.
Table E-l. Recorded Data MessageTypes Output by BTD

MRG-to-BTD report feedback.
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Each data messageoutput by 9-PAC consists of a messageheader and messagedata, as
shown in Figure E-l. The messageheader contains the messagetype, the azimuth at which the
messagewas extracted,and the size of the messagedata.

1

Number of BrIdessage

Data

3

c
Message Data
(Variable Length)

Figure E-l. Recorded data messageformat.
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Figure E-2 illustrate the messageformat for dynamic reflector file updates,which
include creation messages,update messages,and deletion messages. Additional notes are
provided below for superscripteditems.

Reflector ID (16 bits)
1 Status’ )

I

#Aircraft

Event (4 bits)
II

# Discrete reflector samples (10 bits)
Discrete codeof latest reflector sample (12 bits)

t

Scan#of latest reflector sample (32 bits)
Scan# of first reflector sample (32 bits)
Starting azimuth (ACP) of observedreflector samples (12 bits)

Average orientation angle (degrees)of reflector (16 bits)
Average range(LSB = l/64’ NMI) of reflector (16 bits)
Average azimuth (ACP) of reflector (16 bits)
Unused

Beginning of azimuth coveragewindow (12 bits)

Unused

End of azimuth coveragewindow (12 bits)
# reportscalled false by reflector (use count) (16 bits)
Scannumber when reflector was last used (16 bits)
Discrete Rank (16 bits)
Non-discreteRank (16 bits)
Delete Flag (16 bits)

Figure E-2. Dynamic reflector update messageformat.
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I
I

Notes:
1. Reflector statusvalues
1 = Immature Reflector
2=

Mature Reflector

3 = PermanentReflector
Figures E-3a and b illustrate the message format for internal Track File updates and
coasts(Section 9.3). Additional notes for superscripteditems are provided below the figure.
Azimuth prediction (ACP) (12 bits)

Event ’ (4 bits)

Rangeprediction (LSB=1/641hNMI) (16 bits)
CartesianX prediction (LSB=1/64ti NMI) (16 bits)
CartesianY prediction (LSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
CartesianX-dot (LSB=1/64” NM1 per scan) (16 bits)
CartesianY-dot (LSB=1/64* NM1 per scan) (16 bits)
Profile’

Type3

Altitude coasts
A-type4

A-va15

3/A Va16 Spare
3/A Coasts
Track Coasts

Altitude prediction (FL) (12 bits)
Alternate Altitude (FL) (12 bits)
Alternate coasts

Altitude rate (I/IO’ PL per scan) (8 bits)
Mode 3/A Code (12 bits)

Alternate Mode 3/A Code (12 bits)
Run Length (ACP) (12 bits)

Figure E-3a. Track File update messageformat (continued).
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Time’ of prediction (ACP) (32 bits)
RangeAssociationBox Size (LSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
Unused

Azimuth AssociationBox Size (ACP) (12 bits)
Track File Number (16 bits)

I

Status’ (4 bit)

Numberof Report Updates (12 bits)

I
Real Points Score(8 bits)
Unsureby Alt

I

FalsePoints Score(8 bits)

Altitude of previous scanreport (12 bits)
ReportID number (16 bits)

Figure E-3b. Track File update messageformat (concluded).

Notes:
1. Event type values:
1 = Track Initiation

2 = Track Update
3 = Track Coast
4 = Track Drop
2. Altitude Profile
0 = Level
1 = up

2 = Down
3. Altitude Type
0 = Clear Plight Level
1 = Mode C replies are all garbled

2 = No Mode C replies
3 = Brackets-only (i.e., no code data)
4 = Illegal Plight Level
4. Alternate Altitude Type (samevalues as Altitude Type)
5. Alternate Altitude Validity
0 = No validity
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I

1 = Low validity
2 = Medium validity
3 = High validity
6. Mode 3/A Code Validity (values as Alternate Altitude Validity)
7. “Time” is measuredas a 3 1-bit azimuth (ACP) counter, such that the same azimuth
on the next scanwill have a time that is 4096 ACP larger. This field cycles through 0
every 28 days or so.
8. Track Statusdeterminesthe “real-ness” or “false-ness” of a track.
0 = Mature Real Track
1 = Unsure Track
4 = False Track
7 = Immature Real Track
A data messageis output by 9-PAC describing each report-to-track association event.
The format of the messagedepends on the type of event. Figure E-4 describes the message
format for the general case (called “normal”). Figure E-5 shows the messageformat for those
casesin which a report replaces an existing report-to-track association (called an “association
bump”). Figure E-6 provides the messageformat for a special case in which there are two
reports and two tracks with discrete Mode 3/A codesinvolved in the association(called “discrete
2-on-2”).
Size of rest of message(8 bits)

Normal Association(0) (8 bits)

ReportID number (16 bits)
Track File number (16 bits)
Discreteor Non-discreteCase? (16 bits)
How many other tracks considered?(16 bits)
Track File numberfor eachother track considered (up to 9 tracksx 16 bits)

Figure E-4. Normal report-to-track association messageformat.
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Bump Association (1) (8 bits)

Size of rest of message(8 bits)

Track File number (16 bits)
Report ID number (16 bits)

~~~
-~-I

“Bumped” Report ID number (16 bits)

---1

Discrete or Non-discrete case? (16 bits)

Figure E-5. Report-to-track association bump messageformat.

Discrete 2-on-2 Association (2) (8 bits)

Size of rest of message(8 bits)

First Report ID number (16 bits)
First Track File number (16 bits)
SecondReport ID number (16 bits)
SecondTrack File number (16 bits)

Figure E-6. Discrete 2-on-2 report-to-track association messageformat.
A data messageis output by 9-PAC describing eachDiscrete Reflector Sample
(Section 10.2). Figure E-7 provides the message format for this data, which consists of the
reports used to compute a reflector and the attributes of the computedreflector.
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I

Unused (4 bit)
I

Mode 3/A code (12 bits)

Rangeof computedReflector Sample (LSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of computedReflector Sample (ACP) (16 bits)

I

Orientation angle of computed Reflector Sample (degrees) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack File number (16 bits)

I
I

Rangeof previous report from ReferenceTrack (LSB=l@Vh NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of previous report from ReferenceTrack (ACP) (16 bits)
Altitude of previous report from ReferenceTrack (FL) (16 bits)
Rangeof false report (LSB=lWh NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of false report (ACP) (16 bits)
Altitude of false report (FL) (16 bits)

I

Rangeof latest report from ReferenceTrack (LSB=l@lfh NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of latest report from ReferenceTrack (ACP) (16 bits)
Altitude of latest report from ReferenceTrack (n)

(16 bits)

Figure E- 7. Reflector sample messageformat.
A data messageis output by 9-PAC describing the results of eachreport that is tested
using the Discrete Reflection algorithm (Section 10.1.2). Figure E-8 provides the message
format for this data; superscriptednumbers indicate that additional details are provided below the
figure.
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Result ’ (4 bit)

Mode 3/A code (12 bits)
Report ID number (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack File number (16 bits)

ReferenceTrack Rangepredicted to false report time (LSB=l&Ith NMI) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack Azimuth predicted to false report time (ACP) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack Altitude predicted to false report time (FL) (16 bits)

Figure E-8. Discrete reflection test messageformat.
Notes:
1. Result values:
0 = false report satisfied discretereflection test
1 = report “unsure” due to unknown ReferenceTrack altitude
2 = report “unsure” due to ReferenceTrack coasts
3 = report failed discretereflection range requirement
4 = report failed discretereflection altitude requirement
5 = report is from real track which appearedafter false track
6 = no longer used
7 = false report satisfied discretering-around test
8 = no longer used
9 = false report satisfied discretereflection track startup test
lO= false report associatedto mistaken real track (Section 10.1.2.5)
A data message is output by 9-PAC describing the results of the Discrete Reflector
Support test (Section 10.1.2.1.l). Figure E-9 provides the message format for this data;
superscriptednumbers indicate that additional details are provided below the figure.
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Result ’ (4 bit)

Mode 3/A code (12 bits)
ReportID number (16 bits)

Rangeof computedReflector (LSB=l/64*” NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of computedReflector (ACP) (16 bits)
Orientation angleof computedReflector (degrees) (16 bits)
Rangeof false report (JSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of false report (ACP) (16 bits)
Altitude of falsereport (FL) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack Rangepredictedto time of false report (LSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack Azimuth predictedto time of false report (ACP) (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack Altitude predictedto time of false report (FL) (16 bits)

I
I
I

Is Mature ReflectorRequired? (16 bits)

Figure E-P. Discrete reflector support test messageformat.
Notes:
1. Result values:
0 = report failed discretereflector support test
1 = report satisfied discretereflector support test
2=

report satisfied reply hits support, report altitude FL, Reference Track
altitude special type

3 = report satisfied reply hits support,report and ReferenceTrack altitudes FL
4 = report satisfied reply hits support, report and Reference Track altitudes
special type
5 = report failed discretereflector support due to reflector rank
6 = report failed discretereflector support due to invalid reflector math
A data messageis output by 9-PAC describing the results of each report that is tested
using the Non-discrete Reflection algorithm (Section 10.1.3). Figure E-10 provides the message
format for this data; superscriptednumbers indicate that additional details are provided below the
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figure. Figure E- 11 shows the additional messagedata that is output for certain result values
describedbelow.
Result ’ (4 bit)

Mode 3/A code (12 bits)
Report ID number (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack File number (16 bits)
Reflector ID number (16 bits)

Figure E-IO. Non-discrete reflection test messageformat.
Notes:
1. Result values:
0 = “false/supported”report satisfied non-discretereflection test
1 = “unsure” report
2 = “real” report failed non-discretereflection test
3 = “false/unsupported”report
4 = “real” report failed due to small altitude difference
5 = “real” report failed range consistencytest
6 = “real” report failed due to large altitude difference
If the non-discrete reflection test result (shown above) is either 2, 4, or 6, then the
following additional messagedata is output (seeFigure E-l 1) for up to 20 tested reflectors from
the Reflector File with respect to up to 5 candidate Reference Tracks considered for each
reflector.
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Range of Reflector (LSB=1/64’h NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of Reflector (ACP) (16 bits)
Orientation angle of Reflector (degrees) (16 bits)
Expected Range of Reference Track (LSB=1/64” NMI) (16 bits)
Expected Azimuth of Reference Track (ACP) (16 bits)
Expected Altitude of Reference Track (FL) (16 bits)
Number of Reference Tracks Tested (16 bits)
Range of first Reference Track predicted to false report time ( l&lth NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of first Reference Track at false report time (ACP) (16 bits)
Altitude of first Reference Track at false report time (FL) (16 bits)
...

Range of n* Reference Track at false report time (LSB=1/64” NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of n” Reference Track at false report time (ACP) (16 bits)
of nthReference Track at false report time (FL) (16 bits)

I

Figure E-l I. Additional non-discrete reflection test data messageformat.
A data message is output by 9-PAC indicating the feedback of reports from the 9-PAC

Merge task (Section 12.3). Figure E-12 provides the messageformat for this data; additional
notes are detailed below the figure for superscripteditems.
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Result’ (16bits)
Rangeof report (LSB=1/64”’NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuthof report (LSB=1/16”ACP) (16 bits)
1 3/A Val* 1 Spare 1

Mode3/A codeof report (12bits)

I

ModeC Altitude of report (12bits)

Spare(4 bits)

I

TrackFile numberassociated
to report (16bits)
RepcxtID number(16 bits)

Figure E-12. Merge report feedback data messageformat.
Notes:
1. Result values:
0 = Report did not associateto or initiate a track
1 = Track associatedwith report found
2 = Track associatedwith report changed;new track found
3 = Track associatedwith report not found
2. 3/A Validity:
0 = No validity
1 = Low validity
2 = Medium validity
3 = High validity
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The BTD sends beacon target reports to the Merge task. These reports are actually
extractedwithin the Merge software. However, since the data is generatedby the BTD, it makes
senseto present the extracted messageformat here. The details are shown in Figures E-13a and
b.
Report Type (I=Beacon, 9=RTQC) (16 bits)
Range of report (LSB=1/64* NMI) (16 bits)
Azimuth of report (LSB=1/16* ACP) (16 bits)
Run Length (LSB=l/l6”
1 Validity 1 Spare 1
) -validity

1 Spare 1

ACP) (16 bits)

Mode 3/A Code (16 bits)
Mode 2 Code (16 bits)
Mode C Altitude (12 bits)
Validity Flags’ (16 bits)

Arts III Quality (Max(Reply Hits, 7) (16 bits)
Report Status2 (16 bits)
ReferenceTrack ID (16 bits)
Wide Pulse Flag (16 bits)
Algorithm ID3 (16 bits)

Figure E- I3a. Beacon target report messageformat (continued).
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AssociatedTrack ID (16 bits)
AssociatedTrack Range(LSB=1/641hNMI) (16 bits)
AssociatedTrack Azimuth (ACP) (16 bits)
AssociatedTrack Mode 3/A Code (16 bits)
AssociatedTrack Altitude (Flight Level or special value) (16 bits)

I

Track ID usedto establishreport altitude (or 0 if track alt not available) (16 bits)
Report ID (16 bits)

Figure E-13b. Beacon target report messageformat (concluded).
Notes:
1, Validity Flags word bits:
Bits

Description

15

7700 Mode 3/A EmergencyFlag

14

7600 Mode 3/A Emergency Flag

13

Special Position Indicator (SPI) Flag
12-11 Mode C Altitude Validity Flag (values0,1,2,3)
10

Mode 3/A X-bit Flag

9

Mode 2 X-bit Flag

8

Mode 3/A Discrete Flag

7-5

Unused

4-o

Beacon Reply Hits (values 0 through 3 1)

2. Report Statusindicates whether report is “real” or “false”.
0 = Real (or Unsure)
1 = False
2 = -False/Unsupported
3. Algorithm ID
1 = Perfect
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3 = Perfectible
5 = Single-Track Track Match
6 = Two-Track Track Match SameCode
7 = Two-Track Track Match Different Codes
8 = Parse
9 = ParseMultiple Targets
lo=

Mode 2 Parse

11= Mode 2 ParseMultiple Targets
There are two message types that were disabled during the Phase II primary radar
software testing effort, due to HDLC bandwidth concerns. Since the BTD is part of both phases
of 9-PAC, thesemessageswere disabled for PhaseI as well. In the name of completeness,these
messages are described below. The first, the beacon reply group message, is detailed in
Figure E-14. The second, the beacon reply-to-target allocation message, is detailed in
Figure E-15.
Reply GroupID (16 bits)
Wide-PulseFlag (16 bits)
First Reply Mode andAzimuth (16 bits)
First Reply RangeWord (16 bits)
First Reply CodeWord (16 bits)
First Reply ID (16 bits)

Last Reply Mode andAzimuth (16 bits)
Last Reply RangeWord (16 bits)
Last Reply CodeWord (16 bits)
Last Reply ID (16 bits)

Figure E-14. Reply Group messageformat.
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ReportID (16 bits)
ReplyGroupID (16 bits)
Numberof Replies(Hits) (16 bits)
First ReplyID (16 bits)
SecondReply ID ( 16bits)

Last Reply ID (16 bits)

Figure E- 15. Reply-to-Target allocation messageformat.
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APPENDIX F. GLOSiARY

Bit Difference:

The bit difference of two reply codes is given by the number of
bits (l’s) set in the exclusive or&g of the two codes.

Imperfect Superset: Reply code A is an Imperfect Supersetof reply code B if every bit
position set to 1 in B is also set to I in A, except for NDROPS
permitted bit-drops in code A. Thus, the formula is the following:
(Number of Bits( -A & B ) = NDROPS). NDROPS can be either
1 or2.
Number of Bits:

The number of bits set for a reply code is just the number of bits
set to 1.

Range Clock (Cell)

Beaconreply range is measuredby a 85.3 nano-secondclock.

True Superset:

Reply code A is a True Superset of reply code B if every bit
position set to 1 in B is also set to 1 in A. That is, ((A & B) = B)
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